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Hello Gardeners!

Welcome to the 2024 Halifax Seed Company Catalogue! We’ve made some exciting changes 
to this year’s edition, including expanded growing tips, dozens of new varieties, and more. 
2023 was a challenging year in the garden whether we were dealing with extreme heat and 
drought at the start of the season or rain followed by rain, rain and more rain throughout the 
summer here on the east coast. In the vegetable garden many cool season crops like kale did 
great, while varieties like peppers and tomatoes were slow to get going. On the bright side, 
lawns looked spectacular and many pests such a chinch bug were kept at bay. Watching local 
weather trends and adapting our practices to produce a great harvest is an essential gardening 
skill, and we hope that our quality seed and supplies have contributed to success in your gar-
den even through challenging conditions.

This upcoming season we’re thrilled to introduce many fun new varieties to our Halifax Seed 
line! Strawberry Fresca is a brand new addition and is a great choice to grow in baskets or 
garden beds. Check out Hot Fajita Peppers and Cucumber Quick Snack, made to be grown in 
small containers on a sunny windowsill. We’re also very excited to add lisianthus to our annual 
flower collection, to bring a touch of elegance to your cut flower gardens. Many new organic va-
rieties from High Mowing Organic Seed have joined our 2024 line, including Sweet Gem Sugar 
Snap peas, Red Picnic peppers, and Damsel tomatoes.

Since 1866 Halifax Seed has helped gardeners across Canada grow, and today we are proud 
to be a 4th generation, female-owned and operated family business. From our locations in 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, the team at Halifax Seed is honoured to continue to support 
your gardening needs. We all wish you great success in the 2024 growing season, and invite 
you to connect with us online at www.halifaxseed.ca for expert advice and to stay up to date on 
products and news from Halifax Seed.

Happy Gardening,

Emily & Ali Tregunno  
Owners & Co-CEOs  
Halifax Seed Company 

Our 2024 catalogue includes over 100 new varieties! Look for the       to spot what’s new.
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All-American Selections is an 
independent, non-profit organization 
that tests only new varieties then 
introduces only the best garden 
performers as AAS Winners. 

Tax:
pRices do noT include Tax. please see ouR 
oRdeR foRm foR The appRopRiaTe Tax foR youR 
aRea. 

shipping & handling:
shipping chaRges aRe indicaTed on The oRdeR 
foRm in The middle of The caTalogue. some 
pRoducTs do ReQuiRe addiTional shipping 
chaRges due To The size and weighT of The 
pRoducT, This will be indicaTed wiTh The 
pRoducT. 
*please noTe ThaT we ship via canada 
posT. smalleR paRcels (ThaT do noT 
conTain TRacking info) can Take longeR 
To ship To wesTeRn canada - please allow 
appRoximaTely 4 weeks foR some iTems To geT 
To maniToba, saskaTchewan, albeRTa, bRiTish 
columbia, yukon, noRTh wesT TeRRiToRies and 
nunavuT.  

 

caTalogue noTes:
in case of cRop failuRes oR shoRT supply, we 
will auTomaTically subsTiTuTe an eQual oR 
beTTeR vaRieTy, unless youR oRdeR indicaTes 
no subsTiTuTions. 

*please noTe ThaT pRices in This caTalogue 
aRe subjecT To change wiThouT noTice.* 

halifax seed happiness guaRanTee

At Halifax Seed we strive to ensure the quality of each order 
meets our customers’ high standards. Halifax Seed’s Hap-
piness Guarantee ensures that you will be happy with your 
purchase, and if not, we’ll make it right. 

Damaged Product? Please contact Halifax Seed immedi-
ately upon receiving any item that is damaged or incorrect. 

Seeds: Seeds are living items that can be affected by 
multiple variables. Halifax Seed guarantees that all seed 
surpasses the standards set out by the Canada Seeds Act 
and Regulations. Please understand that we cannot accept 
responsibility for the results of extreme weather or garden 
neglect.  If at any time you are unhappy with a variety of 
home garden seed please contact us so we can help pro-
vide a solution. 

Hard Goods: If you are not fully satisfied with every product 
you have received, within 30 days simply send them back 
to us at:
Halifax Seed Company
5860 Kane St
Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3K 2B7
Please ensure you have a copy of your order number and 
reason for return included.   

Credit Card Privacy & Security: Halifax Seed does not 
store your credit card information. All payments are handled 
by a secure processing company. Halifax Seed does not 
share or sell any of our customers information, your info is 
safe with us. 

When you contact us, you will always be greeted by a 
knowledgeable, professional and cheery Halifax Seed “fam-
ily” member. 

Resources........................57

Sprouts............................28

new!

ouTsTanding QualiTy

seed Tape

cuTTing

windowsill vaRieTy

full sun

paRT sun

paRT shade / shade

sTaRT indooRs

heiRloom

bee & buTTeRfly fRiendly

cold ToleRanT

oRdeR online
go to www.halifaxseed.ca/shop
and place your order on our secure web site.

mail iT in
Complete the order-form enclosed, method 
of payment and drop it in the mail to us at:

Halifax Seed Company
PO Box 8026, Stn A
Halifax, NS
B3K 5L8

fax 
Complete the order form enclosed, 
payment information and fax us at 
(902) 455-5271

3 easy ways To place 
youR oRdeR:
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aRTichoke
Cynara scolymus
In cold climates, the artichoke is an annual 
vegetable. Part of the thistle family, the bud is the 
edible part of the plant and should be harvested 
before it’s allowed to bloom. It will produce a 
purple, thistle-like flower if grown to maturity.
Growing tips: Artichokes prefer full sun and are 
heavy feeders. Plant seeds ¼” deep. Space 
plants 2-3’ apart and allow 3-4’ between rows. To 
grow as an annual, start transplants 8-10 weeks 
before planting and allow 10 days of cold (below 
10°C) to encourage bud development.   

Tavor (organic) 
Nearly spineless plants yield 7-8 artichokes 
averaging 4.5” in diameter. Artichokes are green 
with purple tips and are buttery and tender when 
steamed. As an improved Imperial-Star type, 
Tavor can be grown as an annual from seed.
pkt $4.49 #hm1501

aspaRagus
Asparagus officinalis
A hardy perennial, asparagus offers the first 
harvest of spring. Rich in vitamin A and C, 
asparagus may be steamed until tender or frozen 
immediately after harvest for later enjoyment. 
Harvest spears in the third year when grown from 
seed, the following spring from mature roots. 
Growing tips: Field-grown roots should be 
planted as soon as the soil can be worked in a 
25cm (10”) deep trench enriched with compost 
or manure. Set each crown upon a small mound 
of earth and bury it under several inches of 
soil. As the stalks grow, continue to fill in the 
trench until it is level with the rest of the garden. 
Asparagus is a greedy feeder and will benefit 
from a yearly mulch of compost or manure. 
Begin harvesting the third spring after planting 
by cutting 15-22cm (6-9”) tall spears at the soil 
surface. If sowing seeds, soak them for 48 hours 
prior to planting to encourage germination. 

mary washington 
A popular variety offering generous early yields 
and large tight tips. An heirloom variety with both 
male and female roots will be produced.  
seeds asmw | pkt $1.99 | 10g $6.99

beans
Phaseolus
Beans are an almost perfect food, as they form 
a complete protein when eaten with grains and 
are high in fiber, iron and essential minerals. Easy 
to grow, beans will benefit your garden as they 
possess the unique ability to convert nitrogen 
from the air into a form usable by plants. This 
process can be accelerated and yields increased 
with an application of Garden Legume Inoculant. 

Growing Tips: Plant beans in well-drained soil 
after all danger of frost has passed. Sow seeds 
2.5cm (1”) deep, 8 per foot, in rows 50cm (20”) 
apart. For a continual harvest of fresh beans, 
plant new rows every 10 days until mid-July. An 
application of Garden Legume Inoculant will offer 
increased yields. Avoid contact with bean plants 
when they are damp to prevent the spread of 
fungal diseases. 

bush beans
phaseolus vulgaris
Today’s varieties of bush beans are stringless, 
a trait that was bred out of them over a century 
ago. 

gReen bush beans

antigua bush (organic)
55 Days. Impressive yields of dark green 5” pods 
on upright plants. Resistant to Anthracnose, 
Common Mosaic Virus. Seed count 1oz. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2205

improved Tendergreen
57 Days. These high-yielding plants produce 
15cm (6”) long, round, dark green beans that are 
tender and stringless. Resistant to Bean Mosaic 
Virus, this variety is delicious fresh, frozen or 
canned.  
beTg | pkt $1.99 | 125g $6.99 | 250g $9.99 | 
1kg $19.99 

mascotte 
55 Days. A 2014 AAS Winner, it’s perfect for 
containers and garden beds. Produced high 
above the foliage, Mascotte’s 15cm (6”), slim, 
medium green pods are the perfect filet bean. 
Dwarf, upright plants grow 40-45cm (16-18”) tall. 
Stringless with a crisp texture and good flavour.
bema  |  pkt $2.99  | 125g $19.99 
pkt $4.99  #su196998 120 seeds.

provider (organic option) 
51 Days. A very early green bean that produces 
generous clusters of long, straight, round pods. 
The plants of this heavy cropper reach 45cm 
(18”) in height. The beans are tasty fresh and 
freeze extremely well.   
bepR | 125g $6.99 | 250g $9.99 | 1kg $19.99
organic pkt $4.49 #hm2210

Roma ii
65 Days. This Italian-type variety bears a heavy 
crop of tender flat beans with a unique nutty 
flavour. While the beans are delicious fresh, they 
are unbeatable for canning and freezing. The 
vigorous plants will produce over several weeks 
and are resistant to Bean Rust.  
beRo | pkt $1.99 | 125g $7.99 | 250g $10.99 | 
1kg $21.99

slenderette 
55 Days. A delicious and versatile green bush 
bean with slender, 5” pods. Plants are vigorous 
and hardy, producing huge yields of fresh and 
crunchy beans. Resistant to Common Bean 
Mosaic and Curly Top virus.
besl | 125g $6.99 | 250g $9.99 

strike (organic) 
55 Days. Stringless, smooth beans are 
medium green in colour. Strike is known for 
its concentrated pod set; great for canning or 
freezing. Widely adapted, disease resistant 
variety. Plants boast 5-6” bean pods with white 
seeds. Seeds per packet – 1 oz.
pkt $4.49 #hm2255

valentino
53 Days. Valentino is a high quality bean. The 
low fiber, tender and tasty beans grow straight, 
dark green pods that are well positioned on 
the plant, for easy picking, and set well in hot 
weather conditions. Growing 6” long, Valentino 
is great for home and market gardens. 
beva | pkt $2.99

puRple bush beans
dragon langerie bush (organic)
Unique purple-streaked white pods, also known 
as Dragon’s Tongue. Popular for eating fresh as 
a snap bean with super flavour and crispness. 
Streaks fade when cooked. Versatile variety also 
makes a great shelling bean or dry bean. Purple 
seeds. Seed Count 1 oz.
pkt $4.49  #hm2234

Royal burgundy
55 Days. 5” dark purple pods can be used raw 
in salads to add colour. Pods turn green when 
cooked. Upright plants are dark green with a 
purplish tinge on the stems and petioles. 
beRb | pkt $2.99 | 125g $6.99 | 250g $9.99 | 
1kg $19.99

yellow bush beans

custard
56 Days. Bright yellow pods are borne on 
upright bushy plants. This variety of yellow wax 
bean supplies a continuous harvest of delicious 
tasting beans that are easy to pick. Custard has 
resistance to bean common mosaic virus as well 
as bacterial brown spot. 5-5.5” pods.
becu | pkt $2.99 | more sizes available soon 
on our website!

pencil pod black wax 
56 Days. This yellow variety produces excellent 
quality beans that are 15cm (6”) long, round to 
semi-round, slightly curved, fleshy and golden 
yellow. The bushy plants reach 45-53cm (18-21”) 
in height and bear a tender bean that is delicious 
fresh or frozen.  
bepp | 125g $6.99 | 250g $9.99 | 1kg $19.99

Top notch golden wax
50 Days. The creamy yellow pods are 14cm (5 
½”) long, flat, straight and stringless. The 38-
45cm (15-18”) high plants offer a heavy yield of 
tender, tasty beans.   
begw | pkt $2.99 | 125g $8.99 | 250g $12.99 | 
1kg $24.99

https://www.halifaxseed.ca/mary-washington
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dRy bush beans

Quincy dry pinto (organic)
106 Days. Very high yielding dry pinto bean ideal 
for slow-cooking and canning. Large bean with a 
delicious creamy flavour. Upright habit. Resistant 
to Common Mosaic Necrosis Virus, Common 
Mosaic Virus, Curly Top Virus. Seed Count 1oz. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2035

fRench beans

celine (dwarf french)
This variety boasts extra-fine, dark purple beans, 
only 6-7mm thick. These dark stemmed plants 
grow an abundance of attractive purple/white 
flowers and produce a great harvest of nutty 
flavoured beans. 120 seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su196951

dior (dwarf french)     
Well flavoured, crunchy beans which are easy to 
spot due to their yellow colour. Dwarf Bean ‘Dior’ 
is an RHS Award of Garden Merit winner, which 
forms compact, sturdy plants, reliably setting 
high yields of uniform pods about 13cm long. 100 
Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su100310

dwarf french bean colour mix
This colourful mix includes green, yellow and 
purple pods that produce high yields of extra 
fine beans over a long cropping period. Growing 
to around 40-50cm tall, Compass, Adoration 
and Mistik are the varieties included amongst 
the mix. These are ideal for those who grow in 
patio containers, but are equally great to grow in 
raised beds or in the garden.If you harvest your 
colourful mixture of beans on a regular basis, 
this will encourage more flowers to set and will 
prolong the season. Once harvested, these beans 
are great for freezing and using in a variety of 
homecooked dishes. 120 Seeds.
pkt $5.99 #su186951

french bean colourful climbing mix
This superb mix will provide you with masses of 
long, tender, fleshy pods of purple, green and 
yellow colours throughout the entire summer. 
They’re all stringless and boast an exceptionally 
fine flavour. Varieties: Monte Gusto, Carminat, 
Monte Cristo. 45 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su195570

maxibel haricot vert (organic)
65 Days. An excellent French filet bean known for 
long, slender, medium green pods and a delicate 
texture. Heavy producer of 6-8” beans on good 
sized plants. Resistant to Common Mosaic Virus 
and Anthracnose. Seed Count 1oz. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2200

mistik (dwarf french)
Dwarf French Bean plants hold the beans above 
the foliage, so they’re easier to see and pick and 
more protected from slugs and disease. Just right 
for growing in window boxes and pots, these 
French beans also produce attractive purple 
flowers. 120 seeds.
pkt $3.99  #su197020

pole beans 
Phaseolus vulgaris
Growing pole beans is a great way to conserve 
space in a small garden. Support is a must and 
may be provided by garden netting, trellising or 
by creating a bamboo tent. Plant seeds 2.4cm 
(1”) deep and if using bamboo poles, plant 5 to 6 
beans at the base of each pole. Plant seeds in a 
sunny spot in late spring.

blue lake pole (green)
60 Days. This popular variety boasts an early 
harvest of round, straight, 18cm (7”) long bright 
green pods that may be enjoyed fresh, frozen or 
canned for later use.   
bebl | 125g $7.99 | 250g $11.99 | 1kg $23.99

kentucky wonder green
65 Days. A vigorous climber, this old-fashioned 
variety bears a heavy crop of 15-20cm (6-8”) long 
silvery green beans. Stringless if picked young, 
the curved, flavourful beans are grown on plants 
that reach over 150cm (5’) in height.  
bekw | pkt $1.99 | 125g $7.99 | 250g $11.99 | 
1kg $23.99

kentucky wonder wax (yellow)
65-70 Days. A traditional favorite pole bean with 
butter-yellow 20cm (8”) long pods. This tasty, 
tender bean matures slightly later than Kentucky 
Wonder Green, but offers a generous crop. 
beww | pkt $2.99 | 125g $8.99 | 250g $12.99 | 
1kg $24.99

Rattlesnake (organic) 
Exceptional heirloom flavour fresh, shelled or 
dry! Picked fresh, beans are round and dark 
green with unusual purple streaks that fade when 
cooked. Shelled beans are beige, with rattlesnake 
streaks when fully dry. Streaked seeds. 1 oz. 
Pkt $4.49  #hm2154

seychelles (organic)    
60 Days. An AAS winner and a prolific producer 
of perfect quality stringless pods with an 
archipelago of tender, small seeds inside each. 
Great flavour. Vines will reach 5’ tall and require 
a trellis. Resistant to Anthracnose and Common 
Mosaic Virus. Seed Count 1oz.
pkt $4.49  #hm2161

RunneR beans (oRnamenTal)
These varieties are usually grown for their flowers 
but are also edible.

scarlet Runner 
65 days. Scarlet Runner is prized for its 
abundance of bright red blooms that attract 
hummingbirds and add a welcome splash of 
colour to the vegetable or ornamental garden. 
Medium green beans that are curved, 12cm (5”) 
long and stringless if picked young are produced 
on vines that can reach over 300cm (10’) in the 
air! For optimum flavour, harvest and cook beans 
when they are still young and tender.   
besR | pkt $1.99 | 125g $12.99 | 250g $17.99 | 
1kg $36.99

super Trio mix
Three of the best stringless ‘super’ runner bean 
varieties. Masses of long, tasty pods are freely 
produced all summer whatever the weather. The 
mix of flower colours makes them extremely 
ornamental. Includes Tenderstar, Firestorm and 
Moonlight. 40 seeds.
pkt $6.99  #su199757

mardi gras blend (organic) 
55 Days. No more hand mixing after a bean 
harvest! Varieties selected for their excellent 
flavour and rates of maturity. Plant successions 
and harvest these beautiful, festive beans all 
season long. Includes gold, purple, and green 
snap beans with 4-6” pods. Seeds per packet – 
1oz. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2150

edamame
70 Days. An early, heavy yielding, delicious 
variety even under cool conditions. Best grown 
with warm day and cool night temperatures. 
Growing 22” tall fruit is set early with 
approximately 3 beans per pod. Great for eating 
fresh out of the pod, canning or freezing. Rich in 
protein. 10 seeds. 
BESO | Pkt $1.99 | 125g $17.99 | 250g $32.99

midori giant (organic)  
95 Days.Early maturing, high yielding variety with 
large, buttery seeds. One of the most popular 
soybeans for edamame. Produces tall, sturdy 
plants with consistent production.
pkt $4.49  #hm2241

bRoad beans
Vicia faba
A frost hardy, cold-weather crop that thrives in 
northern gardens. For optimum flavour, harvest 
beans when they are fully formed, yet still tender. 

Growing Tips: Plant seeds in early spring, as soon 
as the ground can be worked. Place the seeds 
2.5cm (1”) deep, 4 to 5 seeds per foot, in rows 
spaced 45cm (18”) apart. 
broad windsor fava 
75 Days. The best of all the English long-pod 
broad beans, this variety offers heavy yields 
borne in generous clusters. Pods are very long, 
filled with 6 to 7 large seeds and produced on 
plants 60-75cm (24-30”) tall.
bebw | pkt $2.99  | 125g $9.99 | 250g $14.99 
| 1kg $25.99

windsor (organic)
hardy plant with large, nutty beans. english 
variety dating to 1863 with delicious flavour when 
eaten as a shell bean. Plants produce 5-6” pods 
each holding 3-5 large plump beans. Great for 
freezing or drying. Plants require cool conditions 
and are not heat tolerant. Hardy to 12 degrees F. 
Buff coloured seeds. Tall 4’ plants. Cold tolerant. 
1 oz. pkt $4.49  #hm2023
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beeTs 
Beta vulgaris
Nutritious greens and tasty roots that are rich in 
Vitamin A, iron and potassium. Beets are very 
easy-to-grow and relatively pest and disease free!

Growing Tips: Plant seed as soon as the soil 
can be worked in early spring. To ensure a 
continuous supply of fresh beets all season long, 
sow additional seeds every two weeks into early 
summer. Place the seed in rich, well-worked 
neutral soil 1 cm (1/2”) deep, with 10-15 seeds 
per foot. To hasten germination, soak the seeds 
for an hour prior to planting. When harvesting, 
leave a 5cm (2”) stub of stem to minimize 
‘bleeding’ of the interior juices. 

beetroot Rainbow mix  
Brighten up mealtimes with this superb mix 
of round-shaped beets that come in a host 
of colours. They’re sweet and flavoursome, 
particularly if harvested as mouth-watering baby 
beets. An easy way to add both visual appeal and 
flavour to all those homegrown salads. Includes 
Albina Vereduna, Boltardy, Burpees Golden, 
Chioggia, Detroit. 250 seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su151822
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186304

boldor
A superb elongated round golden beet, with 
sweet, juicy yellow flesh. Ideal for salads or 
juicing. And, unlike red types, there is no danger 
of staining. contains 175 seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su151381

boltardy 
Beetroot Boltardy is perfect for exhibition. Being 
deep red in colour and smooth skinned, this 
beetroot is ideal. Recommended for early sowing.  
Recommended for freezing. Twist off foliage 
when picking, as cutting will make stems bleed 
sap.
pkt $4.99  #su151383 250 seeds
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su185432

burpees golden
A superb, yellow-fleshed beetroot, providing 
great colour in salads or pickles. Leaves can 
be cooked like spinach. Row 4.5m (15’). Globe 
variety. Maturing 12-16 weeks from sowing. No 
staining, juice doesn’t run when cut. A good 
source of fibre, potassium and calcium. 140 
seeds. 
pkt $4.99  #su151500

chiogga beet (organic option)  
60 Days. The most beautiful of all beets with a 
very sweet flavour. White and red alternating 
concentric rings look stunning in any dish and on 
the plate. Green leaves are perfect tossed in a 
salad. This variety is a must in every garden. 
bTch | pkt $2.99 | 25g $8.99 | 125g $26.99
organic pkt $4.49 #hm2269

detroit dark Red (organic option)  
57 Days. This heirloom variety is well-known for 
its uniform rich red flesh and tasty globe-shaped 
roots that are flattened at the base. The large 
tops are an attractive deep green tinged with red 
and reach 40-45cm (16-18”) in height. 
bTdd | pkt $2.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $12.99 | 
500g $35.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2280

early wonder (organic option)  
53 Days. A quick growing variety, Early Wonder 
produces a smooth flattened globe with a blood 
red interior. Prized for its beet greens, the tops 
reach 40-45cm (16-18”) in height and are a rich 
glossy green in colour. 
bTew | pkt $2.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $12.99 | 
500g $35.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2290

formanova (cylindra improved)
58 Days. This unique beet has an attractive 
cylindrical shape that makes it ideal for slicing! 
The roots grow about 15-20cm (6-8”) long and 
5cm (2”) wide with flesh that is dark red, tender 
and sweet. 
bTfo | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $12.99 | 
500g $35.99

golden eye  
A colourful alternative to the traditional red 
beetroot, Beetroot ‘Golden Eye’ has golden 
yellow flesh that boasts a sweet flavour which 
lacks the typical ‘earthy’ taste of other varieties. 
Grow as mature roots or as baby beets, roasted, 
juiced or grated into salads. 100 seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su151252

Red ace f1 (organic)  
60 Days. A tried-and-true variety with great 
uniformity and healthy, bright green tops. High 
yields of nicely shaped, deep red beets with great 
storage capacity. Resistant to Cercospora Leaf 
Spot.
pkt $4.49  #hm2285

Ruby Queen  
55 Days. One of the best varieties for garden 
fresh beets and most popular for canning in the 
Northeast! It boasts smooth, round, uniform roots 
with a bright red interior colour and deep green 
tops that grow 25-30cm (10-12”) tall. 
bTRQ | pkt $2.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $12.99 | 
500g $35.99 

shiraz (organic) 
Unparalleled aesthetics and taste with impressive 
resistances make Shiraz a reliable choice. Tall, 
succulent tops for high quality greens and easy 
bunching. Exceptionally smooth, round 3-4”roots.
pkt $4.49 #hm2262

Touchstone gold (organic option)
55 Days. Smooth golden roots with bright yellow 
flesh retain their colour when cooked. Excellent, 
sweet flavour. Tops are strong with pale golden 
petioles. A great addition to your root garden. 
bTTg | pkt $2.99 | 25g $54.99 
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2288

bRoccoli
Brassica oleracea italica
Broccoli is a ‘super food’. It offers Vitamins A 
and C, protein, potassium, iron, calcium, niacin, 
dietary fiber and the antioxidant, beta carotene! 

Growing Tips: Broccoli thrives in rich, loose soil 
that has been amended with compost or well-
rotted manure. For a head start on your crop, sow 
seed indoors 4 to 6 weeks prior to setting out. For 
a second harvest in the fall, plant additional seed 
directly in the garden in late June. Sow 10 to 15 
seeds per foot, thinning them to 30cm (12”) apart.

belstar f1 (organic)
65 Days. A versatile broccoli with excellent heat 
and cold tolerance and uniform, rounded heads. 
A great choice for spring, summer, and fall 
plantings with excellent vigor. Plants are compact 
and produce small to medium heads within a 10-
14 harvest window.
pkt $4.49  #hm2302

blue finn f1 
This classic-looking variety of broccoli is compact 
in shape and boasts productive plants reaching 
around 30-45cm tall. It will supply a great number 
of dense florets, weighing up to 500g while 
remaining tight and full of flavour. Early maturing 
and great for successional sowing. 20 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su152146

broccoli Raab
42 Days. Great for spring and summer harvest. 
Tasty mustard like tops, used extensively in Italian 
and Chinese cooking. Sow after the threat of last 
frost. Grow plants in full sun and keep soil moist. 
For best flavour, plant in cool temperatures.
bRRa | pkt $2.99 | 10g $6.99 | 25g $11.99
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covina f1 (organic)  
75 Days. A vigorous grower with high stress 
tolerance and reliable, uniform production. 
Tolerant of both drought and wet conditions and 
a great choice for either spring or fall planting. 
Resistant to Fusarium, Black Rot, and White 
Rust.
pkt $4.49  #hm2303 

de cicco (organic)
48 Days. An excellent multi-cut variety for the 
home garden that produces a 3-4” central head 
followed by a prolific set of side shoots. Long 
harvest window.
pkt $4.49  #hm2300

gemini f1
80 Days. Easy to grow, this variety of broccoli has 
good disease resistance and produces florets 
weighing 300-500g each. Reaching heights of 41-
50cm (16-20”); spread 41-50cm (16-20”), it’s the 
perfect vegetable for beds and borders or raised 
beds. 20 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su152144

green magic hybrid
90 Days from direct-sow. Green Magic Hybrid has 
a uniform, dependable blue-green colour with a 
buttery flavour and crisp texture. Tolerant to heat, 
you can pick entire crown all at once, or just the 
central stalk first which stimulates the production 
of numerous side-shoots extending your harvest. 
This compact, high-yielding broccoli grows about 
60cm (24”) tall.  Approximately 100 Seeds.
bRgm | pkt $3.99 | 5g $34.99

summer purple (sprouting seeds) 
Broccoli (Sprouting) Seeds ‘Summer Purple’ is 
a British broccoli variety that has been specially 
bred for summer and autumn cropping seasons. 
This means that this type of broccoli does not 
require a winter season of cold weather to be 
able to grow a mass of delicious spears! The 
sturdy stems can grow up to 90cm tall and the 
plants will produce high yields and bumper 
crops with regular picking. The scrumptious 
dark-purple headed florets taste their best when 
steamed, with an excellent sweet and earthy 
flavour coming through. This is a must-have and 
flavoursome addition to many home-cooked 

dishes, including stir-fries or Sunday roasts to pot 
pies and vegetable soups. 100 seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su152147

waltham no. 29 (organic option)
70 Days. A traditional variety that withstands 
cooler late season temps. Delicious, dependable 
variety. 50-60cm (20-24”) plants produce large 
main heads and lots of side shoots.  
bRwa | pkt $2.99 | 10g $4.99 | 25g $8.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2315

wok broc (chinese broccoli)
The perfect, quick-growing, cut and come 
again veggie! All parts of Wok Broc plants are 
edible. Stalks can be cooked like asparagus, 
leaves can be used in salads or like spinach in 
stir-fries, flower buds are eaten like sprouting 
broccoli and even the flowers are edible and tasty 
in a salad. Similar in taste to broccoli, but with a 
hint of kale, Wok Broc can be harvested in only 
8-10 weeks and can be grown throughout the 
winter in a cold greenhouse. 150 seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su152217

bRoccolini 
baby broccoli
aspabroc
50 Days. The official broccolini. Aspabroc 
resembles a broccoli raab with an asparagus 
stem, and offers a mild taste. Eaten raw or briefly 
cooked, Broccolini is rich in vitamins. A hybrid 
between broccoli and gai lan, grows 45-60cm 
(20-24”) tall. Aspabroc tastes of sweet broccoli 
with a hint of asparagus. As first central shoots 
mature, harvest it quickly to encourage side 
shoots.  
bRas | pkt $2.99 | 2g $59.99 | 5g $129.99

bRussels spRouTs
Brassica oleracea gemmifera
Brussels Sprouts are well-known for their 
remarkable frost tolerance.

Growing Tips: Brussels Sprouts grow best in rich 
well-worked ground that has a soil pH above 6.0. 
This easy-to-grow crop may be started indoors 
or sown directly in the garden. Brussels Sprouts 
require large amounts of water and should be 
mulched during the hot summer months to 
conserve soil moisture. Allow a light frost before 
harvesting to improve flavour and pick sprouts 
from bottom of stem up.
dagan f1 (organic)
100 Days. Early, reliable variety with tall straight 
stalks that don’t require topping. Nicely wrapped 
tight sprouts with a bright medium green colour. 
10 Seeds. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2314

long island improved
90-100 Days. A traditional variety that is well 
known for its excellent taste. It has a heavy set 
of firm sprouts over a lengthy period. Plants are 
50-60cm (20-24”) high.  
bsli | pkt $1.99 | 10g $4.99 | 25g $7.99

nautic f1 (organic) 
Disease resistant variety for a reliable crop of 
tightly wrapped sprouts. Nautic F1’s sprouts are 
spaced further apart, allowing plants to dry out 
quickly to avoid spread of disease and making it 
easier to harvest individual sprouts. Vigorous and 
sturdy plants with 1” sprouts. 10 seeds.  
pkt $4.49 #hm2317

cabbage
Brassica oleracea capitata
A maritime staple, cabbage prefers cool weather, 
making it a perfect crop for Atlantic Canada.

Growing Tips: Successful cabbage growers 
know a few simple tricks of the trade: 1) Keep 
cabbage well watered and fertilized 2) Never plant 
cabbage, or any other brassica in the same spot 
from year to year 3) Use great care when weeding 
or cultivating around the plants as cabbage is 
very shallow rooted. Plant cabbage in a rich 
organic soil with high humus content and a pH 
of at least 6.0. An application of lime will help 
prevent Clubroot. For an earlier harvest, cabbage 
seed may be planted indoors 4 to 6 weeks prior 
to setting out in the garden. When transplanting, 
space the plants 30-45cm (12-18”) in rows that 
are 50cm (20”) apart. For a fall crop, direct seed 
late season varieties in mid-May, planting the 
seed 1cm (1/2”) deep. 

amarant (organic) 
70 Days. Amarant is a strikingly beautiful, vibrant 
red cabbage with a dark purple interior. Its leaves 
are crunchy, sweet, and juicy and heads reach 
2.5lbs on average. High heat tolerance means 
this cabbage grows well both early and mid-
season.
pkt $4.49  #hm2374

chinese michihili (chinese cabbage)
75 Days. A cool weather crop that thrives in 
fertile, moist soil. The tall cylindrical plants of this 
improved strain grow 50cm (20”) high with crisp 
sweet leaves that offer a hint of spice. Chinese 
cabbage stores very well.  
cami | pkt $2.99 | 10g $4.99 | 25g $7.99 | 
125g $16.99

early copenhagen  
68 Days. This heirloom variety produces uniform, 
globe shaped heads measuring 15cm (6”) in 
diameter. This cabbage is firm and solid and is a 
productive and compact plant, which is great for 
home gardeners with a small plot.  
caco | pkt $2.99 | 10g $4.99 | 25g $7.99 | 
125g $16.99

golden acre 
63 Days. The earliest of the round-headed 
varieties, Golden Acre offers a 15-18cm (6-7”) 
cabbage that weighs in at about 1.4kg (3lbs). 
Creamy-white inside, this variety is quite compact 
and can be densely planted.   
caga | pkt $1.99 | 10g $4.99 | 25g $7.99 | 
125g $16.99

Red acre
100 Days. This popular red cabbage has become 
a garden standard with its solid bright red head 
that grows to a generous size of 20cm (8”) in 
diameter and 3kg (7lbs).   
caRa | pkt $2.99 | 10g $5.99 | 25g $8.99 |
125g $19.99

Red drumhead
Solid, dark red, round heads of fine texture, 
excellent for pickling and for speciality cooked 
dishes. Summer/Autumn maturing. For early 
crops sow under glass at 10-15°C (50-60°F) in 
February. For use in late summer, autumn and 
winter sow March-May outdoors. 300 Seeds.
pkt $3.99 #su154665

Red express (organic)  
62 Days. Early maturing red cabbage with vibrant 
colour and a compact growth habit. A great 
choice for small spaces and well adapted for 
growing in our northern climate. Heads can grow 
to up to 3lbs.
pkt $4.49  #hm2369
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savoy
55 Days. Head 15cm x 20cm (6”x8”), approx 
1lb in size. Its super early maturity and taste set 
this apart from the rest. Its sweet flavour makes 
marvelous coleslaw, sauerkraut and cabbage 
salads. The compact growth and small heads 
allow for planting closer together. 
case | pkt $2.99 | 5g $5.99 | 10g $7.99 

serpentine
The ultimate Savoy cabbage for looks and 
flavour. Fewer external leaves means less 
wastage in the kitchen. Stands well in the garden, 
simply harvest as needed and the cabbage will 
remain firm until the first frosts. Height 30-40cm 
(12-16”); spread 40-50cm (16-20”). 45 Seeds. 
pkt $4.99  #su155646

stonehead hybrid 
65 Days from direct-sow, 45 days from 
transplant. Stonehead F1 is an early, medium-
headed variety with tip burn tolerance. It’s a 
compact plant with gray-green, round, very solid 
heads. This AAS winner produces heads with a 
crisp texture, that average 4lbs/2kg and about 
15cm (6”) in diameter. Stonehead Hybrid is a 
compact variety making it suitable for smaller 
garden plots. Approx 100 seeds.
cash | pkT $2.99 | 10g $54.99

Tiara f1 (organic)  
57 Days. An exceptional mini cabbage well 
suited for succession planting or growth in small 
spaces. Early maturing with densely packed, 
flavourful leaves perfect for eating fresh. Heads 
are compact and round and reach an average of 
2-3lbs. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2348

canTaloupe & melon
Cucumis melo
A mouth watering treat that far surpasses 
anything found at the supermarket. 

Growing Tips: The secret to growing frost-
sensitive plants is to start your seeds indoors, 
setting the plants out only after the last frost 
of spring and the soil has warmed up. Work a 
generous amount of compost or well-rotted 
manure into the garden prior to planting and 
lime if the soil is acidic. Cantaloupe requires little 
maintenance during the growing season, but does 
ask for regular moisture. A mulch of landscape 
fabric will repel weeds and retain soil moisture 
and heat, allowing for higher yields. 

bit o’gold
80 Days. Bit O’Gold has it all - flavour, texture, 
aroma and sweetness; plus, it holds well after 
harvest, giving you time to enjoy the bounty. This 
petite wonder, a mini Harper type, is the perfect 
size for sharing with a friend - or not! The full-
sized vines set many small fruits that are ready 
for harvest when the netting from the melon 
climbs to the stem. 10 Seeds. mebg | pkt $3.99

pmR delicious 51 (organic) 
75 Days. Juicy, perfectly sweet flesh is dark 
orange with creamy texture and strong flavour. 
Thinner skin than hybrids but stores well. 
Excellent resistance to powdery mildew and well 
adapted for northern growers. Fruits are 2-3lbs. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2630

sweet granite
70 Days. Great for Northern coastal climates. This 
oblong, orange-fleshed fruit has a light netting 
and is sweet and juicy. Typically growing up to 
3lbs this cantaloupe is very high in vitamins A and 
C. clsg | pkt $1.99 | 5g $17.99 | 10g $29.99 | 
25g $54.99

True love f1 (organic)  
76 Days. True Love F1 is an aromatic and sweet 
melon with perfectly textured orange flesh. Fruits 
are high in sugar and grow from 2-3lbs. High 
resistance to Fusarium Wilt and Powdery Mildew.
pkt $4.49 # hm2635

caRRoTs
Daucus carota
Carrots are easily grown in any decent garden 
soil, but deep loams with a high organic matter 
will grow the smoothest and straightest roots. 
Highly nutritious, a single medium carrot supplies 
the daily requirement of Vitamin A.  

Growing Tips: Sow seed 0.5 to 1 cm (1/4-1/2”) 
deep as early as the ground can be worked 
with about 30 seeds planted per foot. Once 
sprouted, thin seedlings to 3-5cm (1-2”) apart, 
supply adequate moisture and keep the earth 
well cultivated to prevent weeds. Cover exposed 
shoulders with soil to prevent greening. 

amsterdam forcing 3  
One of the earliest varieties to mature. Can be 
sown under glass or in succession outdoors for 
small, succulent roots.  
seed Tape 6m $6.99 #su186324

atomic Red
70 Days. This imperator-type carrot with a long, 
tapered root has unusual coral-red, 20cm (8”) 
long roots. As these carrots are high in lycopene, 
their crisp, mildly sweet flavoured roots are at 
their best when cooked. 
cRaR | pkt $2.99 | 10g $14.99 | 25g $28.99

black nebula  
There’s a dark side to everything – including the 
humble carrot! The darkest carrot to be found, 
‘Black Nebula’ produces long, tapering roots 
about 15-25cm, that come in a striking black-
purple shade, the colour penetrating the core 
and retained on cooking. The crunchy flesh 
has a good earthy flavour and its extraordinary 
colour demonstrates that this variety has a high 
concentration of health-promoting anthocyanins. 
300 seeds. pkt $4.99  #su157256

burpees short n sweet  
68 Days. Short, crisp, sweet carrots ideal for 
container growing and fast, successively sown 
crops. Carrot ‘Burpees Short N Sweet’ produces 
10cm long, bright orange roots that are perfect 
for containers or heavy soils where other varieties 
fail. 1000 seeds. pkt $4.99  #su157257

carrot mix seed Tape   
Goodbye successional sowing! Just sow once 
and the mix of varieties mature successionally 
for a super-long harvest period! Harvest for up 
to 24 weeks! Vitamin-packed maincrop carrots. 
Contains: Amsterdam Forcing 3, Early Nantes 5 
& St. Valery.
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186315

chantenay
68 Days. This tasty variety boasts reddish-orange 
roots that are 14cm (5 1/2”) long with a 6cm (2 
½”) wide shoulder. The stubby carrots are tender 
and sweet. Enjoy Chantenay fresh from the 
garden or freeze for a delicious winter treat! 
cRch | pkt $1.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $19.99 | 
500g $49.99

cosmic purple (organic)
These tapered roots steal the show in salads with 
their extraordinary colour combination and sweet 
flavour with a bit of spice. 7” danvers type. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2335

danvers half long (organic option)
75 Days. Great variety for shallow soils as it 
grows 15-19cm (6-7 ½”) long. Flesh is bright 
orange, fine grained with mild flavour. One of the 
best carrots for storage.  
cRda | 25g $7.99 | 125g $19.99 | 500g $49.99
organic pkt $4.49 #hm2330

dolciva (organic)
95 Days. Great sweet flavour, juicy crunch and 
an incredibly long storage life. This nantes-type 
carrot has slightly tapered roots, good uniformity, 
bright colour and strong tops. 250 Seeds.
pkt $4.49  #hm2334

fire wedge (juicing carrot)
Large orange roots that are indeed wedge-
shaped, and are very succulent so ideal for 
juicing (which is what they were bred to do!). Also 
delicious raw or cooked. 200 seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su157325

imperator 58
77 Days. This popular variety has 23cm (9”) 
long roots that are about 4cm (1 ½”) wide at the 
shoulder. A lovely medium orange, it is slightly 
tapered and widely used for shipping. The tops 
grow 45cm (18”) tall and are firmly attached 
allowing for easy harvest.  
cRim | pkt $1.99 | 25g $8.99 | 125g $22.99 | 
500g $59.99

nantes scarlet (organic option)  
68 Days. Nantes Scarlet is a very popular carrot 
with crisp cylindrical roots that are reddish-
orange throughout, creating an inconspicuous 
core. Growing 15cm (6”) long and 2.5cm 
(1”) wide, one of the best varieties for home 
gardens.  
cRns | pkt $1.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $19.99 | 
500g $49.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2340
seed Tape 6m $6.99 #su186325

napoli (organic option)
This carrot tops the list for sweetness and flavour. 
This cool season hybrid is one of the earliest 
making it perfect for short seasons. Plant in 
succession for a constant supply. 18-20cm (7-8”) 
roots that taper slightly. 250 seeds
cRna | pkt $.299 | pelletized seed  
pkt $4.99 

naval (organic)  
72 Days. Uniform 7” roots with strong tops that 
make harvest and bunching easy. A versatile 
Nantes-type carrot with long term storage 
capacity and moderate disease resistance. It 
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tastes great straight out of the field and keeps 
well through the winter.
pkt $4.49  #hm2342

negovia (organic)  
80 Days. A superbly crunchy carrot with 
impressive flavour and strong tops. It’s a sweet 
and crunchy Nantes type, great for eating fresh 
or for storing. Roots are 7-8”. Resistant to blight, 
rot, and powdery mildew.
pkt $4.49  #hm2324

purple sun f1
A striking strong purple colour from skin to core. 
The tasty roots are highly pointed at the tip with 
flat to rounded shoulders and will add colour to 
any dish. Can be harvested as baby carrots or 
grown to full size. Approx 180 seeds. 
pkt $3.99  #su157255

Rainbow carrot mix 
60-70 Days. Halifax Seed’s carrot mix produces 
a variety of purple, red, orange, yellow and white 
carrots, each with their own unique texture and 
flavour. Crisp, sweet roots are highly nutritious 
and well suited to be eaten fresh or cooked. A 
perfect way to brighten up your garden harvest! 
cRRb  | pkt $2.99

Rainbow mixed f1
A great way to brighten up a meal or veggie 
tray. An unusual and fascinating carrot mixture, 
producing delicious roots in an array of shades 
from light yellow to red.  
pkt $4.99  #su157254

starburst blend (organic) 
This rainbow of sweet and crunchy roots will 
delight people of all ages with striking shades of 
white, yellow, orange and purple. Flavourful, extra 
nutritious roots are packed with antioxidants and 
add vibrant colour to salads, mixed bunches and 
cruditees. 7-9” roots. 
250 seeds. pkt $4.49 #hm2333

volcano
Carrot ‘Volcano’ is a sturdy and vigorous variety, 
popular with commercial growers. This Nantes 
type carrot produces strong, 8-9” tapered roots 
with exceptional resistance to breaking and 
splitting, and a crown of vigorous foliage making 
them easy to lift. High resistance to cavity spot, 
crown disease and late season re-growth. Height: 
30cm (12”). Spread 15cm (6”). 
350 seeds. pkt $4.99 #su100280

yaya f1 (organic)
50 Days baby, 60 Days full size.An early 6” 
nantes-type with stellar flavour and crispness. 
Versatile and suitable for storage, bunching, or 
soups. Good disease resistance. 
250 seeds. pkt $4.49  #hm2336

yellowstone (organic)
70 Days. 9” long, sunflower-yellow carrots with 
strong, feathery tops. Extremely productive with a 
mild flavour. 250 Seeds.
pkt $4.49  #hm2337

caulifloweR
Brassica oleracea botryis  
Although a cool weather crop, cauliflower cannot 
tolerate spring frosts. Requires slow and steady 
growth without interruptions from drought or 
other problems in order to produce blemish-free 
heads. 

Growing Tips: A heavy feeder that requires rich, 
moist soil high in organic matter and has pH 
above 6.0. As it will not head up in hot weather, 
the creamy white curd needs to be protected. 
When the heads first become visible, gather the 
outer leaves and secure together with string or 
an elastic band, hiding and protecting the curd. 
Blanching process will encourage a pure white 
cauliflower. 

multihead
The Multi Headed Cauliflower produces one 
large head and 3-5 side heads for later use. This 
unique ‘cut and come again’ cauliflower means 
you can harvest the main head for that family 
dinner and keep the side heads to harvest as and 
when needed. Perfect for those of you who like to 
harvest your crop in your own time. 10 seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su158415

snowball early “a” 
60 days. Heads 16-17cm (6 ½”) diameter, 
weighing about 1 ¾ lb, compact and true white. 
Great for home, market and freezing.  
cfsb | pkt $2.99 | 10g $6.99 | 25g $10.99 | 
125g $34.99

successional harvest f1 cauliflower 
collection
Hybrid varieties will provide a good supply 
of tasty cauliflowers over the late summer/
fall period. So much easier than sowing 
successionally. Varieties in collection include: F1 
Amsterdam, F1 Seoul, F1 Brasilla. Performs well 
on a range of soil types. 45 seeds.
pkt $3.99  #su158243

veronica f1 Romanesco (organic) 
77 Days. Extraordinary spiraled 6-7” heads with 
mild, nutty flavour. In cool conditions heads are 
an alluring chartreuse while in warmer conditions 
they’re creamy white with a pink blush. Favoured 
for crudités and raw vegetable dishes. This 
cauliflower has northern Italian roots dating back 
to the 15th century and is a gourmet favourite 
today. 10 seeds per packet. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2319

celeRy
Apium graveolens dulce
Celery is an ancient crop. The seeds are a bit 
slow to start, but once the transplants are tucked 
in the garden, this potassium-rich vegetable 
grows very well in Atlantic Canada. 

Growing Tips: Celery should be started indoors 
in early March, 10 to 12 weeks prior to setting 
out. To encourage germination, soak the seeds 
overnight. It also prefers a rich soil, so if fertility is 
a problem, incorporate some organic matter into 
the garden before planting. Space the transplants 
30cm (12”) apart and mulch well. 

Tango (organic)
85 Days. An improved, early variety that is easy 
to grow. Plants are vigorous with good flavour, 
excellent for home gardens and shorter seasons. 
Smooth, non-stringy stalks. 50 Seeds.
pkt $4.49  #hm2344

utah 52-70
100-110 Days. This is a vigorous early celery that 
is both bolt and disease resistant. The crisp, soft-
green ribs reach 22-25cm (9-10”) in height and 
are delicious. The mature plants reach 70-75cm 
(28-30”) in height.   
cluT | pkt $2.99 | 10g $6.99 | 25g $10.99 | 
125g $34.99

celeRiac
Apium graveolens rapaceum
Celeriac takes longer than most vegetables to 
reach maturity and requires a soil temperature 
of at least 15°C for proper germination. Sow 
indoors, two seeds in 7.5cm (3”) pots about 
1/2cm (1/4”) deep in early March. When the 
seedlings emerge, thin out the weakest one. 
Plants can be transplanted in mid-May when the 
danger of frost is minimal. Approx 30cm (12”) 
between plants in rows 35cm (14”) apart.  Be sure 
to harden plants off prior to placing them out. 

mars 
Large, uniformed roots, that holds huge healthy 
crops. The interiors stay firm and are strong and 
sturdy in the ground. As they hold themselves 
so well in soil, these upright plants result in 
less splash from rain and are unlikely to suffer 
from celery leaf spot. Once they are ready to 
harvest, these crops will store well and make 
a great addition to homemade slaws, salads 
and sandwiches! Just grate raw and enjoy. 150 
Seeds.
pkt $3.99 #su160065
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collaRds
Brassica oleracea acephala
champion  
70 Days. This bolt-resistant variety keeps well 
in the field, allowing for an extended harvest 
season. Plants are productive and hardy, with 
rich blue leaves which have a waxy surface that 
protects them from cabbage worms. 24-36” tall.
pkt $4.49  #hm2552

vates
A hardy vegetable green that has large, smooth 
dark green leaves, with a mild, cabbage-like 
flavour. Collards are bolt and frost resistant 
making them a great crop for many climates.
clvT | pkt $2.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $19.99 

sweeT coRn
Zea mays
The breeding of sweet corn have produced some 
exceptionally sweet and flavourful varieties. While 
SE and SH2 varieties are superior in sweetness to 
SU corn, they do have some drawbacks including 
slow germination in cold soils. 

su- normal sugary: The traditional sweet corn 
that contains varying degrees of sugar. Once 
picked, the sugar rapidly converts to starch. 
se-sugary enhanced: These corn varieties have 
a higher sugar content than standard varieties of 
sweet corn, which allows them to maintain their 
sweet quality for a longer period of time. This is 
the preferred corn type for most growers. 
sy-synergistic: Sweet corn that combines 
the characteristics of sugary, supersweet, and 
sugary-enhanced varieties on one ear.
sh2-supersweet: Super sweet varieties have an 
extremely high sugar content and convert their 
sugars to starch much slower than traditional 
varieties. SH2 corn must be isolated from all 
other types of corn to prevent the kernels from 
becoming tough and starchy. 

Growing Tips: Plant seed outside only when all 
risk of frost has passed. Sow seed 3 cm (1-1 ½”) 
deep, with 3 to 4 seeds per foot. Once sprouted, 
thin seedlings to 20 – 25cm (8-10”) apart in rows 
spaced about 60-75cm (24-30”). To enjoy fresh 
corn all season long, plant 3 or 4 varieties, all 
having different dates of maturity. Corn is a heavy 
feeder, side dress the stalks with fertilizer when 
knee-high and again when tassels form. Corn 
borer may be controlled with a drop of mineral oil 
applied to the inside of each ear after the silk has 
wilted. 

allure f1 (sy) (organic)  
75 Days. An instant favourite, this corn is 
deliciously sweet and keeps its flavour well after 
harvest. Bicolour kernels are tender and juicy. 
Ears are 8”, plants grow up to 7’. Resistant to 
Common Rust and Stewart’s Wilt.
pkt $4.49  #hm2379

bi-licious (se)
78 Days. A peaches and cream type corn, boasts 
large 20cm (8”) ears with 18 rows of tender, sweet 
yellow and white kernels. The dark green plants 
of this sugar enhanced variety grow about 210cm 
(7’) tall and offer heavy husk protection. 
cobi | 125g $11.99 | 250 $20.99 | 1kg $64.99

bodacious (se)
75 Days. A popular home garden variety. 
Extremely adaptable to different climates and 
produces well in northern regions. The 20cm (8”) 
long bright yellow cobs are filled with outstanding 
quality kernels packed with juicy sweet flavour. 
Maintains quality for extended period of time. 
cobo | 125g $15.99 | 250g $27.99 | 1kg $89.99

honey & cream (su) 
70 Days. An all time favourite bicolour, Honey & 
Cream is sweet, tender and juicy. Kernels are on 
14-16 rows. Remains sweet up to 14 days.
copc | pkt $2.99 | 125g $12.99 | 250g $22.99 | 
1kg $69.99

moonshine f1 (sh2)
The best tasting sweet corn on trials  -Super-
sweet variety (SH2). Extra sweet and juicy, can 
even be eaten raw (where the juice runs down 
your chin). Excellent cob coverage. 3-5 cobs per 
plant. 15-20cm cobs. Harvest August-September. 
Height 150-200cm (59-79”); spread 30-40cm (12-
16”). 25 seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su180207

sunnyvee (su)
66 Days. A bright yellow, early maturing 
corn,vigorous plants that reach about 150cm (5’) 
in height and produce 18-20cm (7-8”) long ears. 
Tender kernels are tasty fresh or frozen. 
cosv | 125g $11.99 | 250g $20.99 | 1kg $64.99

who gets kissed (se) (organic)
78-84 Days. A sugary enhanced (se) sweet corn 
with excellent flavour and texture. Good cool 
soil emergence, tip fill, and husk coverage. 7-8” 
ears have an extended harvest window, check 
frequently for maturity. Seed Count 1/2oz. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2382

popcoRn
fiesta  
40 Seeds. This multi-coloured popping corn is 
both edible and ornamental. Popcorn requires a 
slightly longer growing season to allow its kernels 
to fully ripen, unlike sweetcorn which is harvested 
when its ears are still immature.
pkt $4.99 #su180156

glass gem (organic) 
120 Days. A beautiful variety of popping corn with 
glassy, multicolour kernels in shades ranging from 
purples, greens, and blues, to oranges, yellows, 
pinks, and reds. Fabulous as an ornamental, 
or kernels can be popped or parched. Ears are 
5-8” and plants grow up to 10’ high. pkt $4.49  
#hm2377

cucamelon
Melothria scabra
cucamelon
These tiny watermelon look-a-likes have a 
refreshing flavour. Their lush vines will produce 
masses of fruit throughout the summer with 
a cucumber-lime taste. Ready when they are 
grape-size and still firm to the touch. Easy-to-
grow and vigorous climber/trailer. Approx. 20 
seeds.cuca | pkt $2.99 | pkt $4.99 #su100322

cucumbeR
Cucumis sativus
Cucumbers thrive in warm humid weather. 
Their cool and juicy fruit is extremely refreshing 
and enjoyed sliced fresh, tossed in salads or 
preserved as pickles. 

Growing Tips: Sow seeds indoors in peat pots 
and set out in sunny location when all danger 
of frost has passed and the soil has warmed 
up to 18 to 21°C (65 to 70°F). To prevent 
transplant shock do not disturb the roots when 
transplanting. A layer of landscape fabric 
around the roots will encourage larger yields by 
suppressing weed growth and conserving soil 
heat and moisture. If seeding directly outdoors, 
sow 6 to 8 seeds per foot, planting them about 
0.5 to 1cm (1/4” – ½”) deep. In small gardens 
conserve space by growing cucumbers vertically 
on a trellis. 

bush champion
Large numbers of crisp, bright green slicers from 
a pint-sized plant. Proven tops for productivity, 
flavour and wide adaptability for an outdoor 
variety. Mosaic resistant. 8 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su162490

diva hybrid 
58 Days. This AAS winner is an amazing cuke 
that is extra sweet with crisp flesh and is both 
non bitter and very delicious. Diva fruits are 
normally slender and seedless. Only producing 
female flowers, it will set fruit without pollination. 
cudi | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99 | 10g $14.99 | 
25g $27.99

emilie f1 
Winner of an RHS Award of Garden Merit for its 
reliability and excellent performance, Cucumber 
‘Emilie’ is a prolific variety, producing almost 
entirely female flowers. Large crops of 20cm 
long (8in), smooth-skinned cucumbers on plants 
which are disease resistant, including cucumber 
mosaic virus. Good tolerance to powdery 
mildew.  Height: up to 3m (9”). Spread: 45cm 
(18”).Greenhouse type cucumber. 6 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su100284

green finger (organic)
60 Days. Thin, tender skin, crisp flesh and a small 
seed cavity. Green finger blew away hybrids 
in trials for quality and yield. Bred by Cornell 
University; requires pollination for fruit set. Beit 
Alpha type which is similar to European types 
with the same ribbed skin but smaller. Grows 
6-8” fruit.
pkt. $4.49 #hm2425

lemon cucumber (organic option)  
65 Days. Small, round, pale yellow cucumbers 
are characteristics of this popular cuke. Typically 
grown to 4-7cm (1.5-2.5”) in diameter this 
versatile cucumber is sweet and flavourful. The 
vigorous vine does best when staked on a trellis. 
cule | pkt $2.99 | 5g $4.99 | 10g $7.99 | 
25g  $14.99
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organic pkt $4.49  #hm2430
marketmore 76 (organic option)
60 Days. A high quality slicer. The 20 to 22cm (8-
9”) long fruits are borne on a compact semi-bush 
vine that’s well adapted to Maritime growing.
cumm | pkt $2.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $15.99 
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2440

mini muncher f1 
Cucumber ‘Mini Muncher F1’ is a female 
flowering outdoor mini cucumber that develops 
fruits at the size of 10-15cm with 1-2 per node. 
The mini cucumbers are juicy and crisp with an 
excellent taste, making them the perfect, healthy 
afternoon snack or a great lunchbox filler for 
kids. This a unique cucumber to opt for and if 
looked after well, you can expect vigorous, early 
plants with high yields. Mini Muncher is tolerant 
of powdery mildew, downy mildew and cucumber 
vein yellowing virus, plus cucumber mosaic virus 
resistance. Therefore, a very disease-resistant 
crop to grow! 4 Seeds.
pkt $5.99 #su162228

minime f1 (organic) 
50 Days. Snack-sized cucumbers that grow well 
in the field or greenhouse. High yielding plants 
are covered in small, uniform fruits that have very 
smooth skin and juicy, refreshing flesh. Harvest 
when fruit is finger sized.
pkt $4.49  #hm2429

national pickling (organic)
52 Days. 5” fruits have striped, medium green 
skin and a slightly tapered shape. A heavy 
producer with black spines.
pkt $4.49  #hm2450

party Time f1  
A prolific snack-type, all-female variety, it 
produces 3 or 4 tasty fruits at each node every 
few days, ensuring a continuous supply of 
sweet, crisp fruit each about 8-12cm long. Their 
small size makes them ideal for lunchboxes and 
snacking. Good resistance to powdery mildew 
and tolerant of a range of climates. 6 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su162020

Quick snack 
38-45 Days. Perfect to grow in a container on a 
sunny windowsill, counter, or balcony. Delicious 
crisp and sweet cucumbers can be eaten fresh 
off the vine. Best picked when fruit is 4-6cm (1.5-
2.5”) long. Keep plants well-watered to allow fruit 
to mature. 10 Seeds. cuQs | pkt $3.99

salad bush 
58 Days. AAS Winner, Salad Bush is an early-
maturing slicing cucumber that produces a 
generous harvest of 20 to 25cm (8-10”) long 
fruits! With its compact growth habit, this variety 
is a space saver that thrives in small gardens, 
raised beds and containers. Resistant to 
Cucumber Mosaic Virus and Cucumber Scab. 
15 seeds.
cusb | pkt $2.99 

shintokiwa (organic)  
60 Days. Shintokiwa is a Japanese burpless 
cucumber with an exceptional, bright flavour and 
crisp, crunchy texture. Plants are vigorous and 
fruit are uniformly long and slender; harvest at 9” 
long or shorter for optimal sweetness. Resistant 
to Bacterial Wilt.
pkt $4.49  #hm2437

silver slicer (organic)
54 Days. Prolific, creamy white 5-6” cucumber 
with crisp texture and delicious flavour. Buttery 
texture that is never watery, and skin that does 
not get bitter. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2424

slice more hybrid
62 Days. This hybrid slicing cucumber has shown 
excellent yield characteristics. Slice More grows 
straight, uniform, 20-23cm (8.5”) long fruits that 
have smooth dark green skin. It’s crisp flesh have 
a very small seed cavity. Plants are easy to grow 
and can withstand a variety of different weather 
conditions. Approx. 20 seeds.
cusm | pkt $2.99 | 2g $6.99 | 5g $12.99

straight 8
63 Days. Straight 8 produces a bounty of dark 
green cucumbers that are 18 - 20cm (7-8”) long, 
smooth skinned and tasty. This popular variety is 
tolerant to Cucumber Mosaic Virus.  
cus8 | pkt $1.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $15.99 | 
500g $49.99

suyo long (organic)  
60 Days. A long Asian burpless 15” cucumber 
with sweet flavour and crisp texture. Great for 
eating fresh, pickling, or cooking. Fruits are spiny 
when young, becoming smoother at maturity. 
Fruits curl at one end; trellis vines for straight 
fruit. Widely adapted and heat tolerant.
pkt $4.49  #hm2435
Tastygreen hybrid (english-Type) 
50 Days. An early English-type cucumber, that 
boasts a heavy crop of long, low-acid fruits that 
are smooth and slender with a wonderful crisp 
flavour. The 20cm (8”) long cucumbers don’t 
require peeling and may be added to salads, 
eaten fresh or pickled.
cuTg | pkt. $2.99 | 5g $19.99 | 10g $34.99 | 
25g $69.99

wisconsin smR 58 (pickling Type)
56 Days. A popular pickling cucumber, Wisconsin 
SMR 58 produces a profusion of 15cm (6”) long 
and 6cm (2 ½”) wide fruits that are medium 
green, crisp and straight. Naturally resistant to 
Cucumber Scab, Black Spot and are Mosaic 
resistant.  
cuwi | pkt $2.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $15.99 |
500g $49.99

eggplanT
Solanum melogena
Eggplant is a warm season crop that thrives in 
the heat of summer. A healthy addition to any 
meal, eggplant is high in fiber and a source of 
potassium, iron and protein.

Growing Tips: Sow seed indoors 8 to 10 weeks 
prior to the last frost. Seed germination is quite 
slow and a warm soil temperature of 18 to 21°C 
should be maintained to encourage optimum 
growth. Plant seedlings in fertile, well-drained soil 
in a sunny sheltered spot. 

aubergine patio mix
Exceptional early establishment and good vigour 
along with compact spineless attractive plants. 
Suited to containers and open ground in a warm 
sunny location. Fruits can also be harvested small 
as a true baby vegetable. Contains: F1 Jackpot, 
F1 Amethyst, F1 Pinstripe, F1 Ivory. 12 Seeds.
pkt $5.99 #su150923

black beauty (organic option)  
An excellent quality eggplant producing sturdy 
plant and an abundant crop of large, tasty, 
purple-black, pear-shaped fruits. Plants grow 
approximately 120cm (4’) tall. 50 seeds. 
epbb | pkt $2.99 | 2g $5.99 | 5g $7.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2470

diamond (organic) 
A standout as a very prolific early producer. 
Slender, attractive dark purple fruit hang in 
clusters for easy picking. Fruit has mild flavour 
with no bitterness and a fine, creamy texture. 
Great choice for eggplants in a short season 
or for those looking for a high quality open-
pollinated variety for commercial production.
pkt $4.49 #hm2471

little finger (organic)
60 Days. A slender, petite eggplant with 3-6” fruit 
that are fantastic for grilling. Dark purple skin is 
thin and tender. Flesh has a silky texture with few 
seeds and a sweet flavour. Harvest when fruit is 
young and glossy. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2466
ping Tung long (organic) 
70 Days. Easy-to-grow Asian eggplants are long 
and slender with tender magenta skin. Productive 
plants yield up to 20 fruits each and are vigorous 
and stress tolerant. Slim fruits average 1-2” wide 
and 12-14” long; plants should be staked for 
straight fruit. No peeling required. Heirloom. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2467
Three knight collection f1
This champion trio of Eggplants ‘Green Knight’, 
‘Violet Knight’ and ‘White Knight’ offers a 
rewarding variety of flavours and textures for all 
your recipes. Early to mature and high-yielding, 
fruits are borne on compact, disease-resistant 
and well-branching plants which are perfect for 
container-growing in the greenhouse. Height: 
75cm (30”). Spread: 60cm (24”). 9 seeds - 3 of 
each variety.
pkt $6.99  #su100272
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endive
Cichorium endivia 
Endive is a highly nutritious bittersweet European 
green that is excellent in salads. 

green curled endive
90 Days. This is an easy-to-grow leafy salad 
green with large wildly curled leaves in an 
attractive shade of deep green. The spreading 
heads are low lying and the leaves deeply 
divided. If blanched, the interior leaves become a 
very creamy yellow.  
engc | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $24.99

gRound cheRRy
Physalis
goldie ground cherry (organic)  
Sweet, tropical-tasting gold berries wrapped in 
paper husks. Bushy plants grow up to 3’ tall. 
pkt $4.49  #hm3181

kale oR boRecole
Brassica oleracea acephala
Kale is a cold weather vegetable whose flavour 
actually improves with the onset of winter! Leaves 
are rich in Vitamins A and C, potassium, iron and 
protein, and may be used in salads, stir-fries or 
steamed like spinach. Successive sowings from 
April - July will ensure healthy greens long after 
all others have succumbed to the cold. 

black magic
A variety of the Italian black cabbage, bred 
to perform better in our cooler climate, with 
improved cold tolerance, colour, leaf shape and 
bolt resistance than current Italian varieties. Good 
cut-and-come again crop. 100 Seeds.
pkt $6.99  #su166113

dwarf green curled
30 Days baby, 55 days mature. The seeds of 
this hardy vegetable may be started indoors 
or seeded directly in the garden in late April or 
early May. The plants reach about 30cm (12”) in 
height and spread up to 60cm (24”) across. The 
bright green leaves are extremely curly and very 
attractive. 
bogc | pkt $2.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $21.99 |
250g $36.99 | 1kg $99.99

fizz
A fast growing, upright, deeply lobed variety. 
Ideal for salad leaves, or, if grown at wider 
spacings, will be more productive with larger 
leaves that can be used for cooking. Mature 
plants are very winter hardy. 220 Seeds. 
pkt $4.99  #su166119

frost byte f1
An attractive edible kale that is greatly 
ornamental. The crops develop textured and 
ruffled leaves that contrast against their white 
centres as they mature with age. The leaves not 

only look great but taste great, with a delightfully 
sweet flavour from the leaf through to the stalk. 
This kale will also provide the crispiness you need 
in home-cooked dishes along with its superfood 
nutritional values. It is best used for multiple cuts, 
as picking leaves from the bottom upwards will 
prolong the harvesting period. Colouration may 
increase when grown in colder temperatures. 20 
Seeds.
pkt $5.99 #su166122

garlic kale
Garlic Kale is a hardy and flavoursome green, 
originating from Ethiopian cabbage. Successional 
sowing will provide continuous luscious greens 
to add to your favourite dishes. Height 81-90cm 
(30-35”); spread 51-60cm (20-24”). 200 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su166121

ironman mix (organic)
30 Days. These kale varieties are ideally suited 
for baby leaf production, maturing at an even rate 
to offer a unique, textured blend. Comprised of 
various Lacinato, Russian, green curly and other 
kale types.
pkt $4.49  #hm2516

kale mix
A selection of different kales, offering a wide 
culinary use, providing delicious, highly nutritious 
greens when the weather is far too cold for 
other vegetables. Withstands adverse weather 
conditions to yield a good crop of delicious 
young foliage and sideshoots. 100 seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su166120

lacinato (organic) 
30 Days baby, 60 days full size. Unique blue-
green savoyed leaves on extremely vigorous 
plants. One of the most tender kale varieties, idea 
for eating raw. Also known as Dinosaur.
pkt $4.49  #hm2520

meadowlark 
50 Days. A showy, frilly kale that’s so pretty it 
could be an ornamental! Plants are attractive and 
upright, with narrow, tightly curled leaves that are 
sweet and tender. Very cold and frost tolerant. 
24-26” tall.
pkt $4.49  #hm2523

Red Russian (organic option) 
25 days baby, 50 days mature. A popular variety 
with flat, toothed, dark green leaves and red-
purple veins and stalks. Leaves are more tender 
compared to other kales.
boRR | pkt $2.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $21.99 | 
250g $38.99 | 1kg $99.99
organic pkt $4.49 #hm2530

scarlet 
Attractive and nutritious, try these deeply curled, 
crimson/purple leaves in salads, cooked or as 
an ingredient in soups. The colour, flavour and 
texture is outstanding. A great variety to freeze. 
pkt $4.99  #su166295

vates (organic) 
Curly kale with dark green leaves for baby leaf 
or dwarf full size plants. Short, sturdy plants are 
prolific when planted in the spring or fall. Curly 
leaf shape makes this kale perfect for kale chips, 
raw salads, and soups. Leaves resist yellowing 
in cold and heat. Overall compact plants show 
some size variability. Excellent baby leaf variety. 
24” tall.
pkt $4.49 #hm2521

kohlRabi
Brassica oleracea cauorapa (gonglyodes 
group)
Kohlrabi is a unique member of the cabbage 
family that is prized for its mild turnip-flavoured 
bulbous stem that forms above the ground. 
A good source of protein, Vitamin C and 
potassium,. Can be peeled, shredded into salads 
or cooked. 

Growing tips: Kohlrabi loves cool weather and 
may be direct seeded in the garden from late April 
through July for a continual crop. For an extra 
early harvest, start seed indoors, transplanting 
the seedlings outside in early spring. If direct 
seeding, sow approximately 15 seeds per foot, 
planting them about 1cm (1/4 – ½”) deep. When 
the seedlings emerge, thin them to 10-13cm (4-
5”) apart. 

white or purple vienna 
60 Days. This curious vegetable produces 
flattened globe-shaped bulbs that should be 
harvested when they reach about 8cm (3”) in 
diameter. If left too long in the garden, the stems 
become overgrown and woody. The plants reach 
20 to 50cm (8-10”) in height.  
white vienna kowv | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99
purple vienna kopv | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99

leeks
Allium porrum
Leeks are a close relative of the onion, but have 
flattened leaves and mildly flavoured stems 
instead of bulbs. The long, thick white stems are 
valued by gourmets for adding a sweet onion 
flavour to dishes. 

Growing Tips: As leeks require a very deep, 
rich soil, cultivate well prior to seeding and 
incorporate some compost or well-rotted manure. 
Seed may be planted directly in the garden in 
early spring or started indoors for an earlier 
harvest. Transplanted seedlings should be set in 
a 15cm (6”) deep trench that is gradually filled 
in as they grow. If seed is planted directly in the 
garden, hill soil around the leeks several times 
during the growing season, piling it higher each 
time.
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alto (organic)
75-85 Days. A fast growing, early summer leek 
with a cylindrical shape and thick, white shaft. 
A tall Bulgarian-type that can be left to mature 
for full-bodied leeks or harvested early for 
delicately flavoured bunching leeks. Consistent 
performance in summer production, not a winter 
hardy variety.
pkt $4.49  #hm2700

american flag 
85 Days. A succulent and delicious variety with 
long, firm white stems.   
leaf | pkt $1.99 | 10g $5.99 | 25g $9.99 | 
125g $29.99

northern lights f1
This British-bred leek is a real stunner in the 
cool season veggie garden. The leaves change 
from blue-green to an eye-catching deep purple 
during the winter months. Stands well during cold 
weather. 40 seeds.  
pkt $4.99  #su167137

successional harvest leek seed Tape 
Sow once and the mix of leek varieties mature 
successionally for a super-long harvest period up 
to 39 weeks! Excellent winter vegetable. Varieties 
include Musselburgh, Neptune, Porbello.  
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186312

leTTuce & gReens
Lactuca sativa
Lettuce is one of the easiest vegetables to grow 
and does exceptionally well in our cool Maritime 
climate! To enjoy garden fresh salads from 
late spring to the end of autumn, plant several 
varieties and continue to seed every few weeks. 

Growing Tips: Lettuce is very hardy and may be 
planted as soon as the ground can be worked in 
early spring. Seed may also be sown indoors 4 to 
5 weeks prior to planting. If direct seeding, sow 
seeds about 12 to 15 per foot, 3-5mm (1/8 – ¼”) 
deep, spacing the rows 30-45cm (12-18”) apart. 
To avoid overcrowding, ensure head lettuce is 
thinned early to 30cm (12”) apart. 

black seeded simpson 
45 Days. This lime-green leaf lettuce is 
outstanding! Quick growth, attractive broad 
crumpled leaves and delicate flavour with virtually 
no bitterness! Bolt resistant, offering several more 
weeks of harvest.  
lTbs | pkt $2.99 | 10g $6.99 | 25g $10.99 | 
125g $24.99 | 500g $59.99

buttercrunch 
65 Days. A long-standing Bibb-type lettuce, 
Buttercrunch offers tasty deep green leaves that 
are smooth, firm and crunchy. The medium-sized 
heads are very slow to bolt in hot weather. 
lTbu | pkt $1.99 | 10g $6.99 | 25g $10.99 |
125g $24.99

butterhead brighton
This glasshouse type, butterhead lettuce is 
perfect for growing crops of large, well-filled 
hearts in winter and early spring. Lettuce 
‘Brighton’ produces bright green, compact heads 
with good flavour and texture which are resistant 
to many strains of downy mildew. Height: 20 (8”). 
Spread: 25cm (10”). 150 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su100288

crispino (organic) 
57 Days. A classic iceberg type lettuce that’s 
adaptable to a variety of climates. Dependably 
high yields of sweet, white-hearted heads amidst 
dark green outer leaves. It holds up well in the 
field and keeps well after harvest.
pkt $4.49  #hm2545

grand Rapids  
45 Days. Grand Rapids is the most popular 
loose-leaf variety. It boasts large, compact 
bright green leaves that are curly and well 
flavoured.  
lTgR | pkt $1.99 | 10g $6.99 | 25g $10.99 | 
125g $24.99

iceberg summertime
82 Days. A superb iceberg lettuce with crisp light 
green leaves that are tightly folded and crinkled, 
concealing the creamy white interior. The heat-
tolerant, bolt-resistant heads are medium sized.  
lTib | pkt $1.99 | 10g $6.99 | 25g $10.99 | 
125g $24.99

lollo bionda
Loose heads of delicious, rounded, pale green 
leaves with frilled edges. Easy to grow. Pick 
individual leaves as you need them. Ideal for 
raised beds, patios or veg gardens. 500 seeds.
pkt $3.99  #su168459

magenta (organic) 
48 Days. Crisp texture, heat tolerant, strong 
disease resistance and long shelf life. Summer 
crisp with crunchy bronze leaves and a bright 
green heart. 500 seeds per packet. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2564

new Red fire (organic) 
55 Days. Large, loose heads are green at the 
base and intensely red at the ruffled leaf edges. 
A great all-season lettuce with high bolt tolerance 
and resistance to diseases including rot and 
downy mildew.
pkt $4.49  #hm2594

outredgeous (organic)
30 Days Baby, 55 days full size. Out-does all 
the reds forming a loose head with spectacular 
solid magenta colour. Makes an eye-catching 
statement in your salad mix. Has an upright 
growth habit and great baby leaf variety.  
pkt $4.49 #hm2592

pirat (organic) 
55 Days. Tender heads with notably superior 
flavour and texture, blanched hearts and red 
tinged outer leaves. Heat tolerant and good 
disease resistance.
pkt $4.49  #hm2597

prizehead 
45 Days. An excellent early leaf lettuce, Prizehead 
boasts flavourful, bright leaves. The frilly outer 
leaves are an attractive reddish-bronze, while 
the tender inner leaves are a soft medium 
green.  
lTph | pkt $1.99 | 10g $6.99 | 25g $10.99 | 
125g $24.99

Red salad bowl (organic option)
Adds great colour. Red leaved form of picking 
type lettuce. Very productive over a long-period 
and attractive in the garden.  
pkt $2.99  #su168407
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2599

Rossa di Trento
A loose-leaved, ‘open-hearted’ type, with good 
‘bolt’ resistance ensuring that you get a good 
harvest over a longer period of time. Its beautiful 
red-tinged leaves are very tasty and it can also 
be picked as a ‘baby leaf’, especially with later 
sowings. 200 seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su169485

salad bowl (organic option) 
28 Days baby, 50 days full. Bright green oak leaf 
favoured for its shape, colour, and rapid growth 
rate. Full size habit is loose and open. Very 
attractive, and always tender and sweet. Heat 
tolerant and bolt resistant.
pkt $3.99  #su168407
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2605

saratoga
45-55 Days. A beautiful red lettuce, Saratoga’s 
burgundy red, frilly leaves narrow to a light green 
base. Lolla Rossa type heads are very full with 
an upright plant habit and some downy mildew 
tolerance. At the baby stage, leaves are frilly, 
wide and deep red at edge with a light green, 
elongated stem. 
lTsa | pkt $2.99

successional harvest lettuce seed Tape 
Just sow once and the mix of lettuce varieties 
mature successionally for a super-long harvest 
period - up to 20 weeks! Lettuce mix includes, 
All the year round, Red Salad Bowl, Webbs 
Wonderful, Lobjoits Green Cos. 
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186317
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sulfita 
A cross between a red Batavia and a red Iceberg, 
Lettuce ‘Sulfita’ has the crunch of an iceberg, 
the curl of a Batavia, plus a lovely cherry colour 
to brighten up your salad plate. Harvest whole 
heads or pick as single leaves. Plants are slow to 
bolt and resistant to downy mildew. 200 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su171700

summer bibb
55 Days. Summer Bibb is a highly flavourful 
gourmet type lettuce. Plants produce good yields 
of medium size green butterhead lettuce. 
lTbb | pkt $2.99 | 10g $5.99 | 25g $9.99 | 
125g $22.99

webb’s wonderful seed Tape 
A popular lettuce producing large, crisp hearts, 
this iceberg variety is slow to bolt in warmer 
weather. Available as a seed tape, this is a great 
package for those that find handling small seed 
and even distribution difficult.
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186319

wizard
36-42 Days. A magical combination of colour 
and loft. The upright plants are bright emerald 
green, frilly and have interesting curved leaves. 
At the baby stage, leaves are deeply cut and add 
texture to salad mixes. Wizard is a tango type 
with a very open plant and some downy mildew 
tolerance. A great addition to a garden bed. 
lTwiz | pkt $2.99

cos vaRieTies (ROMAine)

freckles (organic) 
An unusual bright green romaine with crimson 
splashes. Upright growth, early colouring and 
crisp texture make this an excellent choice for 
both baby leaf and full-sized heads. For baby or 
full size. Heat tolerant.
pkt $4.49 #hm2543

green Towers (organic)
60 Days. The industry standard for high quality, 
full-bodied heads. Dependable, tall, dark green 
plants are consistent and uniform. 500 Seeds.
pkt $4.49  #hm2586

paris island cos (organic option) 
66 days. This easy-to-grow romaine is a garden 
favourite due to its crisp, sweet dark green leaves 
and generous-sized heads that reach 20 – 25cm 
(8-9”) in height. The deep green outer leaves are 
self-folding and help to form attractive compact 
heads that hide a delicious creamy white 
center.  
lTpi | pkt $1.99 | 10g $6.99 | 25g $10.99 | 
125g $24.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2596

Red/green cos seed Tape 
Brighten up meal times! This mixed cos lettuce 
varieties seed tape makes planting lettuce easy. 
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186308

Taboo
65 Days. Eye-catching colour and pleasing leaf 
shape make Taboo red romaine an outstanding 
option for spring mixes. Taboo has dark burgundy 
leaves with deep green ribs that are a smooth 
oval shape at the top coming to a slightly 
serrated point at the base. The plants and leaves 
are very uniform. 
lTTa | pkt $2.99

xanadu
Loved for its great taste and excellent quality 
heads. Small romaine lettuce with an excellent 
yellow heart. Slightly savoyed dark green and 
shiny leaves. Slow to bolt. Resistant to downy 
mildew. Use instead of Iceberg to add extra 
crunch to your favourite salad. Harvest June-
October. Height 20-30cm (8-12”); spread 11-
20cm (4-8”). 100 seeds. 
pkt $4.99 #su169481

salad mixes 
andean superfood mix
Say hello to the original superfood salad. Rich, 
earthy flavour, vibrant colourful leaves. Excellent 
alternative to spinach. The Andean Superfood 
Mix produces impressive leaves that work well in 
salads all summer long. 500 seeds.
pkt $3.99  #su166650

gourmet blend (organic)
28 Days. This tasty and attractive mix features a 
wide variety of lettuces including romaine, lollo, 
green leaf, red leaf and more.
pkt $4.49  #hm2610

lettuce mixed
A special mixture of the finest types of iceberg, 
cos and butterhead varieties. Mildew and Mosaic 
virus resistant varieties. 1300 Seeds. 
pkt $4.99 #su169410

mesclun mix
45 Days. A mixture of different salad greens 
with exotic colours, textures and flavours. This 
high quality mixture has been selected to offer a 
superb blend of flavours and colours.  
lTbv | pkt $2.99 | 10g $9.99 | 25g $15.99 | 
125g $56.99

organic mesclun mix
28 Days. A popular mix for the home garden, 
comprised of lettuce and mustard greens. 
Suitable for cut-and-come-again harvests.
pkt $4.49  #hm2620

Red planet blend (organic)
28 Days. A stunning lettuce mix of spectacular 
reds and few greens for contrast. A great blend 
for spring or summer that makes a statement on 
the plate!
pkt $4.49  #hm2585

gReens

claytonia
40 Days. Heart-shaped leaf pair wrap around a 
white-flowered stem. Hardiest of winter salad 
greens, can tolerate moderate frost and can be 
grown all winter long in cold frames. Leaves have 
a wild, fresh flavour. 
clay | pkt $2.99 | 5g $7.99 | 10g $14.99

kaleidoscope mix (organic) 
21 Days. A bright and colourful mix of mild 
greens featuring a dynamic combination of 
textures and flavours. This selection of Asian 
greens and mustards has colours that truly pop, 
with a range of flavours from lightly spicy to deep 
and savoury.
pkt $4.49  #hm2557

garnet giant (organic) 
21 Days Baby. Stunning, vibrant maroon leaves 
with bright lime green stems. A must-have for any 
baby mustard mix. Colour fades under row cover 
(or any low-light condition), but returns within 
a few days of plants being uncovered. Spicy 
mustard flavour. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2486

green mizuna (organic option)
21 Days baby, 40 Days full. Unique mustard 
green of Japanese origin. Mizuna produces 
dozens of pencil thin white stalks with deeply cut, 
fringed leaves. Mild flavor. Continues to produce 
for several weeks from one planting as a cut and 
come again product.
aggm | pkt $2.99 | 10g $5.99 | 25g $9.99 
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2490

green wave mustard 
21 Days baby, 45 days full size. An AAS winner 
this is the slowest to bolt mustard green. Heavily 
curled, frilly, bright green leaves are great for 
salad mixes. Mustardy hot taste mellows when 
cooked. A popular variety among gardeners. 
mggw | pkt $1.99 | 5g $5.99 | 10g $9.99

mild mustard blend (organic) 
21 Days. A popular mix with a variety of mild 
brassicas, mustards, and Asian greens. Contains 
contrasting leaf shapes, colours, and textures for 
an attractive mix of greens.
pkt $4.49  #hm2517

miz america mustard
20-25 Days. Miz America is a hybrid with 
exceptionally uniform leaf colour, shape and size. 
Miz America maintains deep dark red colour on 
both sides of the leaf even at a mature stage. An 
upright plant habit makes for easy harvesting. Miz 
America has a pleasant, mild taste.
mgms | pkt $3.99 | 10g $8.99 | 26g $11.99 

purple mizuna
21 Days baby greens, 40 days full size. Easy 
to grow with a delicious slightly peppery taste. 
Feathery leaves are bright green with purple 
margins that darken as the plant matures. Full-
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grown plants are 35cm (14”) in height and highly 
cold resistant. Slow to bolt in hot weather. 
agpm | pkt $2.99 | 10g $10.99 | 25g $19.99

Red giant mustard (organic)
23 days baby, 45 days full size. Grow to baby 
leaf for plants with bright green leaves and 
stunning deep purple veins. Full size plants are a 
beautiful burgundy. Mild when baby; spicy flavour 
increases with maturity.
pkt $4.49  #hm2505

Tatsoi
21 Days baby, 45 days mature. Smooth leaves 
form a compact, thick rosette. Long harvest 
period. Mild taste for salads, stir-fries, etc. Thin 
to 15-20cm (6-8”) apart for full-sized rosettes. 
Unique and easy to grow. Suitable for late spring 
through autumn sowing. Spring sowings should 
be made after last frost date to eliminate risk of 
premature bolting. 
agTs | pkt $1.99 | 10g $4.99 | 25g $6.99

vit (corn salad/mache)
50 Days. The ideal winter salad item. This 
versatile, vigorous, mildew-resistant variety is 
excellent at a time of year when greens become 
scarce. Long oval, glossy green leaves form tight 
rosettes. Flavour is mild and slightly nutty. 
vics | pkt $1.99 | 10g $19.99 

micRogReens
Harvested at the seedling stage, Microgreens are 
packed full of flavour and nutrients. Ready to eat 
in 10-14 days, great in salads, sandwiches or as 
a garnish on any dish.

Growing Tips: Start with s clean tray and a 
sterilized soilless growing medium like Pro-Mix. 
Dampen Pro-Mix with water so it is moist and fill 
tray to 1-2cm from top. Seed individual varieties 
according to general planting directions - when 
seeding mixes simply sprinkle seeds over soil 
and lightly rake into soil with finger tips, covering 
seeds slightly with seeding mixture. Place seeded 
tray in a warm spot, preferably with a clear dome 
covering it. Once germinated ensure tray is by a 
sunny window. After first set of true leaves appear 
simply snip with scissor and enjoy. 
*Planting every week will ensure a continuous 
supply of microgreens. Change soil and wash the 
tray every couple of plantings. 

halifax seed’s micro mixes
Halifax Seed’s mixes were designed to grow 
at the same rate and to add a colourful pop to 
salads, sandwiches and soups. Packed with 
micro-nutrients - perfect for growing on the 
windowsill or counter top. 
spicy mix pkt $2.99
mild mix pkt $2.99

arugula for microgreens
Dark green leaves with a purple stem. A spicy 
flavour and a fine texture.
micRoaRugula | 5g $3.99 | 10g $6.99

basil for microgreens
Same basil flavour but packaged in small 
delightful leaves. A longer growing period than 
most other micro greens - basil is worth the wait. 
micRobasil | 5g $4.99 | 10g $6.99
 
beets, early wonder for microgreens
Medium green leaves with dark red stems make 
this micro green an eye-stopping garnish on the 
plate. Mild flavour.
micRobeeT | 25g $6.99 | 125g $12.99 | 
500g $35.99 | 1kg $54.99

cabbage, Red for microgreens
Purple stem with lighter green intermediate leaves 
and a mild flavour.
micRocabbageRed | 10g $5.99 | 25g $8.99 
125g $19.99 | 500g $49.99

cress for microgreens
These light green leaves can pack a punch of 
spicy flavour. Perfect to help give a sandwich a 
flavour boost.
micRocRess | 2g $5.99 | 5g $9.99 | 10g $14.99

kale for microgreens
These nutrient rich, variegated leaves have a 
hearty but mild flavour. 
micRokale | 25g $6.99 | 125g $21.99

kohlrabi, white for microgreens
Fresh, flavoured pale green leaves have a mild, 
crisp flavour.
micRokohlRabiwh | 25g $6.99

mizuna, purple for microgreens
The mild flavour of purple mizuna along with 
its white - light purple stem make this a great 
addition to any micro mix. 
micRomizuna | 10g $10.99 | 25g $19.99

mustard, green wave for microgreens
Spicy, variegated, green leaves can be a 
welcomed addition to salad mixes. 
micRogwmusTaRd | 10g $5.99 | 25g $9.99 | 
125g $39.99

Radish, cherry belle for microgreens
Adds great flavour without being spicy. The 
smooth green leaves have a pale green - white 
stem, one of the fastest microgreens to grow.  
micRoRadish | 25g $7.99 | 125g $11.99 | 
500g $32.99

swiss chard, bright lights for microgreens
A colourful microgreen with bright green leaves 
and multi-coloured stems. Mild in flavour and 
very eye catching. 
micRoblchaRd | 25g $15.99 | 125g $64.99

spRouTs & shooTs

alfalfa sprouts
Sweet shoots with a pea-like taste. Nutritious 
sprouting seeds. Ready to eat in just one week. 
Great grown on the windowsill. 9500 seeds. 
pkt $4.99 #su150570

mung bean (chinese bean sprouts)
Ready to eat in just 6-9 days! A crisp and tasty, 
easy to grow fresh vegetable. Grow indoors on a 
wet surface or in jars. A great sprout to have on 
hand when making salads and stir-fries. 85g.
pkt $6.99 #su183110

sugar ann pea shoots
Easy to grow and ready to eat in just 2-4 weeks 
from seeding, pea shoots are the perfect 
alternative or additive to any salad and countless 
other dishes. Enjoyed raw or cooked, their leaves 
have a fresh pea flavour and are packed full of 
vitamins C and A. Grown indoors or out.
micRopeashooT | 125g $6.99 | 250g $8.99 | 
1kg $17.99

wheatgrass shoots
These super quick crops are packed full of 
surprising and intriguing flavours that will enthrall 
your taste buds. As well as being loaded with 
flavour, these little guys are packed full of 
nutrients to give you a daily vitamin boost.
pkt $4.99  #su183080

luffa
Luffa acutangula
In the same family (Curcubitaceae) as pumpkins, 
squash, and gourds, luffas are a tropical 
vegetable that matures into a fibrous sponge. 
If harvested young they can be eaten like a 
zucchini. They require a long, hot growing season 
and must be started indoors in cold climates. We 
recommend germinating and growing transplants 
on a heat mat for best results.

luffa cylindrica
100+ Days from transplant. Cucumber like fruits 
that can be used for cooking or dried to produce 
a luffa. Requires hot, long growing conditions. 
Start indoors in early April, transplant out in the 
garden after risk of frost has passed. Growing 
2m tall, Luffas will need supportive trellis to grow 
up on. Great for use as a sponge in the kitchen 
or a body scrub in the shower. Use of a heat mat 
will help with germination and plant production. 
Can be prone to transplant shock. Ensure plants 
have been hardened off properly before planting 
out. If risk of cold weather protect with a cloche. 
Harvest fruits when they are 30cm long and turn 
brown prior to frost in the fall. Approx. 15 seeds.
luff |  pkt $3.99
suttons pkt $4.99  #su170434

okRa
Typically used in Southern Cooking, Okra is high 
in dietary fiber and Vitamins A,C and K and low in 
fat cholesterol and sodium. It has a mild flavour 
and can be served raw, marinated in salads or 
cooked into soups and stews. 

clemsons spineless 
Ideal for exotic dishes. This okra variety is 
delicious, pointed and slightly ribbed with dark 
green pods. 90 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su172475
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onion seeds
Allium cepa
Onions are cool weather crops that grow well in 
the low temperatures of spring and early summer, 
bulbing up when the temperatures increase in 
mid to late summer. Their natural pest repellence 
makes them great companion plants and their 
indispensable flavour and versatility in cooking 
make them a staple in the kitchen. 

Growing Tips: Start seed indoors 8 to 10 weeks 
prior to setting out. When planting, do not set 
transplants too deeply in the garden, but instead 
just cover the base of the plant with enough soil 
to hold it in place. 

candy hybrid
85 Days. This F1 Hybrid Spanish type onion is 
a real winner and boasts a unique flavour that 
is both sweet and mild with an extremely early 
maturity. Slice through an 8-10 cm (3-4”) wide 
globe-shaped bulb and you’ll find large thick 
rings with mostly single centers and white flesh. 
Exterior has a small neck and beautiful skin.
osca | pkt $2.99 | 10g $29.99 | 25g $54.99

cortland f1 (organic)
105 Days. Thick copper skin, fine necks and a 
uniform round shape. Long-day type that stores 
well with 3-4” bulbs. 50 seeds.
pkt $4.49  #hm2684

new york early (organic)
98 Days. An early and dependable yellow onion 
that stores well. Medium sized round bulbs are 
3-4” with brown skin and white flesh. Milder and 
more tender than most yellow onions. pkt $4.49  
#hm2703

parade bunching (organic)
70 Days. A very uniform, upright bunching onion. 
Dark green and vigorous stalks with no bulbing. 
Nice mild onion flavour. 100 seeds. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2672

paris silverskin 
Paris Silverskin is a tasty onion that’s excellent 
for salads or pickling. Easy to grow, there’s no 
thinning required.
pkt $4.99 #su172497

purplette salad onion
A superb, small, round spring onion, with 
extremely attractive purple skin and excellent 
flavour. Easy to grow and does well in containers 
and the veg garden. 150 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su173609

Red carpet f1 (organic)
116 Days. Magnificent magenta interior rings with 
tight bulbs that store extremely well. Long-day 
type with 3-4” bulbs. 50 seeds.
pkt $4.49  #hm2681

Redrover f1 
Bred for flavour and long-term storage, this deep 
red onion will store for almost a year! Uniform 
in shape and size, it not only has exceptional 
storage, but also has a high tolerance to 
sprouting. Has a mild, sweet flavour and crunchy 
texture, suitable for eating fresh in salads and 
sandwiches, or cooking in your favourite dish. 
150 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su173608

simiane pink (banana shallot)
This torpedo-shaped variety has mild sweet flesh 
that forms in tender, rose-coloured rings. It is truly 
versatile in the kitchen and can be used young as 
a bunching onion or left to mature. 150 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su177907

spring onions Red & white 
The perfect colour combo. This easy to grow 
seed tape combines red and white salad onions 
that are perfect to add a splash of colour to 
countless dishes. Combination of White Lisbon 
and Redmate onions. 6m (19’)
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186307
pkt $5.99  #su172488  300 seeds.

Tokyo long white (bunching) 
65 Days. A tender and tasty bunching onion, 
this variety features dark blue-green leaves on a 
single upright stalk with little or no bulb. An ideal 
summer or fall bunching onion.  
osbu | pkt $2.99 | 10g $5.99 | 25g $10.99 

utah sweet spanish
115 Days. This is a mild flavoured onion with 
fine-grained white flesh and straw yellow skin. 
A very popular variety, great for slicing and 
forms a large, oblong-shaped bulb with pointed 
ends.  
ossa | pkt $1.99 | 10g $6.99 | 25g $12.99

valencia (organic) 
120 Days. Valencia is an adaptable, day-neutral 
sweet Spanish onion for all regions. It has a mild, 
sweet flavour and warm, golden-brown skin. 4” 
bulbs that store moderately well.
pkt $4.49  #hm2702

walla walla 
110 Days. Walla Walla onion seeds offer 
sweetness at the first bite with more crunch than 
tears. It’s mild in taste and less aromatic than 
any other regular growing onions and provides 
less sulphur content. Use raw, roasted, baked, 
or sautéed to compliment fresh flavours to your 
salads and a great source of fibre to your home 
cooked dishes.
pkt $4.99 #su173943

pak choi
Brassica chinensis
Centre leaves are excellent used raw in salads 
and outer leaves can be used for cooking.

asian delight f1 
Nice and dense, fully formed mini heads. Longer 
harvest window than most white-stem types. 
Baby type is suitable for spring, summer, and 
fall production. Winter cropping possible in mild 
areas. Slower bolting and with denser heads than 
many other varieties. AAS winner.
pcad | pkt $2.99 

bopak f1 (organic) 
20 Days Baby, 60 Days Full Size. Compact plants 
hosting densely growing, brilliant green leaves 
on striking white stems. An AAS winner, plants 
are exceptional in form, flavour, and performance, 
and extremely slow to bolt. Leaves are smooth 
and uniform and plants can be harvested at baby 
size as a quick growing green. Plants grow to 15-
18” tall. 25 seeds per packet. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2488

crunchy colour mix 
Red and green leaves with contrasting green and 
white undersides. The colour of the red deepens 
as the weather becomes cooler. For use in stir-
fries when baby leaves or as a cooked vegetable 
when fully mature. Approx 150 seeds.
pkt $3.99  #su174330 
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186310 

Rubi f1
Attractive red leaves with a contrasting green 
underside, which can be grown as either a baby 
green for use in stir-fries, or full size heads for use 
as a tasty cooked vegetable. 150 Seeds. 
pkt $3.99 #su174340

white stemmed (organic)
25 Days baby, 50 full size. Gorgeous thick white 
stems and glossy green leaves. Open growth 
habit, excellent for baby leaf.
pkt $4.49  #hm2515

paRnsips
Pastinace sativa
Nutritious root crop that can be prepared in much 
the same way as carrots. Their unique nutty-
sweet flavour adds a punch of Vitamins A and C. 

Growing Tips: Parsnips require deep loose soil 
to grow long and straight. They prefer soil that is 
rich in organic matter with a pH above 6.5. Plant 
seeds directly in the garden, sowing about 12 
seeds per foot, 1 cm (1/2”) deep, spacing the 
rows 45-50cm(18-20”)  apart. As the seed is slow 
to germinate, quick-growing radish seed may be 
used to mark the rows. Do not allow soil to dry 
out prior to the emergence of the seedlings (up to 
3 weeks.) Once sprouted, thin to 8-10cm (3-4”) 
apart. 
improved hollow crown
95 Days. The creamy white roots grow 25cm (10”) 
long and 8cm (3”) thick at the shoulder. Crowns 
are hollow and the flesh is delicious.  
pahc | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $14.99 

lancer (organic) 
Uniform long season root with creamy white 
flesh and sweet, nutty flavour for roasting, sautés 
and mashing. Gets sweeter when exposed to 
cold temperatures. Shows resistance to canker, 
a fungal pathogen which causes black lesions 
on the root. Stores up to 5 months. 10-12” long 
roots. 
pkt $4.49 #hm3189
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sabre f1 
Long, very white, smooth-skinned roots with a 
great flavour. Good resistance to canker. 200 
Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su175050

Tender & True seed Tape 
Excellent for culinary purposes. Long, smooth-
skinned roots with resistance to canker. 
seed Tape 6m $6.99 #su186321

peanuTs
**alleRgy aleRT: peanuT seed packeTs 
conTain peanuTs!**

Growing Tips: Peanuts do best in warm, sandy 
soil with full sun. Sow seed in spring when soil 
has warmed to 21 degrees C, Plant 1-2” (2.5-
5cm) deep and 5” (12.5cm) apart in rows 36” 
(90cm) apart. Keep plants evenly watered and 
area well weeded. Leave plants to mature, dig 
up entire plant after first frost hits foliage. Hang 
plants to cure.

valencia
120 Days. It’s time to grow peanuts in your 
own backyard! Valencia seed peanuts are ideal 
for growing in Canada in area that have a long 
growing season. Great for roasting!
pnva | $3.99

peas
Pisum sativum
Peas have a high protein content and are a 
significant source of Vitamins. 

Growing Tips: A cool weather crop that should 
be planted as soon as the garden has thawed 
and the soil is workable in early spring. Sow very 
heavily with about 20 to 30 seeds per foot in 10-
15cm (4-6”) wide double rows that are spaced 
60cm (24”) apart. Place a support trellis between 
the rows and do not thin the emerging seedlings. 
Fertilize at planting time with a fertilizer high in 
phosphorous and potassium such as Gaia Green 
Organic Fertilizer. 
pole peas
green beauty snow peas
This flamboyant snow pea sports bicolour 
purple flowers with large, vivid green pods. Set 
on vigorous vines, they grow up to 4-5’ tall. The 
tender green snow pea pods are crisp, stringless 
and truly delicious, and you’ll find some have a 
soft pink blush to the tips. 40 seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su192115

grey sugar dwarf snow pea
60 Days. This old time favorite edible-pod snow 
pea has purple flowers. This vine type pea 
(growing 5-6’ tall) produces 6-7cm (2 ½ - 3”), flat 
pods that are pale green, sweet and stringless. 
Tasty fresh, sautéed or frozen.  
peds | pkt $2.99 | 125g $7.99 | 250g $9.99 |
1kg $18.99

multicolour mangetout mix
A mixture of three very different tasting and 
looking mangetout peas: Shiraz, Golden Sweet 
and Oregon sugar pod. Shiraz has purple pods 
with pretty blue bicolour flowers, Golden Sweet 
has golden yellow super sweet pods with 
gorgeous mauve flowers, Oregon Sugar Pod has 
long fleshy green pods with a grassy flavour and 
delicate white flowers. 150 Seeds. 
pkt $6.99  #su193010

oregon giant snow peas
74 Days. Vines 122-152cm (48-60”). A heavy 
producer with pods similar to Dwarf Sugar Peas, 
except seed is creamy white in colour. 
peog | 125g $7.99 | 250g $9.99 | 1kg $18.99

oregon sugar pod ii snow peas (organic 
option)
65 Days. Flat, fleshy pods are 8 cm (3”) long, 
light green, curved and indented between peas. 
Borne in clusters at the top of vines 76-91cm (30-
36”) tall and heavily branched. Pick before peas 
develop to full maturity.   
peos | 125g $7.99 | 250g $9.99 | 1kg $18.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2750

sugar snap  
70 Days. The tall vines of Sugar Snap will need 
support, as they can reach over 150cm (5’) in 
height. They yield a heavy crop of pods over 
an extended period of time and are resistant to 
Common Wilt. The pods are plump and fleshy, 
and should be picked when the peas have fully 
matured. The juicy pod combined with the tender 
sweet peas create a delicious and unique taste. 
pess | pkt $2.99 | 125g $7.99 | 250g $9.99 | 
1kg $18.99

sweet gem sugar snap (organic) 
63 Days. Abundant light green pods have 
excellent flavour, juicy flesh, and a satisfyingly 
crisp texture. Strong, sturdy plants vine to 52” 
and benefit from trellising. High resistance to 
powdery mildew.  
pkt $4.49  #hm2761

vivado
An outstanding variety producing a bumper crop 
of sweet tasting peas. Harvest May-September. 
Sow in succession April-June. Allow 60-120cm 
(2-4’) between rows. (12-14 weeks maturity). 200 
Seeds. 
pkt $3.99  #su190014

bush peas

blizzard snow pea 
58 Days. A standout variety with prolific yields 
of slender, pale green pods with crisp texture. 
Vines reach up to 36” and are best grown on a 
trellis. Pods are 3” and set in pairs, which aids in 
efficient harvesting.
pkt $4.49 #hm2738

cascadia (organic) 
A must-have main season variety snap pea 
with heavy yields of juicy, thick-walled pods. 
Bucketloads of plump pods with tiny, distinctively 
delicious peas on 3’ tall vines. Multiple disease 
resistances allow for spring and late season 
plantings. Spring or fall crop. 3” pods. 1 oz.
pkt $4.49 #hm2762

early frosty 
64 Days. An impressive variety, Frosty offers 
an early prolific yield of 9cm (3 ½”) long pods  
bursting with tasty medium-sized peas. Frosty 
has a greater number of pods per plant and peas 
per pod than other varieties. The vines reach 
about 70cm (28”) tall and bear many double 
pods, making harvesting a snap! Once shelled, 
the dark green peas are tender and sweet and 
may be eaten fresh, cooked or frozen. 
peef | 125g $7.99 | 250g $9.99 | 1kg $18.99

green arrow shelling pea (organic) 
68 Days. A classic shelling pea with slim, densely 
packed pointed pods. High yielding and easy 
to harvest, each pod is filled with up to eleven 
delicious peas that are excellent for freezing. 
Plants are 24-30” tall.
pkt $4.49  #hm2735

knight 
61 Days. A favourite for its improved yield 
characteristics, excellent flavour and high quality 
harvest. Knight is an early, large, podded pea that 
produces its 10cm (4”) long pods on compact 
60cm (24”) vines. This variety also features 
excellent disease resistance.  
pekn | 125g $7.99 | 250g $9.99 | 1kg $18.99

laxton’s progress 
62 Days. A garden favorite that produces a 
generous harvest of large 11-13cm (4 ½ - 5 ½”) 
long pods that contain 7 to 9 delicious, dark 
green, high quality peas. The vines grow about 
38cm (15”) high. Tender peas may be canned, 
frozen or enjoyed fresh off the vine! 
pelp | pkt $2.99 | 125g $7.99 | 250g $9.99 

little snowpea white
30 Days. Loads of small-medium sized pods. The 
powdery mildew resistant plants grow quickly in 
any garden space, setting pods as fast as you 
can harvest them. The early-maturing, bright 
green, shiny pods are flat and crunchy. Pods 
retain their great flavour and texture. In ground 
plants, will reach 40” tall. Great as a pea shoot!
pelw | pkt $2.99

little snappea crunch
58-60 Days. Little SnapPea Crunch brings 
healthy snacking to smaller garden spaces. 
The compact yet productive plants grow well in 
large containers and garden beds. Expect lots 
of crunchy, sweet, juicy edible pod peas. Holds 
well as the weather warms. In ground plants, will 
reach 32” (60cm) tall, container grown plants will 
be a little smaller. Great grown as a pea shoot!
pelc | pkt $2.99

little marvel  
63 Days. An old (1934) AAS Winner. This favourite 
has delicious sweet peas and is perfect for the 
home garden. Dwarf vines grow 45cm (18”) tall 
and produce deep green 7.5 (3”) long pods that 
are tightly packed with 7-8 sweet, tender peas. 
Great fresh or for freezing.
pelm | 125g $7.99 | 250g $9.99 | 1kg $18.99

ss 141 snap (organic)
60 Days. A compact plant with 3.5’ vines that 
form a heavy set of 4” long tasty pods that 
ripen in a short window. Suitable for multiple 
succession plantings.
pkt $4.49  #hm2763
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sugar ann (organic option) 
56 Days. One of the sweetest tasting peas! An 
AAS winner, Sugar Ann is an early bush type 
that does not require staking. Enjoy edible pods 
shelled or whole. Sweet juicy peas are delicious 
right from the garden or in your favourite recipes. 
Great for pea shoots!
pesa | pkt $2.99 | 125g $7.99 | 250g $9.99 | 
1kg $18.99
organic pkt $4.49 #hm2766

peppeRs 
capsicum annuum
Peppers are an ancient crop native to Central and 
South America. Peppers add vibrant colour and 
flavour to countless dishes. Peppers, especially 
the red varieties, also provide substantial 
amounts of vitamins A and C. 

Growing Tips: Peppers must be started indoors 
10 to 12 weeks prior to the last frost. As they 
are a heat-loving crop, ensure that the daytime 
temperature is maintained above 21°C until 
the seed has germinated. If possible, lower 
the night temperature to about 17°C. Prior to 
setting out, work some lime into the garden to 
provide calcium and adjust the soil pH to 6.0 – 
6.5. When placing the transplants outside, set 
them 30-45cm (12-18”) apart and water well. An 
application of a Plant Starter fertilizer is beneficial 
to encourage quick rooting. 

hoT peppeRs

ancho/poblano (organic)
68 days green, 88 days to red ripe. Known as 
poblano when green and ancho when dried 
these heart-shaped, thinner walled fruits are 
moderately pungent and turn from black-green to 
red. Excellent for making powders and sauces. 
Considered medium on the heat scale. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2782

buena mulata 
This rare heirloom chilli is a stunning ornamental 
plant as well as a versatile culinary pepper 
with medium heat and a sweet finish. Buena 
Mulata bears slender, 6-7-inch-long fruit which 
undergoes a remarkable colour transition, starting 
a beautiful violet hue, morphing to orange-brown 
and then maturing to red. Mature fruits develop a 
sweet, cayenne-like flavour and register between 
30,000 to 50,000 on the Scoville Scale. A highly 
productive plant which looks wonderful when 
packed with pods in their colour stages. Grows 
60cm (24”) tall and 45cm (18”) wide. 8 Seeds.
pkt $5.99 #su100279

carolina Reaper
120 Days. 120 Days. Are you up for the 
challenge? The Carolina Reaper pepper is 
officially the hottest pepper on record, with an 
alarming 1.5-2.2 million Scoville Heat Units. The 
gnarly and bumpy small peppers mature from 
green to bright red, and have a distinctive pointed 
tip that some growers call “the stinger.” Carolina 
Reaper needs a long, hot season in order to 
produce fruits. Take extreme caution when 
handling seeds and fruits! 10 seeds.
ppcR | pkt $4.99

chocolate habanero
Originating from Jamaica, the ’Chocolate 
Habanero’ also known as Congo Black, weighs in 
at a fiercely hot 300-400,000 SHU. Ripening from 
emerald green to a gorgeous chocolate brown, 
these chillies will become a decorative addition to 
any garden. The Chocolate Habanero has a rich, 
smokey flavour can add a dramatic finish to your 
favourite dish or a spicy addition to Jerk sauce. 
10 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su156186

flaming flare 
75 Days. An AAS Winner. The perfect balance 
of sweet and spicy flavours, Flaming Flare 
produces beautiful red pointed, Fresno peppers 
that range in Scoville heat units from 500-1000. 
Fruits average 3.75” x 1”, plants grow 30” high 
by 24” wide. The fruit is ideal for making chilli 
sauces and the heat of the sauce will increase 
depending on how late in the season the peppers 
are harvested. Perfect for culinary gardeners. 15 
Seeds.
ppff | pkt $4.99

golden cayenne
75 Days green, 90 Days to golden yellow. 
Cayenne-shaped fruit will increase in heat as 
they ripen. They will be an excellent addition 
to your kitchen to be eaten fresh or dried into 
a unique, golden yellow powder. Plants are 
compact bushes and perform well in medium 
sized containers in in-ground, with or without a 
support. 10-15 seeds.
ppgc | pkt $4.99

habanero
Very Hot! 95-100 Days. These super hot 5x3cm 
(2”x1.25”) wrinkled fruits ripen from dark green 
to peach-orange. Great used fresh or dried. 
Habenero peppers are the key ingredient when 
making Jamaican ‘jerk’ sauces. 
ppho | pkt $1.99 | 2g $9.99 | 5g $19.99 

hot fajita 
80-95 Days from transplant. Easy-to-grow 
pepper plant that can be grown in a on a sunny 
windowsill or counter, without a garden! Upright 
plant habit will show off eye-catching lime-green 
fruit that ripens to bright red. The 10cm (4”) long, 
tapered peppers are fleshy and spicy, perfect for 
cooking. 8 Seeds
pphf | pkt. $4.99 

hot Thai 
Originally from Thailand, this hot pepper makes 
a lovely impression in a patio container. These 
ornamental plants are decked out with up to 200 
small fruits that ripen to fiery red. Can be used 
fresh or dried to make an excellent chilli powder. 
50,000-70,000 SHU. 8 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su156200

hungarian hot wax (organic) 
Long, banana-shaped waxy pepper used for 
frying, stuffing and pickling. Ripens from pale 
yellow to deep golden orange and finally cherry 
red, but traditionally harvested light green and 
used for pickling. May be harvested at any stage 
but heat intensifies as peppers mature. Very 
productive even in cool weather. Heat varies 
among strains; HMOS strain is spicy but not 
overly hot. Excellent pickler. SHU 10,000. 1.5-
5.5” fruits. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2790

jalapeno (organic option)
70 Days. A good mild, warm chili flavour. A 
superb variety producing 7-10cm (3-4”) long, 
green through red fruits that can be eaten at any 
time. Plant produces good yields.
ppja | pkt $2.99 | 2g $4.99 | 5g $6.99 | 10g 
$12.99
organic pkt $4.49 #hm2833 

jazz f1 
This space-saving Chilli makes a fun ornamental 
edible for a sunny windowsill or patio pot, putting 
on a colourful show with its generous crops of 
bright, shiny chillies that mature through yellow, 
orange, purple and red carried on dwarf plants. 
The medium hot fruits are about 8cm long. SHU: 
25,000. 10 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su156031

longhorn f1
The Longhorn is a long chilli (15-25cm) with 
a distinct ‘curl’ at the end. A cayenne variety, 
plants will yield copious amounts of spicy fruits. 
Seriously productive 100cm plants may need a 
little support with the weight of all the fruit. Plants 
will reach heights 91-100cm (36-39”); spread 
61-70cm (24-28”). The Longhorn weighs in at an 
impressive 15-20,000 SHU. 12 seeds. 
pkt $5.99  #su156046

pearls (chili)
Small, unusual ‘beaked’ fruits, ideal for sauces 
and salads, with fruity, aromatic flavours and a 
mild heat. This red-skinned type is quite a find 
- much rarer than the standard yellow-skinned 
type, it’s the perfect pepper to pickle! 10 seeds. 
pkt $5.99  #su156045

pot-a-peno 
45 Days Green, 60-65 Days Red. A 2021 AAS 
Winning jalapeno pepper with a compact growth 
habit perfect for containers and hanging baskets. 
Fruits have a traditional spicy zip that is great in 
any dish where you want a little punch of spice. 
Simply leave the fruit on the vine a few extra 
weeks and they will ripen to red for a sweet, 
spicy flavour. Fruit hangs down beneath the plant 
making it very easy to harvest. A must for those 
gardening in small spaces. 10 seeds/ pkt.
pppa | pkt $3.99
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Raging bull 
A very heavy cropping chili with masses of 
distinct, tear-drop-shaped, bright red fruits. 
A cross between a Biquinho and a Habanero, 
resulting in a chili with a sweet and fruity flavour 
and a super-hot kick. The fruits are larger than a 
normal Biquinho but just as prolific. SHU rating: 
100,000. 6 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su156033

Ring o fire cayenne (organic)
Ring-O-Fire is an improved cayenne that matures 
earlier and has a glossy sheen with a fire engine 
red color. Prolific and dependable plants reach 
heights of 18” tall and produce loads of thin-
skinned fruits, great for eating fresh, dried or 
powdered. Heat is more mild than other cayenne 
varieties, resulting in peppers that are excellent 
for fresh preparations. 4” fruit, SHU 20,000. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2786

shishito 
60 days green, 75 days red. Thin walls blister 
easily when roasted or grilled, taking on rich 
flavour. The occasional fruit will display heat. Very 
prolific with 2-4” mild fruits. Typically harvested 
green, but eventually turns orange and red with a 
sweeter flavour.
pkt $4.49 #hm2794

sizzler f1 
Compact, prolific and early fruiting plants. Ideal 
for growing in small containers in the greenhouse, 
patio or even the kitchen windowsill! ‘Sizzler’ 
produces huge yields of standard chillies on 
dwarf plants, making it perfect for the home 
gardener to provide a continuous supply of fruits 
for cooking! SHU: 20-25,000. 8 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su156034

spicy slice
65 Days. Spicy Slice produces early, extra-long, 
cylindrical fruit ideal for “rings”. The prolific 
plants offer good cover and are widely adaptable 
throughout different growing conditions. The fruit 
matures from mid dark green to red, are firm , 
smooth, slice well and have mild pungency and 
good flavour. 20 seeds. 
ppss | pkt $2.99 | 2g $39.99

sweeT peppeRs

cajun belle 
60 Days. 2010 AAS winner. Cajun Belle is a 
unique, mildly hot but sweet pepper. The peppers 
are both sweet and savory. Fruits look like small 
bell peppers about 5x7.5cm (2” x 3”) with 3-4 
lobes. When left on the plant, fruits will change 
colour from green to scarlet and ripen to deep 
red. Produces high yields on 60cm (2’) tall plants. 
The peppers have an incredible taste with just the 
right combination of heat and sweetness - the 
perfect pepper for stuffing. 10 seeds.
ppcb | pkt $1.99

carmen f1 (organic) 
60 Days Green, 80 Days Red. Early maturing, 
tapered 6” fruit on medium-sized 20” plants can 
be harvested at green or allowed to ripen to a 
deep red. An AAS winner, suitable for greenhouse 
or field production. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2787

early california wonder (organic option)
68 Days. A garden standard, this reliable variety 
is an early maturing strain that produces prolific 
50-60cm (20-24”) tall plants. The 10cm (4”) long 
fruits are 9cm (3 ½”) wide, smooth, blocky and 
have a thick sweet wall. The 3 to 4 lobed peppers 
are a lovely deep green, but will turn crimson. 
ppec | pkt $2.99 | 5g $5.99 | 25g $19.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2775

early summer
75 Days. Early Summer is an early to mid-early 
maturing, extra-large, dark green-to-yellow bell 
pepper with strong plants providing good fruit 
cover and a very impressive yield potential. The 
fruit are firm, smooth, glossy and high quality, 
with thick walls and a uniform blocky shape. 
Excellent disease resistance. 10 seeds per pkt. 
ppes | pkt $4.99

golden california wonder (organic) 
60 Days Green. High yields of deep gold, 
thick-walled 4-4.5” fruits that set well in cool 
conditions. Sturdy, upright 22-30” plants 
are everbearing and pendant. Very similar to 
California Wonder with an earlier maturity date. 
One of the best open-pollinated gold peppers 
available! 
pkt $4.49 #hm2776

just sweet 
65 Days. Just Sweet, an AAS Winner, is one of 
a kind as it’s flavour is unmatched in taste tests. 
This sweet mini bell pepper has a lively golden 
yellow colour (sometimes creeping to orange) 
with a uniquely textured surface and crispy yet 
delicate skin. Fruits grow 3” long with 4 lobes. 
Plant will set fruit continually throughout the 
season if kept staked and nourished. Enjoy it 
raw off the plant, chopped into salads or stuffed! 
Busy plants grow just over 36” tall. Great for 
raised beds. 10 seeds.
ppjs | $4.99

hungarian cheese pepper mix
65 Days. This delicious Hungarian cheese pepper 
mix is very early to mature and sets continuous 
high yields. Mix is made from Red on Red, 
Orange You Sweet and Yes to Yellow Peppers. 
Fruit hang like ornaments on top of full 18-24” 
plants. Fruits are flattened and round, with flutes 
around the stem end, and have thick walls. The 

plants are suitable for garden or containers and 
are well suited for stuffing or pickling. 24 seeds. 
pphc | pkt $3.99

king arthur hybrid
70 Days, The largest early pepper. 3-4 lobed 
12.5cm (5”) sweet bell that matures green to red 
with excellent yield potential. To keep compact, 
pinch leaves on the young plants. 
ppka | pkt $3.99 | 2g $34.99 | 5g $69.99 

king of the north (organic)
60 Days green, 72 days red. Reliable set of green 
to glossy red bell peppers. Blocky, thick walled, 
early ripening peppers with three to four lobes. 
Known for its ability to produce good sized 3-4” 
peppers in short, cool seasons.
pkt $4.49  #hm2800

mad hatter 
65-70 Days from transplant for green, 85-90 
days to full ripe. This AAS winner grows flat-disc 
peppers that are crunchy and crisp. The taste 
has a refreshing, citrusy floral flavor that remains 
sweet, only occasionally expressing mild heat 
near the seeds. Be prepared for vigorous and 
robust plants that are easy to grow. Best grown 
in-ground with support.
ppmh | pkt $4.99

mamba sweet f1 
Forms attractive plants with black fruit that ripen 
to bright red. Upright, branching plants produce 
masses of sweet, crunchy, black/red fruit that 
point downwards when they ripen. Easy to see 
and easy to pick, ‘Mamba Sweet’ is perfect for 
large containers or in the greenhouse/polytunnel. 
6 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su156036

pillar sweet Trio f1 
Bears deliciously sweet, mini peppers in red, 
orange and yellow. These revolutionary plants 
are not only the perfect size for a windowsill, 
greenhouse or sunny patio, they also produce 
their fruit by the central stem, meaning the 
plants don’t bend or fall. Thick, crunchy flesh on 
single-serving-sized fruit that is great for salads, 
snacking and stir-fries. 6 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su156037

orange picnic (organic) 
Deep orange colour with a rich sweet pepper 
flavour. The orange Picnic Pepper is sweet tasting 
and has a lovely warm colour. Selected for thick 
walls, flavour, strong yields and an upright plant 
habit. 3-5” fruits. 10 seeds. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2810

Red picnic (organic) 
78 Days. Small red peppers have unbelievable 
sweetness and a rich, complex flavour. Plants are 
upright and produce high yields of the sweetest 
peppers around. So tasty you’ll be lucky if they 
make it out of the garden without becoming a 
snack. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2809

Right on Red hybrid
65 Days. This delicious Hungarian cheese pepper 
is very early to mature yet sets continuous high 
yields. Peppers hang like ornaments on top of full 
18-24” plants. Fruits are flattened and round, with 
flutes around the stem end, and have think walls. 
The plants are suitable for garden or containers 
and well suited for stuffing or pickling.
ppRR | pkt $3.99
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Roulette 
87 Days. An AAS Winner, Roulette F1 is a unique 
habanero pepper with all the aromatic taste of 
the traditional habanero with almost no heat! 1oz 
fruits are red with thick walls at maturity with a 
nice, citrusy habanero flavour. Early production 
of large, uniform fruit and a very high yield. 10 
Seeds.
ppRo | pkt $4.99

snackbite mix f1
You’ll love these snack-size sweet peppers,. 
A great healthy snack for kids! The compact 
fruits contain few seeds. Ideal as a patio plant. 
Produces approximately 25-30 fruits in two 
flushes. Plant height 50-60cm (20-24”). 6 seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su156665

spiralus  
An early variety with long ram’s horn fruits that 
have an average length of 20-25cm. The fruits 
start a very pale green and gradually turn red. 
Healthy and high-yielding, use fresh in salads or 
roasted in the oven. It’s also great for pickling 
whole as the flesh stays crunchy after processing. 
This reasonably tall variety may require support 
as the fruit begin to ripen. 15 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su156038

sweetonia mix
Easy-to-grow mini sweet peppers with a sweet, 
spicy taste. Eat raw in salads and on the veggie 
tray or cook into dishes. 12 seeds.
pkt $6.99  #su156666

yum yum mix
55 Days. The Yum Yum mix is the best of the 
mini sweet peppers. 60cm (24”) tall plants are 
packed full of 3cm x 7cm (1” x 2.5”) delicious 
sweet peppers in shades of golden, tangerine 
and red. Nearly seedless, Yum Yums have a 
crunchy texture and grow well in both the garden 
or containers. Perfect eaten fresh off the vine.
ppyy | pkt $2.99 

pumpkins
Cucurbita pepo
A versatile crop, pumpkins can be enjoyed in 
soups, stews and pies or used as an ornamental 
element. These winter squash are very 
nutritious, high in vitamin A, potassium, niacin, 
iron and protein. Pumpkins store well in cool 
temperatures. 

Growing Tips: Pumpkins thrive in well-drained soil 
that has been enriched with compost. Plant seed 
directly in the garden once all risk of frost has 
passed and the soil has warmed to 21°C. May be 
grown in rows with the seed planted 2cm ( ¾” – 
1”) deep and 3 to 4 seeds per foot. Rows should 
be spaced 180cm (72”) apart and the seedlings 
thinned to 45 to 60cm (18-24”) once they have 
sprouted and are growing well. To plant in hills, 
sow 5 to 6 seeds per hill, thinning to 3 seedlings/
mound. Space 180cm (72”) apart. Harvest before 
the heavy frosts by cutting the vine 15cm (6”) 
from the fruit. 

atlantic giant 
Cucurbita maxima
120 days. If you want to break the giant pumpkin 
World record then this is the variety for you! 
Atlantic Giant produced the 2006 World Record 

pumpkin that weighed in at 1502lbs! 50 and 
100lb pumpkins are normal, and if the plants 
are limited to one fruit per vine, then 200 to 
300lb pumpkins are not uncommon. The key to 
growing a massive pumpkin is rich fertile soil, 
bright sunshine, lots of water and Atlantic Giant 
seeds!  
puhd | pkt $2.99 | 10g $8.99 | 25g $19.99

big max
Become the star of the showbench with pumpkin 
‘Big Max’! Weighing up to 45kg, these whopping 
fruits boast a firm, flavoursome flesh that makes 
an excellent addition to soups, stews and pies. 
The large seeds are well worth saving for drying 
or roasting. A very popular all-rounder that’s ideal 
for competitive growing. Spread: 4m (156in). 5 
Seeds.
pkt $3.99 #su100292

cinderella (organic) 
99 Days. Vivid red French heirloom reminiscent 
of the fairytale with its beautiful, whimsical 
appearance. Large, flattened fruits with 
exceptionally deep orange flesh and strong, 
sweet flavour delicious in soups and purees. 15-
20lb fruit.
pkt $4.49  #hm2845

connecticut field 
100 Days. A dependable old-fashioned favourite. 
An ideal Halloween pumpkin with bright orange 
skin and large slightly ribbed fruits. The vigorous 
vines produce pumpkins that are approximately 
25-36cm (10-14”) deep and 36cm (14”) in 
diameter, weighing 9-10kg (20-25lbs). The flesh is 
thick, dry and sweet making it great for canning.
pucf | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $14.99 | 
500 $36.99

early sugar pie
90 Days. A favourite for pies and Jack 
O’Lanterns, this early maturing variety boasts 3 
to 3.5kg (6-8lb) pumpkins that are 15cm (6”) high 
and 18cm (7”) in diameter. The thick orange flesh 
is sweet and finely textured.  
pusp | pkt $1.99 | 25g $8.99 | 125g $22.99 | 
500g $58.99

howden (organic)
The original Jack O’Lantern, with rich orange 
colour, deep ridges and sturdy handles. Popular 
among farms and gardners! Reliable and tolerant 
of black rot. Has a vining habit growing up to 25lb 
fruits. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2820

jack o’lantern
100 days. As the name suggests, this pumpkin 
is great for Jack O’Lanterns, but it also makes 
fantastic pies! The deep orange fruits are 20-
36cm (8-14”) high and 20cm (8”) in diameter, 
weighing in at 4-6kg (8-14lbs). The slightly ribbed 
skin hides a thick sweet flesh. 
pujo | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $14.99 | 
500g $36.99

new england pie (organic) 
105 Days. Attractive fruits have dark orange skin 
with light ribbing and attached handles. A classic 
pie pumpkin, producing 4-6lb fruits with dry, 
stringless flesh and a thick consistency in pies.
pkt $4.49  #hm2840

baby decoRaTive pumpkins

baby pam (organic)
99 Days. Stringless, sugary flesh cooks down to a 
smooth, superior pie filling. 3-4lb fruits have long 
handles and bright orange skin. Can be used for 
carving or painting.
pkt $4.49  #hm2818

gold speck f1 
These colourful little pumpkins measure just 
7.5cm (3”) diameter, 5cm (2”) deep and weigh 
in at 150-250g, making them perfect for a tasty 
snack or serving in individual portions. Just 
scoop out the centre, steam or bake, then refill 
the skins with the flesh smothered with butter 
or brown sugar. Excellent disease resistance 
including powdery mildew. 4 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su175650

jack b little
105 Days. Charming, little, flattened, ribbed 
pumpkins are perfect for decoration. Plants grow 
on average 12 pumpkins per vine and weigh 
6-13oz. A cute addition to your garden.
pujl | pkt $2.99 | 10g $6.99 | 25g $14.99

Radish
Raphanus sativus
Fast growing, cool weather crop with brightly 
coloured roots packed with iron and potassium. 
Radishes are often used in the garden as a row 
marker for slower germinating crops. 

Growing Tips: Sow seed directly outside as soon 
as the soil can be worked in early spring. For a 
continual harvest, re-seed every 7 to 10 days 
throughout the growing season, planting about 
12 to 15 seeds per foot, 6 mm ( ¼”) deep in rows 
spaced 30cm (12”) apart. Thin the seedlings to 
4cm (1.5”) 

cherry belle (organic option) 
21 Days. Enjoy crisp delicious radishes in just 3 
weeks! The globe to round-shaped roots of this 
AAS Winner have scarlet red skin and tasty white 
flesh. The tops grow 8cm (3”) tall.
Racb |  pkt $1.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $11.99 | 
500g $32.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2850
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daikon (organic)
50 Days. A popular Japanese winter radish that 
can grow large while remaining crisp and tender. 
Pure white roots with pale green shoulders when 
exposed to sun can grow from 2-6lbs. Stores 
well.
pkt $4.49  #hm2862

french breakfast (organic option) 
24 Days. This traditional oblong-shaped favourite 
has crisp, mild flavoured white flesh and smooth 
scarlet skin.    
Rafb | pkt $2.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $11.99 | 
500g $32.99
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186322
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2860

long white icicle
30 Days. A salad radish, this unique variety 
produces 11-13cm ( 4 ½ - 5 ½”) long tapering 
roots that are an attractive pure white colour. The 
crunchy flesh is mild and tasty. A good variety for 
greenhouse forcing.   
Rawi | pkt $1.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $11.99 | 
500g $32.99

nero Tondo
50 Days. Our first black radish - This is a special 
black spanish type. Black radish have the most 
health benefits of all radish including vitamins C, 
B and sulfur and other minerals that aid in the 
detoxification of the liver. 
RanT | pkt $1.99 | 25g $19.99

pink beauty (organic)
27 Days. Bright pink radish with crisp white flesh 
that completely resists pithiness. Flesh has a 
distinctive and delicious flavour with pleasant 
tender texture even when grown to a large size. 
Attractive round to oval shape and medium-sized 
tops. Very early, eye-catching spring offering. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2870

Radish Rainbow mix 
All the top radish varieties in one simple seed 
tape. Varieties include, French Breakfast, Scarlet 
Globe, Sparkler, White Turnip, Pink Beauty.
pkt $4.99  #su176852
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186306

Royal purple 
33 Days. Perfectly formed, plump, round radishes 
up to 5cm in diameter! The large, uniform roots 
have mildly sweet flesh and a satisfying crunch 
that will please all radish-lovers! 200 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su176180

scarlet globe 
23 Days. This traditional globe-shaped favourite 
has crisp, mild flavoured white flesh and smooth 
scarlet skin.    
Rasg | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $10.99 | 
500g $29.99

sparkler white Tipped 
25 Days. This almost round radish has bright red 
skin with a pronounced white tip. The crisp flesh 
is clear white and delicately flavoured.  
Rasp | pkt $2.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $11.99 |  
500g $32.99

watermelon Radish (organic option)
55 Days. Watermelon radish is a Chinese ball-
shaped radish that has a pinkish-red interior 
colour surrounded by a white flesh that turns 
green at the shoulders. When cut in half, it 
resembles a watermelon. Roots grow 2-4” in 
diameter and have tall tops. The flesh is crisp and 
mildly sweet, great in salads.
Rawm | pkt $2.99  |  25g $21.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2847 

spinach 
Spinacia oleracea
A hardy crop, thrives in the cool weather of spring 
and autumn. Spinach is a very nutritious addition 
to the vegetable garden. 

Growing tips: Spinach germinates best in cool 
soil. Plant the seed as soon as the ground can 
be worked in early spring. A soil pH of 6.5 to 7.4 
is ideal. Fall crops may be seeded in late July 
through August. Plant seeds 12-15 per foot, 6mm 
( ¼”) deep in rows spaced 30-45cm (12-18”) 
apart. Once the seedlings have emerged, thin 
them to 8cm (3”). Harvest spinach early as plants 
will bolt.  

bloomsdale long standing 
45 Days. This heavy yielder boasts glossy dark 
green leaves that are slightly crumpled and stand 
up very well in hot weather. Grown in both home 
and market gardens. 
spbl | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $12.99 | 
500g $24.99

butterflay (organic) 
Productive variety sporting very large, glossy 
dark green leaves with rich flavour. Exhibits better 
vigor and emergence than any other variety. 
Unmatched intense green colour. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2868

comred f1 mustard spinach
More productive than regular spinach, this is 
a versatile salad must-have, perfect as baby 
leaves or as a mature vegetable. The attractive 
red leaves have a mild mustard tang and they are 
highly nutritious and full of iron. 200 Seeds. 
pkt $6.99  #su178212

giant winter (organic)
50 Days. Dark green, glossy leaves are deeply 
savoyed and selected for cold hardiness. Ideal for 
fall crops and overwintering. Good for baby leaf 
or full sized harvesting. pkt $4.49  #hm2885

imperial star hybrid 
30-37 Days. Imperial Star is a fast growing Asian 
type spinach that has smooth, medium green 
leaves. It has an upright plant habit with strong 
sturdy petioles. This variety is a cold tolerant 
variety with a low bolt tolerance.
spig | pkt $2.99 | 25g $8.99 | 125g $29.99 

new zealand
70 Days. Not a true spinach this unique crop has 
a similar flavour, but is very heat and drought 
tolerant. Plants are large, reaching 30-60cm (12-
24”) in height and producing a very heavy crop 
of 2.5- 5cm (1-2”) pointed, fleshy bright green 
leaves. Harvest lasts virtually all summer.  
spnz | pkt $2.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $14.99

patton f1 
42 Days. Huge flowers are produced in their 
dozens on sturdy 60cm plants. Each bloom is 
a dazzling golden yellow with a typical brown eye. 
pkt $4.99 #su178220

perpetual spinach (leaf beet)
Spinach substitute. This unique chard produces 
fine-textured spinach like leaves with much 
smaller stems than other chards. As it’s a 
biennial, it will not go to seed in hot weather, and 
is very much cut and come again, supplying a 

steady source of tender green leaves from spring 
to fall. 250 Seeds.
spps | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $14.99
pkt $3.99 #su178435
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186318
Regiment f1 (organic)
37 Days. Very quick growing, lightly savoyed 
leaves with a distinctive arrowhead shape and 
bright-eyed medium green finish. Excellent 
texture and mild flavour. Good resistance to 
bolting and can withstand damp conditions. 100 
seeds. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2881
Renegade f1 (organic)
43 Days. A bolt tolerant spinach with smooth, 
dark green oval leaves. An all season variety that 
has good disease and virus resistance, and ideal 
in winter high tunnels. 100 Seeds.
pkt $4.49  #hm2884

santa cruz f1
Spinach ‘Santa Cruz’ F1 is a slow-growing, slow-
to-bolt variety with strong resistance to downy 
mildew. This versatile F1 hybrid is equally tasty 
harvested as baby leaf or left to grow into mature 
leaves. The leaf stems are also very tender. 
Height and spread: 20cm (8in). 400 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su100296

seaside 
25-30 Days to maturity to baby leaf. Seaside is a 
very uniform baby leaf variety. It has a moderate 
growth rate and an upright plant habit. Seaside 
has a nice, smooth, thick, very dark green, 
spade-shaped leaf making it a perfect choice 
for baby leaf growers. Seaside also has downy 
mildew resistance. 
spss | pkt $2.99 | 25g $8.99

Tree spinach
Tree spinach has eye-catching bright magenta 
with almost sparkly growing tips. Spinach plants 
can grow up to 2m tall, hence the name Tree 
spinach. This vigorous plant can be harvested 
as a cut and come again leaf from 25cm tall. 
Easy to grow, adds columns of height and colour 
to the veg garden. Producing large magenta 
spinach leaves, they are tastiest when they are 
young. Young leaves can be used fresh in salads 
and larger ones can be harvested and used 
like spinach. Plants are also related to quinoa, 
so when they flower and go to seed in August-
October, the grains can be dried and saved for 
baking. 200 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su178437
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sQuash
Cucurbita
There are two main types of squash. Summer 
squash has thin tender skin and is best eaten 
when still immature. They can be enjoyed in many 
ways, such as stir-fried, sautéed or barbecued. 
Winter squash grows on plants to maturity. Their 
skins are thick, hard and inedible, but allow them 
to be stored for long periods of time. 

Growing Tips: Please refer to the growing 
instructions for pumpkins when cultivating winter 
squash. For summer squash, start seeds indoors 
1 to 2 weeks prior to setting out, ensuring that 
all risk of frost has passed before transplanting 
into the garden. An application of compost is 
beneficial. Ensure that the roots of the plants are 
not disturbed when transplanting. Seeds may also 
be sown directly in the garden, with 4 to 5 seeds 
per foot in rows spaced 120cm (48”) apart. Thin 
to 30cm (12”). 
summeR sQuash
black beauty zucchini  
50 days. Dark green, almost black skinned fruits 
of this delicious summer squash are borne on 
open bush-type plants, making them very easy 
to harvest. Flesh is light green in colour and 
delicately flavoured. Harvest the cylindrical fruits 
young for optimum tenderness.  
sQbb | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $11.99 | 
500g $39.99

courcourzelle
Attractive, striped fruit that is an old Italian variety 
with a sweet and nutty flavour. Produces smaller 
plants, perfect for containers. Productive plants 
crop all summer long, perfect to pick when 20cm 
long. Height 40-50cm (16-20”); spread 50-60cm 
(20-24”). 15 seeds. 
pkt $5.99 #su161000

dark green zucchini (organic)
50 Days. Vigorous variety produces good yields 
of straight, smooth fruits. An open-pollinated 
variety best suited to home gardens, with 
abundant yields of light mottled dark green fruits. 
Pale greenish-white, firm flesh. Harvest fruit at 
6-8” long. Bush-type growing habit.
pkt $4.49 #hm2900

dark star (organic) 
65 Days. Dark green, glossy fruit on single-
stemmed plants with great vigor. Bush type 
growth habit. Plants have superb drought 
tolerance and produce high yields of uniform 6-8” 
fruit.
pkt $4.49  #hm2911

easy pick gold 
45-50 Days. The Easy Pick zucchini boasts 
smooth-textured, golden yellow fruits. Growth 
habit is compact and bush like with a continuous 
harvest. Plants will produce fruits without insect 
pollination. Fruits can be harvested anywhere 
from 1-10” (3-25cm) in length. Perfect for fresh 
use, cooked, or baked in pastries. 15 seeds.
sQep | pkt $3.99

gold Rush zucchini hybrid 
50 days. A true zucchini with the classic delicious 
zucchini flavour. Gold Rush boasts bright golden 
yellow skin that hides a tender creamy flesh. The 
compact plants are highly productive and yield 
dozens of cylindrical, slightly ridged fruits. 
sQgR | pkt $2.99 | 10g $14.99 | 25g $29.99

midnight f1
Compact, spineless plants ideal for patio 
containers but also garden growing. Reliably 
produces heavy crops of dark green, deliciously 
tasty fruit. 6 seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su161360

midnight lightning (organic) 
55 Days. Dark green, nearly black fruit is extra 
long and slender with exceptional flavour. Plants 
have a bush type growth habit, aren’t spiny, and 
produce quickly. Good disease resistance.
pkt $4.49  #hm2907

scallop blend
A delicious mix of yellow, pale green and 
white scalloped summer squashes. The colour 
combination is perfect tossed in salads, grilled or 
added to stir-fries. 
sQsb | pkt $2.99 | 10g $7.99 | 25g $9.99 

summer holidays f1 
a fun crop to grow and early to mature, 
producing high yields of round, stripey yellow 
fruits. The flesh has a higher dry matter content, 
remaining firm but tender on cooking. These 
compact plants are almost spineless, making 
them easy to harvest. 8 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su161329

sunny delight
40 Days. Brighten up any garden with Sunny 
Delight. This scalloped summer squash is a tasty 
little treat. Ideal as both a baby vegetable or as 
a fully mature crop, you can enjoy it in about 40 
days after planting. 15 seeds.
sQsd | pkt $2.99

winTeR sQuash

autumn frost
100 Days. Uniquely ribbed, round fruit ripens to 
dark tan with a frosted overlay. Similar in taste 
to a butternut squash, with superior quality, rich 
flavour and a long shelf life. Fruit can be prepared 
like a winter squash; cut lengthwise or cut the top 
5cm (2”) off, scoop seeds out and roast; perfect 
for stuffing. 10 Seeds. sQaf | pkt. $3.99

bush delicata  
80 Days. An AAS winner. Delicious smooth, nutty 
flesh with hints of butter and brown sugar. Skin 
starts creamy white with green stripes and flecks, 
curing to striped light yellow. Compact plants 
spread only 4-6 feet.
pkt $4.49 #hm2951

buttercup burgess (organic option)
90 Days. Dark green skinned fruits that hide a 
thick, dry and very sweet golden yellow flesh. 
Bears a generous harvest of 13cm (5”) deep by 

15cm (6”) wide fruits with a distinctive protruding 
button at the blossom end. Stores Well.
sQbT | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $14.99 |
500g $39.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2930

delicata (organic) 
95 Days. Superbly sweet, tender flesh unique to 
Delicata squash. Selected for uniformity of size, 
shape and colour, as well as yields of 1-1.5lb 
sweet, soft shelled fruit.
pkt $4.49 #hm2950

honeyboat
This wonderful heritage variety tastes just like a 
sweet potato but is easier to grow! Superb baked 
in the oven, and no need to peel as even the skin 
can be eaten. Attractive green stripes fade to 
orange as fruit matures, giving a clear indication 
of which to eat first. Can be stored! 6 seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su178875

honeynut butternut (organic option)
85 Days. Exceptional yields of individual-size, 
sweet, butternut squash - higher yielding than 
traditional butternut squash. Fruit size: 10-13cm 
(4-5’) long, 6-7cm (2.5-3”) wide at neck, 7-10cm 
(3-4”) wide at base.
sQhn | pkT $2.99 | 10g $9.99 | 25g $19.99
organic pkt $4.49 #hm2942

jumbo pink banana
A must-have addition to the veg patch! Each 
plant produces around seven huge, pink-skinned 
squashes measuring 30-60cm long and weighing 
7-9kg, though with a little nurturing, giant fruits 
up to 4ft long can be grown! High-yielding and 
reliable, this unusual winter squash has firm 
orange flesh with a fine flavour and excellent 
storage potential. Highly versatile and bursting 
with vitamin A, they are superb roasted, mashed 
or baked and make wonderful soups and stews. 
If you’ve got the space for it to sprawl, ‘Jumbo 
Pink Banana’ will reward you with a unique and 
bountiful harvest! Height: 60cm (24in). Maximum 
spread: 6m (20ft). 10 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su100298

musquee de provence
A traditional variety from southern France, this 
gorgeous, big flat squash is heavily lobed and 
ribbed. The skin is a beautiful, rich brown colour 
when ripe. The flesh is deep orange, thick and 
very fine flavoured, fruit grows to 10kg. 10 seeds. 
pkt $4.99 #su178910

sunshine 
98 Days. 2004 AAS Winner. Produces good yields 
of 4lb bright red-orange squash that has sweet, 
nutty tasting smooth, stringless flesh.  
sQss | pkt $2.99 | 10g $22.99 | 25g $44.99 
sweet mama hybrid buttercup 
85 Days. An AAS Winner, Sweet Mama is an 
excellent winter keeper with deep green skin and 
thick golden yellow flesh. The sweet flavoured 
fruits boast an average weight of 1kg (2 ½ lbs), 
Compact semi-bush plants offer a very high yield. 
sQsm | pkt $2.99 | 10g $14.99 | 25g $29.99 
Table Queen acorn
80 Days. The traditional acorn squash bears a 
generous harvest of dark green, grooved acorn-
shaped fruits that measure approximately 13x10 
cm (4x5”). The medium thick flesh is pale orange, 
dry and sweet with a wonderfully distinct flavour.
sQTQ | pkt $1.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $19.99
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vegetable spaghetti (organic option)
90 days. A unique squash with 20cm (8”) long 
cylindrical fruits that may be baked, broiled or 
microwaved. Vines average 4-5 fruits.  
sQvs | pkt $2.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $19.99
organic pkt $4.49 #hm2945

waltham butternut (organic option)
100 Days. An excellent keeper with smooth 
tan skin and butter yellow flesh, this elongated 
pear-shaped variety reaches 30cm (12”) in 
length and 13cm (5”) wide at its largest diameter. 
The smooth textured flesh has a dry, slightly 
nutty, sweet flavour that is excellent when 
baked.  
sQbn | pkt $2.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $14.99 | 
500g $39.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm2940

swiss chaRd
Beta vulgaris cicla
Swiss chard is an easy-to-grow spinach-like 
green with a remarkable tolerance to both 
heat and cold. Tremendously productive, it is a 
significant source of Vitamin A, potassium and 
iron.

Growing Tips: Follow planting instructions for 
beets, sowing in early spring. A weekly watering 
with a liquid fish fertilizer, is beneficial for 
encouraging rich, deeply coloured greens. 

bright lights 
62 Days. A 1998 AAS winner, this rainbow 
coloured chard has stunning stems and veins 
in vivid shades of pink, orange, gold, purple, 
red and white. The lightly crumpled deep green 
leaves are extremely tasty and have a sweeter 
and milder flavour than most chards. Harvest 
leaves when 30cm (12”) high.  
scbl | pkt $2.99 | 25g $15.99

fire fresh baby leaf
25-35 Days baby leaf, 50-60 days to maturity.. 
Fire fresh has bright red petioles and medium 
dark green leaves that make it a great choice for 
baby leaf, spring mixes and mature greens. It has 
a moderate to fast growth rate and an upright 
plant habit. Its long oval leaves have a slight 
texture. 
scff | pkt $2.99

fordhook giant (organic) 
25 Days baby, 50 days full size. Broad white 
stems and midribs contrasting with deep green, 
savoyed leaves. Large plants have very upright 
architecture and high yield potential.
pkt $4.49  #hm2343

improved Rainbow (organic)
30 Days baby, 60 days full size. Striking improved 
blend of red, pink, white, yellow and gold stems. 
Upright habit makes for easy harvesting. Colour 
intensity is not as well defined early on, grow it to 
full size for a dazzling display!
pkt $4.49  #hm2350

lucullus 
55 Days. An heirloom variety, Lucullus boasts 
broad dark green leaves with prominent white 
rib stocks. The heavily crumpled foliage reaches 
about 60-70cm (24-28”) in height and if kept cut 
regularly will bear over a long period of time. 
sclu | pkt $2.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $19.99 | 
500g $54.99

peppermint
58 Days. White petioles with pink stripes from 
bottom to top create a visual pop that will catch 
any eye. It has glossy, dark green savoy leaves 
that make a statement on the plate. Bolt tolerant 
and perfect for fresh markets and home gardens. 
Can be planted as an ornamental too! 
scpm | pkt $2.99 | 25g $14.99 | 125g $59.99

Rainbow chard seed Tape 
Brighten up mealtimes! Taste and colour combos 
that are sure to be enjoyed at the dinner table, 
even by the kids! Excellent winter vegetable. 
seed Tape 6m $3.99 #su186311

Rhubarb chard
55 Days. The deep green leaves of this delicious 
variety have dark wine-red veins and are 
supported on edible cherry-red stems. The 
crumpled foliage grows 50-63cm (20-25”) tall. 
scRh | pkt $1.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $19.99 | 
500g $54.99

sunset (organic) 
Bright yellow stems that vein beautifully into 
glossy, broad, green leaves. Plants are large and 
uniform, displaying a beautiful bouquet of deep 
green leaves on cheerful orange stems. Performs 
well in variable weather, exhibiting exceptional 
quality as a microgreen, when harvested as 
a baby leaf and when grown to full size for 
bunching. Can be mixed with other colours for a 
classic rainbow appeal. 
pkt. $4.49 #hm2347

TomaToes
Lycopersicon lycopersium
Native to the Americas, the tomato is everyone’s 
favourite garden vegetable and an excellent 
source of Vitamin C, iron and protein. In Northern 
gardens, it is important to grow varieties which 
ripen before the autumn frosts, so we have 
carefully selected the following to best suit our 
Maritime region. 

Growing Tips: Sow seeds indoors 6 to 8 weeks 
prior to the last spring frost. A soil temperature 
around 24°C will help encourage quick 
germination. Ensure that seedlings receive plenty 
of light to prevent them from becoming tall and 

leggy. To harden off the plants, set them outside 
during the day, bringing them back indoors at 
night when the temperature drops. Tomatoes 
love rich soil, so work generous amount of well-
rotted manure or compost into the garden before 
planting. A soil application of gypsum or lime 
may help control Blossom End Rot, a common 
disorder that leaves large unattractive black 
blotches on the bottom of the fruits. Once all risk 
of frost has passed, set the transplants in the 
garden, spacing them 60-90cm (24-36”) apart. 
deTeRminaTe vaRieTies
Determinate tomatoes grow to a certain height, 
flower, bear fruit and then stop. They do not 
require pruning and can be grown without 
support. Great for containers!

medium sliceR TomaToes

celebrity hybrid 
70 Days. An AAS winner. Celebrity is an excellent 
variety with incredible vigor and large flavourful 
fruits. Strong determinate plants consistently offer 
generous yields of 222g (8oz) globe-shaped fruits 
that are smooth, crack-free and bright red. This is 
a suitable variety for bush or cage growing.
Toce | pkt $3.99 | 2g $59.99 | 5g $119.99

moskvich (organic) 
60 Days. An early season red heirloom with high 
quality 4-6oz fruits. Fruits are round to slightly 
flattened with deep red colour and excellent 
flavour. Resistant to cold and cracking.
pkt $4.49  #hm2976

mountain princess (organic) 
68 Days. Perfectly rounded fruits with crowd-
pleasing mild sweet flavour. Very productive and 
early; great for short, cool seasons. 8-10oz fruit.
pkt $4.49 #hm3080

scotia 
60 Days. A Maritime tradition, Scotia offers very 
early globe-shaped fruits that are medium-sized, 
smooth, firm and upon maturity turn deep red 
with slightly green shoulders. This dependable 
crop, a favourite ingredient for green tomato 
relish, is borne heavily on strong, determinate 
plants.
Tosc | pkt $3.99 | 5g $22.99 | 10g $36.99 | 
25g $84.99 
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heinz 1370
This semi-bush style tomato will provide you with 
countless bright red fruit. Weighing around 100-
170g (4-6oz) each, this small 90-120cm (3-4’) 
plant is a real producer. You can expect the best, 
including crack-resistant fruit, high yields and 
above all, FLAVOUR! Each plant can be grown 
indoors, or outside in a sunny spot. Grows well 
in a large container. Height 100-150cm (39-59”). 
15 seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su180872

Roma vf (organic option)
75 Days. A high quality paste-type tomato, Roma 
is ideal for canning or making tomato juice and 
sauces. Its pear-shaped blocky fruits ripen to 
a bright red with few seeds and firm flesh. The 
determinate plants bear dozens of low-acid fruits. 
Resistant to most common tomato diseases.
ToRo | pkt $2.99 | 5g $6.99 | 10g $8.99 | 25g 
$13.99
organic pkt $4.49 #hm3043 

sunrise sauce (Roma type)
55-60 Days. The small plants yield large amounts 
of 3-4oZ (85-113g) orange tomatoes at one time 
to harvest enough to make a batch of sauce or 
salsa. Ideal for small-pace gardens and large 
containers. Easy-to-peel tomatoes are sweet and 
meaty, with a taste like traditional romas. Best 
flavour comes with cooking; can also be enjoyed 
fresh. approx 15 seeds.
Toss | pkt $3.99

cheRRy & gRape TomaToes

heartbreakers vita f1 
Cut the fruit in half and you’ll find they form a 
lovely little heart shape, perfect to garnish your 
salad or soup. These productive little bush 
tomato plants have excellent vigour and produce 
masses of juicy fruit with tender skin and a great, 
sweet taste. 6 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su181329

little bing 
60-65 Days from transplant. A determinate (grows 
45-60cm / 18-24” tall) plant with a compact, tidy 
growth habit. Sets tasty fruits that ripen over a 
period of a few weeks, allowing harvest of many 
tomatoes at one time. Yields a large amount of 
flavor-filled, red, cherry tomatoes. Can grow in 
containers, with or without support. 15 seeds.
Tolb | pkt $3.99

micro Tom 
50 Days. Novelty variety produces an extremely 
dwarf plant covered with red fruit. Bite-sized 
cherry tomatoes have a sweet flavour for fresh 
eating. Try them sauteed and served over pasta, 
too. Best grown in containers, Micro Tom is well-
suited to a 8-10cm/3-4” pot. A great variety to 
grow indoors! 15 seeds / pkt. 
TomT |  pkt $3.99

patio hybrid
70 days. Patio is a tasty dwarf tomato that adapts 
well to limited space. Its strong determinate vines 
remain compact, yet produce an abundant early 
harvest of medium-sized smooth tomatoes that 
grow about 5cm (2”) in diameter. 15 seeds.
Topa | pkt $2.99 | 2g $59.99 | 5g $109.99

Rainbow drops mix f1 
A rainbow of delicious red, yellow and orange 
toms cascading from your hanging baskets! 
Plants are quick to produce new colourful and 
sweet-tasting fruit after the first harvest, so they’ll 
keeping cropping all summer.
pkt $5.99  #su181328

indeTeRminaTe vaRieTies
Indeterminate tomatoes have no growth or 
production limits and therefore must be staked or 
caged to support the vines. 

beefsTeak TomaToes

big beef hybrid 
73 Days. This ‘beefsteak’ type tomato produces 
an outstanding crop of extra-large, full-flavoured 
fruits that average 285-340g (10-12oz) each. 
Vigorous plants are large, yet manageable when 
supported. Big Beef yields its sizable tomatoes 
high up on the vine. Bred for quality, quantity and 
disease resistance. 
Tobb | pkt $3.99 | 2g $64.99 | 5g $129.99

brandywine (organic option) 
78 Days, Brandywine is known by many as one of 
the best tasting tomatoes! This Heirloom variety 
has potato like foliage and an indeterminate 
growth habit. Fruit is sweet with pinkish red flesh 
and is slow to ripen. Bred in the 1800’s.
Tobw | pkt $2.99 | 2g $14.99 | 5g $29.99
organic pkt $4.49 #hm3050

buffalosun f1 
Buffalosun has heirloom looks and aroma 
combined with the benefits of hybrid vigour. This 
meaty, beefsteak tomato has the typical ribbed 
shape but is an unusual amber colour with a red 
blush and an attractive marbled interior which 
makes for a colourful salad tomato. The 4-inch 
fruit has sweet, tender flesh. A productive tomato 
with good resistance to late blight. Height: 1.8m 
(6’). Spread: 50cm (20”). 6 Seeds.
pkt $6.99 #su100303

damsel f1 (organic) 
73 Days. Heirloom color and flavor in a late 
blight-resistant pink tomato! 12oz fruit holds for 
days at peak ripeness. Yields are strong and 
vines are moderately vigorous, with resistance to 
blight and wilt.
pkt $4.49 #hm3008

cherokee purple (organic) 
72 Days. Large beefsteak fruits with mauve-
purple skin, green shoulders, and red flesh. The 
most popular of the “black” tomatoes for its 
outstanding flavour and texture. Widely grown by 
gardeners and market growers alike. 
pkt $4.49 #hm3052

crimson blush
This blight resistant beefsteak tomato is sweeter 
than other beefsteak varieties. In fact, it tastes 
more like a cherry tomato. Able to stand up to 
periods of wet weather. Expect an abundance of 
stunning large, crimson fruit. 10 seeds.
pkt $6.99  #su181380

german johnson (organic) 
75 Days. High yielding, vigorous plants with deep 
pink fruits bearing earlier than other Brandywine-
types. Medium-sized fruits are crack resistant, 
have few seeds and are good for slicing, cooking, 
or canning. Fruits are acidic with a creamy texture 
and exceptional flavour. 8-16oz fruit. 
pkt $4.49 #hm3063

lemonita f1 
A large beefsteak variety with beautiful smooth 
yellow skin revealing dense, meaty flesh. These 
hefty toms have a lovely sweet-acid balance 
and their brilliant colour will light up salads, 
sandwiches, veg roasts or grills. This high-
yielding tomato produces 3-5 fruits per truss. 8 
Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su181330

medium sliceR TomaToes

indigo apple (organic) 
70 Days. Beautiful early variety with 4-6oz fruits 
that turn shiny black in the sun. Rich in the 
antioxidant anthocyanin, these large, stunning 
fruits offer mild, aromatic tomato flavor. Resists 
cracking and sunscald, with some resistance to 
late blight.
pkt $4.49 #hm3064

lemon boy hybrid (yellow)
72 Days. This unique variety yields a generous 
bounty of eye-catching, low-acid, medium-sized 
tomatoes with delicious lemon coloured flesh. 
The globed fruits average 170-200g (6-7oz) and 
add their welcome colour and mild flavour to 
many dishes. The tall vines are resistant to many 
diseases and produce early in the season.
Tolb | pkt $3.99 | 2g $64.99 

pasTe TomaToes

amish paste (organic)
80 Days. A classic paste tomato bearing bright 
red, heart shape fruits with few seeds and juicy 
texture. 8-12oz fruits.
pkt $4.49  #hm3020

san marzano (organic)
80 Days. Prized for its firm pulp, low seed count, 
and easily removed skin. Resists cracking and 
holds well both on the vine and in storage. Heavy 
yields of 4oz fruit.
pkt $4.49  #hm3047

san marzano 2
Favoured by chefs, use to make paste or sauce, 
fewer seeds, great for pizzas. Plum fruited variety. 
Deep red skins, meaty flesh and unsurpassable 
for making sauces!
pkt $5.99  #su180556
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bellini hybrid
65 Days. Bellini is an early maturing, unique large-
fruited orange cocktail tomato with great flavor.  
The smooth, deep oblate shaped fruit are firm, 
have great texture and good cracking resistance.  
The general fruit weight is 40-50 grams.  The 
plants have mid vigor, with high yield potential 
and a very good general disease resistance.  
Bellini is ideal for home and market gardener. 10 
Seeds per packet.
Tobe | pkt $4.99

black cherry (organic)
64 Days. Round, full-flavoured cherry with a 
distinctive purple-black colour. Very productive 
plants, producing 1” fruits with the juicy, meaty 
texture, and flavour of Russian black tomatoes.
pkt $4.49  #hm3004

black indigo Rose
A true superfood with extremely high levels of 
vitamins and antioxidants. Specially bred for 
extra nutrition. Contains the same antioxidants as 
blueberries. High disease resistance. Tastes like: 
Fresh tomatoes and plums. 6 seeds. 
pkt $5.99  #su182370

crimson cherry
The Crimson Cherry is the first blight-resistant 
cherry sized tomato, making it the perfect 
variety to be grown outside. This remarkable 
tomato variety is ideal for small pots, baskets, 
or any containers, reaching heights of 151-
200cm (59-79”); spread 41-50cm (16-20”). 
Extremely versatile, this tomato plant shows good 
resistance to Fusarium, Verticillium, and both 
early and late blight! 10 seeds. 
pkt $6.99  #su182443

marzito
50-55 Days. Marzito is versatile and perfect for 
all occasions. The elongated shape (5-6xm long 
x 1-2cm wide) is reminiscent of small Roma 
tomatoes which is great for cooking. The firm 
texture and sweet, rich flavour mean it can be 
eaten fresh like a cherry or grape tomato. Best 
growing in the gound with support of a trellis or 
cage. Good disease resistance. 
Tomz | pkt $3.99

matt’s wild cherry (organic)
55 Days. Copious quantities of small, deep red 
cherries with exceptional flavour. Matt’s keeps 
producing prolifically all season long. Pick 
frequently as skin is thin and cracks easily. Trellis 
or let sprawl and naturalize. 
pkt $4.49 #hm2970

midnight snack 
65-70 Days from transplant. This AAS winner is 
a unique cherry tomato that ripens red with an 
overlay of glossy black-purple on the skin when 
exposed to sunlight. Productive all season, 1.5” 
sized fruits are well-balanced and flavourful. 
Great in salads or eaten straight off the vine. 15 
seeds.
Toms | pkt $4.99

mingle mix
65-70 Days. Mingle is a mix of grape tomatoes 
in candy-hued colour for the home garden. The 
mix includes gold, red, yellow and chocolate fruit. 
The plants are high yielding and set continuously 
throughout the season. The fruits are sweet, 
crack resistant and all weigh about one ounce. 
We suggest growing six or more plants for best 
colour range. 12 Seeds.
Tomm | pkt $4.99

peacevine cherry (organic)
78 Days. Produces high yields of uniform 
bright crimson 1” cherry tomatoes. Resistant to 
cracking.
pkt $4.49  #hm2980

Rapunzel
70 Days. This early maturing, indeterminate plant 
produces up to 40, 3/4-1oz bright red cherry 
tomatoes on cascading trusses. They are sweet, 
juicy and very flavourful. Perfect for eating right 
off the vine. Approx 15 seeds.
ToRa | pkt $3.99
suttons pkt $6.99 #su100305 (6 seeds)

Red cherry
68 Days. The medium-large spreading plants of 
this cherry variety offer bright scarlet cocktail 
tomatoes that are 3cm (1 ½”) in size, round, 
firm and very tasty. The fruits are held in large 
clusters, making them very easy to pick.
ToRc | pkt $2.99 | 5g $6.99 | 10g $9.99 |
 25g $13.99

Rubylicious f1
Rubylicious boasts superb blight resistance, 
so your plants won’t be struck down in their 
prime. What makes this variety so special is its 
incredible sweetness and rich, tangy flavour. 
Each truss produces up to 12 orangey-red, 
cherry tomatoes weighing around 15g per fruit. 
This indeterminate variety is sure to become a 
favourite for salads, snacks and lunchboxes! 
Height: 200cm (79”). Spread: 50cm (20”). 20 
Seeds. pkt $5.99 #su100301

starlight grape (organic)
70 Days. Prolific plants that produce slender 
yellow grape tomatoes. Continue to ripe until 
frost, with exceptional flavour and a unique 
shape.
pkt $4.49  #hm3024

sun gold f1
Exceptionally sweet, bright tangerine-orange 
cherry tomatoes leave people begging for more. 
Vigorous plants start yielding early and bear right 
through the season. The taste can’t be beat!
Tosg | pkt $3.99

sunsugar
62 Days. Bright and sweet-tasting, Sunsugar 
tomatoes are delicious. If you are looking for a 
cherry tomato with a sweet, full-bodied flavour, 
look no further. Sunsugar stands out for its 
excellent taste and yield. The round 15-25g fruits 
have a high sugar content and contain more 
vitamin A than red cherry types. Good resistance 
to cracking. 10 Seeds. 
Toss |  pkt $3.99

supernova cherry (organic)
63 Days. A marbled mini-roma shape with 
constellations of yellow stripes on a red flesh 
background. Supernova impresses with both 
aesthetics and flavour. Red flesh with eyllow 
marbeling inside and out. .25-.5oz fruit. 
pkt $4.49 #hm3023

sweet million
62 Days. An early maturing cherry-type tomato, 
Sweet Million produces generous clusters of 
extremely sweet, 2.5cm  (1”) fruits that are very 
resistant to cracking. The indeterminate plants 
require support, and are very disease resistant.
Tosml | pkt $3.99 | 2g $99.99

sweetie (organic) 
Super sweet red cherry tomato with high sugar 
content for eating right off the vine! Masses 
of 1-1.5” round cherries in long clusters. 
Firm texture ideal for eating fresh or canning. 
Impressive vigor and reliability, ripening first and 
perfectly during six weeks of rain and cold - an 
absolute standout!  
pkt $4.49 #hm2975

TomaTillo

Toma verde (organic option)
Tomatillos have been gaining in popularity with 
avid gardeners looking for something new. Toma 
Verde bears 55-115g (2-4oz) green fruits encased 
in a papery husk. Flavour becomes sweeter 
as the fruit ripens, perfect for salads and other 
Mexican dishes. Plants are semi-determinate and 
grow the same way as tomatoes. 
ToTm | pkt $1.99 | 2g $4.99 | 5g $7.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm3180
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tokyo market
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moon and stars

TuRnips & RuTabagas
Brassica rapa & napus
Winter Turnips, also known as Rutabagas are a 
maritime favorite grown for their tasty yellow-
fleshed, globe-shaped roots and excellent 
storage quality. Summer Turnips, on the other 
hand are a quick-growing crop with white-fleshed 
roots that grow in a flattened globe shape. They 
are meant for immediate consumption. 

Growing Tips: Summer Turnip seed should 
be sown in early spring through mid-summer, 
with seeds planted 1cm (1/2”) deep. Once the 
seedlings have emerged, thin them to 5cm (2”) 
apart. If Winter Turnip is being planted for fall 
harvest, sow seed in the garden in mid-June to 
mid-July. Sow 6 seeds per 30cm (12”), planting 
them 1cm (1/2”) deep. Thin the seedlings to 6” 
apart. To prevent Brown Heart (water core) in 
Winter Turnip, amend the soil with Boron-rich 
fertilizer. To help thwart other common problems 
such as Clubroot, practice good crop rotation. 
Harvest Winter Turnip after several hard frosts by 
cutting tops and storing the roots in a humid, cold 
environment. 

summeR TuRnip 

early purple Top (organic option) 
65 Days. A popular summer turnip, this 
outstanding variety boasts smooth globe-shaped 
roots with purple shoulders and a creamy white 
bottom. The quick-growing roots are best 
picked when they are between 5 -13cm (2-5”) 
in diameter and have a mild, crisp, pure white 
flesh.  
Tuep | pkt $1.99 | 25g $4.99 | 125g $9.99 | 500g 
$19.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm3185 

Tokyo market (organic) 
35 Days. Sweet, petite, juicy, smooth-skinned 
and delicious raw. Practically bite-size, and you 
may well want to eat them whole! Tender and 
mildly flavored. Roots are round and pearly white 
in color. Excellent sliced raw in salads, chopped 
and tossed with vinaigrette or glazed with soy 
sauce.
pkt $4.49  #hm3191

snowball 
A very popular, quick-growing, round variety with 
white skin and solid flesh of mild flavour.
pkt $3.99 #su183050

winTeR TuRnip (RuTabaga)

gowrie 
Resistant to both clubroot and powdery mildew, 
Gowrie is very winter hardy due to the high dry 
matter. Perfect to use throughout autumn and 
into the new year from October to late January. 
This purple-skinned variety has good, firm flesh 
with consistent colour and very good taste. 
pkt $3.99 #su179679 500 seeds

laurentian
A traditional winter turnip or swede. Hardy variety 
with sweet flavoured flesh.   
Tula | pkt $2.99 | 25g $11.99 | 125g $34.99 | 
500g $114.99 | 1kg $199.99

york swede
120 Days. This hardy variety offers large globe-
shaped roots that grow 13-15cm (5-6”) in 
diameter. The smooth skin has deep purple 
shoulders and a yellow bottom with fine-flavoured 
creamy yellow flesh. Clubroot resistant variety. 
Tuyo | pkt $1.99 | 25g $11.99 | 125 $34.99 | 
500g $99.99

waTeRmelon
Citrullus lanatus
Although this sweet fruit is over 90% water, it is a 
good source of Vitamins A, B6 and C, as well as 
potassium and the antioxidant lycopene. 

Growing Tips: Sow seed indoors 3 to 4 weeks 
prior to the last spring frost. This heat-loving crop 
thrives in a warm sunny location with rich organic 
soil. So amend your garden well. Black mulch 
may be used to conserve moisture and increase 
soil temperature. 

baby doll f1 (organic) 
75 Days. Productive, early icebox melon with 
dark green stripes and crisp bright yellow flesh. 
Uniform 10-15lb fruits with sweet flavor. Harvest 
promptly to avoid fruit splitting when ripe in the 
field.
pkt $4.49 #hm3199

blacktail mountain (organic) 
76 Days. Solid dark green rind and crimson 
flesh. Fruit averages 8” across. Vines reach 10’. 
Excellent keeping quality and yields. Harvest just 
before ripe and melons will finish off in storage. 
Great for short growing seasons. Fruits weigh 
6-10lbs and store up to 2 months.
pkt $4.49 #hm3196

crimson sweet (organic)
85 Days. An excellent variety for home gardeners 
and growers alike, with vibrant red, firm, fine 
textured flesh and dark green striping. Classic 
sweet flavour, with fruits ranging from 15-25lbs.
pkt $4.49  #hm3205

moon and stars (organic)  
95-100 Days. A popular heirloom with a sweet 
flavour and attractive yellow spots on the rind. 
Large oblong fruits can grow up to 40lbs. 
Requires warm temperatures to set fruit.
pkt $4.49 #hm3195

sugar baby (organic option)
75 Days. The most reliable open-pollinated 
watermelon variety for Atlantic Canadian gardens! 
It boasts 15-20cm (6-8”) wide fruits that weigh 
between 3-4.5kg (6 ½ - 10lbs). The dark green 
rind is thin with indistinct veining, while the crisp, 
juicy flesh is bright red. This is an ideal variety for 
the home garden.  
wmsb | pkt $2.99 | 10g $5.99 | 25g $9.99 |
125g $15.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm3200

sTRawbeRRies
Fragaria
Strawberries are the classic summer berry, full of fresh juicy flavour and great 
for baking or just eating straight off the vine. If you want berry production in 
the first year, we recommend starting your seeds as early as possible, 12-14 
weeks before the last frost. 

Growing Tips: Strawberries can be tricky to start from seed and require pa-
tience, but the end result is worth the wait! Allow a period of cool tempera-
tures (cold stratification) for germination. Before sowing, place your seed 
packet in a sealed plastic bag and store in the fridge (not freezer!) for 3-4 
weeks. Remove the bag from the fridge and allow it to reach room tempera-
ture before opening. Your seeds are now ready to plant! Keep your soil warm 
(we recommend a heat mat) and allow 1 to 6 weeks for germination.

strawberry fresca  
85 Days from transplant. Delicious berries right in your backyard! Fresca pro-
duces medium-sized berries from the start of summer through autumn. Plant 
in baskets, containers, or in-ground. Grows best in full sun, these perennial 
plants have a compact growth habit. 20 Seeds.
sTfc | pkt $3.99

New for 2024 from Halifax Seed!
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Small Space
Gardening

Great gardens can be grown anywhere when you plant these small but mighty varieties! Whether you have a patio, a tiny 
yard, a balcony, or just a window sill (look for the      icon!), these compact plants will fit your space and produce deli-
cious home-grown vegetables throughout the growing season. With supplemental lighting they can even grow indoors 

through the winter! Remember that small containers may need more frequent watering and fertilizing. Choose a container 
potting mix with good drainage, and ensure your containers have drainage holes. If planting multiple plants in one con-

tainer, take a look at our companion planting guide on page 59!
Growing Tips: When working with a small area, make the most of your vertical space! Use trellises, shelving, and tiered 

planters to maximize the plants that can fit in your space while maintaining good airflow and access to light.

VeGGieS
mascotte 
55 Days. A 2014 AAS Winner, it’s perfect for con-
tainers and garden beds. Produced high above the 
foliage, Mascotte’s 15cm (6”), slim, medium green 
pods are the perfect filet bean. Dwarf, upright plants 
grow 40-45cm (16-18”) tall. Stringless with a crisp 
texture and good flavour. 
bema | Pkt $2.99 | Pkt $4.99 #Su196998 
120 Seeds

Cucumber quick Snack  
38-45 Days. Perfect to grow in a container on a 
sunny windowsill, counter, or balcony. Delicious 
crisp and sweet cucumbers can be eaten fresh off 
the vine. Best picked when fruit is 4-6cm (1.5-2.5”) 
long. Keep plants well-watered to allow fruit to 
mature. 10 Seeds.
CuqS | Pkt $3.99

black Seeded Simpson  
45 Days. This lime-green leaf lettuce is outstand-
ing! Quick growth, attractive broad crumpled leaves 
and delicate flavour with virtually no bitterness! Bolt 
resistant, offering several more weeks of harvest.  
ltbS | Pkt $2.99 

little SnapPea Crunch
58-60 Days. Little SnapPea Crunch brings healthy 
snacking to smaller garden spaces. The compact 
yet productive plants grow well in large containers 
and garden beds. Expect lots of crunchy, sweet, 
juicy edible pod peas. Holds well as the weather 
warms. In ground plants, will reach 32” (60cm) tall, 
container grown plants will be a little smaller. Great 
grown as a pea shoot!
PelC | Pkt $2.99

Hot fajita   
80-95 Days from transplant. Easy-to-grow pepper 
plant that can be grown in a on a sunny windowsill 
or counter, without a garden! Upright plant habit will 
show off eye-catching lime-green fruit that ripens to 
bright red. The 10cm (4”) long, tapered peppers are 
fleshy and spicy, perfect for cooking. 8 Seeds
PPHf | Pkt. $4.99

yum yum mix
55 Days. The Yum Yum mix is the best of the mini 
sweet peppers. 60cm (24”) tall plants are packed 
full of 3cm x 7cm (1” x 2.5”) delicious sweet peppers 
in shades of golden, tangerine and red. Nearly 
seedless, Yum Yums have a crunchy texture and 
grow well in both the garden or containers. Perfect 
eaten fresh off the vine.
PPyy | Pkt $2.99 

micro tom 
50 Days. Novelty variety produces an extremely 
dwarf plant covered with red fruit. Bite-sized cherry 
tomatoes have a sweet flavour for fresh eating. 
Try them sauteed and served over pasta, too. Best 
grown in containers, Micro Tom is well-suited to a 
8-10cm/3-4” pot. A great variety to grow indoors! 15 
seeds / pkt. 
tomt |  Pkt $3.99

Patio Hybrid
70 days. Patio is a tasty dwarf tomato that adapts 
well to limited space. Its strong determinate vines 
remain compact, yet produce an abundant early 
harvest of medium-sized smooth tomatoes that 
grow about 5cm (2”) in diameter. 15 seeds.
TOPA | Pkt $2.99 

HerbS 
arugula  
A wonderful salad herb, Arugula is ready for harvest 
just 35 days after seeding. Add the pungent, pep-
pery leaves to spicy salads, harvesting them when 
they reach 10-15cm (4-6”).    
ARUG | Pkt $1.99

Sweet basil   
Sweet basil, an indispensable culinary herb, is an 
easy-to-grow annual that develops into an attractive 
bushy plant with aromatic, spicy leaves. Reaching 
a height of 45-60cm (18-24”), the leaves can be 
added to countless dishes.
baSil | Pkt $1.99

Chives (organic option)
Chives are a favourite perennial herb with 
spiky onion-flavoured foliage and attractive 
pom-pom blooms. Add to countless dishes 
and use the pink flowers to make a delicious 
herbal vinegar.
CHiV | Pkt $1.99 | organic Pkt $4.49  
#Hm5040

Dill 
Easy-to-grow annual with tall feathery 
foliage that reaches 90-120cm (36-48”) in 
height. The fragrant, calcium-rich seeds are 
an essential ingredient in pickles, while the 
aromatic foliage is used to flavour salads, 
sauces, soups and more.
Dill | Pkt $1.99

mint
A popular perennial that thrives in most 
growing conditions. Hardy plants will grow 
30-60cm (12-24”) tall. The spearmint 
flavoured, cool-tasting leaves are delicious 
when used fresh in salads and jellies, or 
dried. *Vigorous plant, we recommend plant-
ing in a container. 80 days.
mint | Pkt $2.99

moss Curled Parsley 
A popular variety for garnishing, moss curled 
produces closely curled, fine-cut leaves in an 
attractive shade of bright green. 70 days. 
ParSC | Pkt $1.99

rosemary   
The aromatic leaves of this shrubby ever-
green may be used fresh or dried to provide 
a delicious seasoning. A tender perennial, 
Rosemary may be brought indoors in the fall 
and grown on a sunny windowsill. 86 days.  
roSe | Pkt $1.99
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 Organic Sprouts

seeds
alfalfa
The traditional sprout of salad bars. Organically 
grown and tastes great, Alfalfa sprouts have  high 
antioxidant and phytoestrogen levels making it 
great in sandwiches and salads. Can help protect 
against cancers and heart disease.
125g $7.99 250g $14.99

ancient eastern blend
Contains fenugreek, lentils, kamut, and adzuki 
beans. A delicious mixture.
125g $6.99 250g $9.99

arugula 
Lovely bright, peppery sprouts and microgreens! 
1 tbsp. dry seed yields approx. 2-3 cups sprouts.
125g $8.99 250g $6.99

brilliant blend
A beautiful and colourful blend of lentils, radish 
and peas. 1/2 cup of dry seed yields approx. 5 
cups of microgreens. 
100g $6.99 250g $11.99

crunch bean mix
An easy to grow favourite. Contains Garbanzos 
(chick peas), Lentils and peas.
125g $4.99 250g $7.99

mung bean
Grow the traditional bean sprout used in Asian 
cooking. Sprout in complete darkness or they will 
have a bitter flavour. Rinse as often as possible 
and harvest at about 1.5 to 2 inches long. 
125g $5.99 250g $8.99

broccoli
High in sulforaphane, with many health benefits. 1 
tbsp of dry seed yields approx. 1 cup of sprouts. 
100g $13.99 200g $22.99

broccoli brassica blend
A tasty mixture of broccoli, broccoli raab, canola, 
radish, mustard and arugula. These sprouts were 
recently found to contain many cancer fighting 
compounds. A great way to add a healthy crisp 
to pita sandwiches.
100g $7.99 200g $14.99

broccoli Raab
Broccoli raab, or rapini, is a tangy, fresh 4-day 
sprout that grows well in a jar or sprouting tray. 
1 tbsp of dry seed yields approx. 1-2 cups of 
sprouts.
100g $6.99 200g $11.99

brown mustard
Careful, it’s hot! Use with discretion in sprouting 
mixes, or sprout on its own for adventuresome 
eating. Mustard sprouts taste great anywhere 
you’d use hot mustard.
100g $4.99 200g $8.99

buckwheat
The microgreens are often referred to as 
buckwheat lettuce for their fresh, lettuce-like 
flavour. 1/2 cup of dry seed yields approx. 5 cups 
of sprouts.
100g $4.99 250g $7.99

Red clover
Sprouts are similar to alfalfa, but easier to grow 
with a mild-sweet flavour. 
125g $7.99 250g $12.99

fenugreek
Grows large vigorous sprouts with an unusual 
flavour. Fenugreek is a traditional herb for colds 
and flu. The seed can be used to make a pleasant 
tea. Fenugreek is also grown as a potherb.  
125g $5.99 250g $9.99

green peas
A medium green pea used for shoots, cooking 
and short sprouts. These can grow both short 
sprouts and thick, leafy shoots. 
125g $4.99 275g $7.99

speckled peas
These are our recommended peas for growing tall 
pea shoots as a microgreen. Also great as a short 
sprout.
125g $3.99 275g $6.99

kamut
A large ancient grain that is sweet and easy to 
grow. Very high in protein and minerals. Can be 
used in many breads and cracker recipes. 
125g $3.99 300g $7.99

spicy lentil crunch
A fantastic blend of tiny lentils, alfalfa, red clover, 
radish, canola and a trace of black mustard. 
Mildly spicy. Great to put on top of a beef or 
portobello mushroom burger. 
125g $6.99 250g $11.99

sandwich booster
Sandwich Booster is a sprout mix of clover, 
alfalfa, radish, and mustard. It is an easy 5-day 
sprout that grows well in a jar or sprouting tray.
125 $7.99 250g $13.99

spring salad
A mix of equal parts of broccoli, radish, red clover 
and alfalfa. Great to toss in with your summer 
greens for tasty salads.
100g $8.99 250g $14.99

Quinoa, black
Grow your own quinoa sprouts. 1 Tbsp of dry 
seeds yields approx. 1/2 cup of sprouts. 
125g $5.99 250g $9.99

Radish, daikon
Has a mild radish tang. Can also be grown in a 
tray for cut greens. *Current daikon radish lot 
contains traces of wheat.
100g $5.99 200g $9.99

sunflower
Delicious nutty sunflower taste in a big crunchy 
sprout!
75g $4.99 150g $7.99

supplies
easy sprouter
An excellent all-purpose sprouting device, the 
Easy Sprouter has excellent drainage, superior 
air circulation, and is the most forgiving of all 
sprouters. 3.25” on the bottom and 4.5” at the 
top and standing at 7” tall, the sprouter is made 
of high density polyethylene and is also Kosher. 
mumeasyspRouTeR $22.99

sprouting jar, glass 1l
An awesome high quality jar with a stainless steel 
mesh lid.
mummglass1l $9.99

stainless steel sprouting screen
Our newest sprouting lid is comprised of 
a stainless steel ring and a stainless steel 
screen. Will fit any wide mouth jar. To prevent 
smaller seeds from falling through the screen, 
please soak first. Best if you do not put in the 
dishwasher.
mumlid $4.99

masontop bean screen
Contains two reusable sprouting lids! Inverted 
spout ensures proper airflow, and prevents messy 
splashing during the rinsing process. Designed 
for wide mouth jars and can grow any type of 
sprout, including Alfalfa, Bean, Broccoli, Mung 
Beans and many more! Made of Food-Safe BPA-
Free and Dishwasher Safe Plastic.
mummasonTop $16.99
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Herbs

eVerleaf tHaieVerleaf

aruGula Sweet baSil

rutGer’S obSeSS. eVerleaf GenoVeSe

SaCreD baSil Sweet tHai

anise 
Pimpinella anisum

70 Days. A popular annual herb, anise is grown 
for its licorice flavoured seeds and aromatic 
leaves that can be added to countless recipes 
and used in crafts. The leafy plants grow 60cm 
(24”) tall. Sow seeds indoors in March and set 
plants outside in late May.   
anis pkt $1.99 | 5g $4.99 | 10g $6.99=

aRugula 
eruca vesicar

A wonderful salad herb, Arugula is ready for 
harvest just 35 days after seeding. Add the 
pungent, peppery leaves to spicy salads, 
harvesting them when they reach 10-15cm (4-6”).    
ARUG | Pkt $1.99 | 5g $4.99 | 10g $6.99 | 
25g $10.99

argula astro (organic)
21 Days baby, 40 days full size. Long green 
leaves with a mildly spicy flavour.
pkt 4.49  #hm2010

arugula esmee (organic)
Beautiful, fine leaves are incised with rounded 
oak-leaf shape. A wonderful flavour that is more 
nutty than spicy sets Esmee apart from other 
arugulas. Deeply lobed leaves are upright, lofty 
and the darkest green of all our arugulas. Quick 
growing and very cold tolerant. 
pkt $4.49  #hm2013

arugula bellezia (organic)
This beautiful arugula is tender with a lovely 
spice. The highly serrated leaves give this variety 
its elevated charm and the outstanding uniformity 
makes for excellent selling quality. Plants have 
a strong field tolerance to downy mildew and 
excellent storage life. 
pkt $4.49  #hm1947

arugula Rocket seed Tape
No more boring salads with Scorpion! This quick 
and easy salad leaf will add punch to your salad 
ingredients, with its very hot, mustardy flavour. 
Related to wild rocket but quicker to mature, be 
sure to keep picking the leaves whilst they are 
still young. 
seed Tape 6m $6.99  #su186323

arugula scorpion
Tasty, tangy leaves to pick as required. Ideal 
for salads or cooking, it can be harvested all 
summer. Fast maturing - cut and come again. 
Our top quality seeds are pre-spaced in a 
biodegradable tape which can be simply rolled 
out, covered with soil and watered. 1000 Seeds.
pkt $3.99  #su100293

arugula wild dragon’s Tongue
A superb variety with attractive red-veined leaves, 
good vigour and a wonderful peppery taste. 
Plants are bolt-resistant so don’t run to seed, 
allowing you to keep picking the leaves over a 
long period. 200 Seeds.
pkt $3.99 #su177474

arugula wild Rocket
A tasty ‘cut and come again’ arugula producing 
masses of attractive strong-flavoured wild leaves. 
Ideal for salads or cooking, it can be harvested all 
summer.
pkt $3.99 #177472

sweeT basil   
Ocicum basilicum
Sweet basil, an indispensable culinary herb, is 
an easy-to-grow annual that develops into an 
attractive bushy plant with aromatic, spicy leaves. 
Reaching a height of 45-60cm (18-24”), the 
leaves can be added to countless dishes.
basil | pkt $1.99 | 5g $4.99 | 10g $6.99

basil devotion
After a long wait, a downy mildew-resistant basil 
with large leaves has arrived.  On this variety, 
the leaves are large, cupped, and medium green 
and let off a sweet and spicy aroma. For home-
cooking, Basil ‘Devotion’ is perfect for a summer 
salad, garnished in soups or infused into pasta 
and stir-fries. 45-50cm tall, 20-30cm wide.
pkt $4.99 #su164401

basil everleaf genovese
This basil is an outstanding garden performer! 
Flowers up to 8 weeks later than standard basil. 
Bred for season-long performance and continual 
harvest. Everleaf Genovese has flavour that 
stands up to cooking - perfect for pesto and 
adding to sauce but wonderful fresh in a caprese 
salad. Grows 18-24” (45-60cm ) tall and 12-18” 
(30-45cm) wide. 15 seeds.
basilevleaf | pkt $2.99

genovese basil (organic)
68 Days. Plants are strong producers of dark 
green, glossy leaves with a characteristic 
spoon shape. Exceptionally tender texture and 
distinctive, sweet flavour is excellent in sauces, 
pesto, and cooking.
pkt $4.49 #hm5000

basil everleaf Thai Towers
45-60 Days from seed, 30-45 from transplant. 
Well-branched variety with short internodes 
makes a beautiful, columnar plant that stays tidy 
for many uses, including in-ground, container 
garden and hydroponics. Flowers up to 10-12 
weeks later than standard Thai basil with huge 
harvest potential. Aromatic and vibrant licorice 
flavour complements any dish, especially Thai 
cuisine. 
basilevThai | pkt $2.99

lime basil (mrs.burns) 
Lime scented green leaves that can be used in 
cooking, eaten raw or alternatively used to make 
a delicious herbal tea. 300 Seeds.
pkt $3.99 #su163558

Rosie basil (organic)
65 Days. Intense dark purple-red colour with a 
mild and aromatic basil flavour. Compact and 
upright habit, great for edible or ornamental 
plantings.
pkt $4.49  #hm5037

Round midnight basil
Attractive dark purple foliage on cascading 
plants, ideal for hanging baskets or other 
containers. Edible and ornamental too! 250 
Seeds. pkt $4.99 #su163559

basil Rutger’s obsession (organic)
Very attractive, compact plants with the strong 
downy mildew resistance. This line of downy 
mildew resistant basil has been trialed against 
market standards all across the country and has 
come up aces every time. Plants have a high leaf-
to-stem ratio and average 26” in height. Suitable 
for field or potted plant production.  Slow to bolt 
and extremely uniform. 
pkt $4.49 #hm5008

sacred basil (organic)
75 Days. Musky, fragrant flowers and foliage 
excellent for tea and medicinal purposes. Also 
known as Holy Basil or Tulsi.
pkt $4.49  #hm6130

spicy sabre basil
A distinctive variety with ornamental leaves that 
bear serrated edges and have an especially spicy 
flavour. It remains short and bushy late into the 
season and its compact form suits containers as 
well as beds. 180 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su165100

sweet Thai basil (organic)
63 Days. Lovely potted herb, edible bedding plant 
and cut flower for floral arrangements. Gorgeous 
narrow green leaves with vivid dark purple stems 
and blossoms; adored by bees. Exotic clove-
licorice flavor perfect in Thai cuisine.
pkt $4.49  #hm5031
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fennelmint

lavender

borage chives

chervilchamomile

santo cilantro dill

belle isle cresscilantro

 boRage
Borage officinalis 
50 Days. Borage is an attractive annual herb with 
large cucumber flavoured leaves and sky-blue 
flowers. May be grown in the ornamental garden 
or the herb patch to provide flowers and foliage 
for teas, salads and an array of other dishes. The 
plants grow 30 to 60cm (12-24”) tall.  
boRa | pkt $1.99 | 5g $4.99 | 10g $6.99

caRaway
Carum carvi
Caraway is a popular and easy-to-grow biennial 
with distinctive licorice-like flavoured seeds. 
Although the entire plant is edible, it is usually 
grown for its seeds which are baked into a variety 
of items including cake and breads.   
caRaw | pkt $1.99 | 5g $4.99 | 10g $6.99

caTnip 
nepeta cataria
A hardy perennial that can also be a lovely 
ornamental herb with pale lavender blooms and 
crinkly gray-green foliage. Well known for its 
ability to make cats playful, its effect on us is very 
calming. The leaves may be added to salads or 
brewed into a soothing tea. Grows 60-90cm, (24-
36”) tall. Blooms on and off the entire summer.   
 *Not for consumption if pregnant or breast 
feeding
caTn | pkt $2.99

chamomile  
german (organic option) 
Matricaria recutia
65 Days. This favorite annual herb bears a 
profusion of tiny daisy-like blooms that smell 
of fresh apples. Easy-to-grow and will often re-
seed itself in the garden from year to year. Add 
the fragrant flowers to teas, potpourri and other 
scented products. Grows 60-90cm, (24-36”) tall. 
cham | pkt $1.99 | 5g $5.99 | 10g $7.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm6021

chives (organic option)
Allium schoenoprasum
Chives are a favourite perennial herb with spiky 
onion-flavoured foliage and attractive pom-pom 
blooms. Add to countless dishes and use the 
pink flowers to make a delicious herbal vinegar.
chiv | pkt $1.99 | 5g $5.99 | 10g $7.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm5040

garlic chives (organic option)
A perennial herb which produces broader leaves 
than normal chives, and has a delicate garlic 
taste. Can be grown in pots on a windowsill all 
year round. A must on homemade garlic bread!
pkt $4.99 #su164634
organic pkt $4.49  #hm5080

cheRvil
Anthriscus cerefolium
Chervil, has been used for years in French 
cuisine. The delicate, curly leaves produce a 
mild, sweet anise flavour. Sow directly in the 
ground in spring or give plants a head start inside 
before the final frost. Great in salads, soups and 
omelets. 
cheR | pkt $1.99 | 5g $4.99 | 10g $6.99

coRiandeR/cilanTRo
Coriandrum satium
The sharply flavoured leaves (cilantro) and 
aromatic seeds (coriander) of this favourite annual 
are a staple in many cuisines. Easily cultivated 
with direct sowings in the garden, the plants grow 
30-75cm (12-30”) tall. Successive sowings will 
ensure a season-long supply. 
coRi | pkt $1.99 | 5g $4.99 | 10g $6.99
suttons pkt $4.99  #su164650 150 seeds

lemon coriander
Lemon fragrance and flavour, delicious as a 
garnish in salad or used in stir-fries. 100 seeds. 
pkt $3.99 #su165079

cilantro santo (organic)
55 Days. A very bolt resistant variety with good 
flavour and an upright habit for easy harvesting. 
Fast growing and great for cut-and-come-again.
pkt $4.49  #hm5050

cRess/peppeRRass
Lepidum sativum
This nutritious herb boasts finely cut, deep green 
curled leaves. Add fresh sprigs to salads and 
sandwiches, or use as a garnish. Sow seed in 
early spring and harvest when the leaves are 10-
14cm (4-6”) high, about a month after planting. 
Sow often for a continuous crop.  
CRESP | pkt $1.99 | 2g $3.99 | 5g $7.99 |
10g $11.99

cress 
nasturium officinale
Watercress (broadleaf) is a vitamin-packed 
broadleaf herb that grows naturally in damp 
areas. Direct seed outdoors in fertile soil 
and water frequently to ensure a good 
harvest.  
cResw | pkt $1.99 | 2g $5.99 | 5g $9.99

dill 
Anethum graveolens
Easy-to-grow annual with tall feathery foliage 
that reaches 90-120cm (36-48”) in height. The 
fragrant, calcium-rich seeds are an essential 
ingredient in pickles, while the aromatic foliage is 
used to flavour salads, sauces, soups and more.
dill | pkt $1.99 | 5g $4.99 | 10g $6.99

dill bouquet (organic)
The most widely-grown organic dill for fresh 
eating, flowers and seed heads. A versatile, early-
maturing variety used for fresh leaves, seed head 
production and cut flowers. Produces seed heads 
well ahead of others and right in time for summer 
pickles. Flowering umbels average 6” wide. Great 
for pickling. 30” tall.
pkt $4.49  #hm5060 

greensleeves dill (organic)
45 Days. A compact, high yielding dill that is 
slow to bolt. Ideal for leaf production over a long 
harvest window.
pkt $4.49  #hm5044

fennel
Foeniculum vulgare
A graceful plant with attractive feathery foliage 
that grows 60-90cm (24-36”) tall.  The large, flat 
oval base has a delightful licorice-flavour and 
may be eaten fresh or the edible stems, seeds 
and roots add a delicious zest to many culinary 
dishes. 90 days.
fenn | pkt $2.99 | 5g $5.99 | 10g $7.99

lavendeR 
Lavandula angustifolia
A hardy perennial herb, lavender is an 
indispensable addition to the herb or ornamental 
garden, offering rich fragrance, delicate flowers 
and silvery-green foliage. Grow several plants 
in a row to create an aromatic hedge or garden 
edging. Plants are 60-90cm (24-36”) tall. Takes 
several years to reach maturity. 
lave | pkt $2.99 | 2g $6.99 | 5g $8.99 |
10g $12.99

lemon balm (organic option)
70 Days. Strongly aromatic herb with lemony 
fragrance and excellent medicinal and culinary 
qualities. Attracts bees.
lemb | pkt $1.99 | 10g $7.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm6090

sweeT maRjoRam
 (organic option)
Origanum majorana
Grown as an annual, this tender perennial is an 
attractive container and border plant with a sweet 
balsam-like aroma. A cousin of oregano, the fresh 
or dried leaves have a mild oregano-like taste and 
are often used to flavour fish, roast meats, salads, 
soups, vinegars, teas and jellies. The 30-60cm 
(12-24”) tall plants mature in about 70 days.
maRj | pkt $1.99 | 5g $7.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm5090

minT
Mentha
A popular perennial that thrives in most growing 
conditions. Hardy plants will grow 30-60cm 
(12-24”) tall. The spearmint flavoured, cool-
tasting leaves are delicious when used fresh in 
salads and jellies, or dried. *Vigorous plant, we 
recommend planting in a container. 80 days.
minT | pkt $2.99 | 2g $12.99

korean mint
An attractive flowering herb. Use the aniseed 
flavoured young leaves in teas and salads. One of 
the top 50 Chinese Medicinal herbs. 480 seeds. 
pkt $4.99  #su165145
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thyme

oregano

tarragon

broadleaf pars-

curly parsley

sage

rosemary

summer savory

gourmet herb mix

oRegano  
Origanum vulgare
A hardy perennial herb, forms an attractive 
shrub-like mound and is covered with small mild-
flavoured leaves that add spark to dishes. The 
plants grow 60-75cm (24-30”) tall and the leaves 
may be used fresh or dried.
oReg | pkt $1.99 | 2g $4.99 | 5g $6.99 

oregano greek (organic)
Excellent culinary oregano with pungent, mouth-
watering fragrance and flavour. This is the 
traditional full-flavoured oregano for pizzas and 
tomato sauces. Low-growing plants have slightly 
furry dark green leaves with white flowers. Easy 
to dry, just harvest stems and hang in bundles. 
Excellent fresh or dried. Hardy perennial. 
pkt $4.49  #hm5106 moss curled parsley 
A popular variety for garnishing, moss curled 
produces closely curled, fine-cut leaves in an 
attractive shade of bright green. 70 days. 
paRsc | pkt $1.99 | 5g $4.99 | 10g $6.99

paRsley  
Petroselinum crispum

broadleaf italian parsley (organic option) 
A strong-flavoured parsley, produces lovely 
dark green glossy foliage that is quite wide 
and moderately cut. The tasty leaves are held 
on strong erect stems and may be added 
to soups, salads and many other dishes. 78 
days.  
paRsf | pkt $1.99 | 5g $4.99 | 10g $6.99
organic pkt $4.49  #hm5110

grune perle parsley (organic) 
45 days. exceptionally beautiful, tufts of deep 
green leaves make this parsley variety a stunning 
addition to the herb garden or market table. With 
a mild flavour and vigorous growth habit, this 
parsley is a perfect fit for both the commercial 
grower and home gardener.
pkt $4.49  #hm5103

RosemaRy   
Rosmarinus officinalis
The aromatic leaves of this shrubby evergreen 
may be used fresh or dried to provide a delicious 
seasoning. A tender perennial, Rosemary may be 
brought indoors in the fall and grown on a sunny 
windowsill. 86 days.   
Rose | pkt $1.99 | 2g $10.99 | 5g $21.99

sage
Salvia officinalis
A hardy perennial with attractive silvery-green 
leaves and spiky purple blooms, Sage offers a jolt 
of early summer colour to the herb or ornamental 
garden. The fresh or dried leaves may be added 
to a variety of dishes including meats and 
stuffing. Plants grow 45-75cm (18-30”) tall. 75 
days.  
sage | pkt $1.99 | 5g $7.99 | 10g $11.99 | 
25g $22.99
suttons pkt $3.99  #su142004

summeR savouRy
Satureja hortensis
This easy-to-grow annual herb is a Nova Scotia 
favourite that is a must for every herb garden, 
Summer Savoury bears attractive light-coloured 
flowers and sweet-scented, tangy-flavoured 
leaves. The plants grow about 45cm (18”) tall and 
mature in approx. 60 days.   
susa | pkt $1.99 | 10g $4.99 | 25g $7.99 |
125g $15.99 

TaRRagon (Russian)
Artemisia dracunculus
Not to be confused with the more delicate French 
Tarragon, Russian Tarragon is a tall growing 
perennial herb with mild-flavoured leaves that 
add flavour to salads and meat dishes. Reaching 
a height of about 100cm (40”) this magnesium-
rich herb should be used sparingly and not 
overcooked. 90 days.  
TaRR | pkt $1.99 | 2g $8.99 | 5g $15.99

Thyme 
Thymus vulgaris
This extremely popular perennial herb boasts 
strongly scented leaves with a clove-like 
fragrance and flavour. An essential for every 
herb garden, the dried or fresh leaves of thyme 
may be added to chowders, sauces, stuffing, 
soups, meat, poultry or seafood dishes. The 
iron-rich plants grow 15-30cm (6-12”) tall. 85 
days.  
Thymw | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99 | 10g $15.99

heRb collecTions 

gourmet herb mix
This easy-to-grow gourmet herb mix includes 
four of the most popular varieties; basil, chives, 
parsley and thyme. Plant an indoor windowsill 
garden, fill an outdoor window box, or grow a 
supply of fresh herbs in the vegetable garden.
pkt $2.99 

suttons herb collection
5 packets in one! This easy collection will 
have you sprouting a herb garden in no time! 
Collection contains the following varieties: Dill - 
For fish and salad dishes; Sage - For duck, veal 
or pork dishes; Sweet Basil - For tomato and 
cheese dishes; Marjoram, Sweet - For soups, 
meat and fish dishes; Thyme - For fish, poultry 
dishes, soups and stews.
pkt $7.99  #su185351

muSHroom kitS
Start growing your own gourmet mushrooms on your kitchen counter or shelf in your home today! Happy Cap mushroom kits are designed for first 
time growers, simply remove the block from the bag, mist daily and harvest your fresh gourmet mushrooms within two weeks. Kits should give you 2+ 
harvests of delicious mushrooms.

oyster mushroom kit
When cooked, oyster mushrooms are known to 
have a nutty profile, with a mild wild mushroom 
flavour. Slightly chewy texture, with a mild 
bittersweet/ soft aroma. 7-14 Day grow time. 
mushblue $27.99
*Add $5.00 extra postal surcharge

shiitake mushroom kit
Shiitake mushrooms are known to have a slightly 
more wild flavour profile. Velvety, meaty texture. 
The tough stems become pleasantly chewy when 
cooked well. 7-14 Day grow time. 
mushshiTake $27.99
*Add $5.00 extra postal surcharge

lion’s mane mushroom kit
Overall, Lion’s mane mushroom is mild in flavour. 
Some say it has a subtle seafood flavour. Soft, 
spongy and quite absorbent. Melts in your mouth. 
7-14 Day grow time.
mushlion $27.99
*Add $5.00 extra postal surcharge
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Annuals

zanzi palm

resina

snowcloth powder puff mix

balsam

tall double mix

pacific beautypolka dot

alyssum sweeT    
Lobularia maritime
Sweet Alyssum is easy-to-grow with tiny fragrant 
blooms that form dense carpets of colour. Add 
the mounding plants to containers and garden 
edging.

Royal carpet
The plants of this deep violet coloured low border 
annual grow 15cm (6”) tall. 
109 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $9.99 | 25g $29.99

snowcloth
A very early pure white variety with uniform 13-
15cm (5-6”) high growth. 
107 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $9.99 | 25g $29.99

asTeRs      
Callistephus chinensis
China Asters offer a jolt of welcome colour to 
garden beds, containers and window boxes. Sow 
the seed indoors in late March, or plant directly in 
the garden once all risk of frost has passed. Seed 
germinate best at 18-25°C. The disease-resistant 
plants produce the best show of colour with 
successive sowings every few weeks. 

milady dwarf mix
A wonderful dwarf Aster that is perfect for 
containers, beds and borders. Blooms in rich 
shades of blues, pinks, reds and white are 
produced atop dwarf 30cm (12”) compact plants. 
Chrysanthemum-type blooms are 7.5cm (3”) 
in diameter. Easy to grow, non-stop blooms 
produce all summer long.
123 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $9.99 | 25g $29.99

powder puff mix
This choice blend features large 8cm (3”) wide 
double blooms in shades of blue, pink, purple, 
crimson and white. The attractive flowers are 
borne on sturdy 60cm (24”) high plants. 
121 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $7.95 | 25g $21.95

balsam     
impatiens balsamina
These showy annuals are easily cultivated from 
seed and form tall bushy plants that bloom all 
summer long. Large double blooms are produced 
in a generous array of bright colours. Start the 
seed indoors 6 to 8 weeks prior to setting out. 
Press the seeds lightly into the soil surface, 
leaving them uncovered as they require light in 
order to germinate. A temperature of 21°C is 
ideal. Once all risk of frost has passed, transplant 
out.

double flowered mixed colours
The 60cm (24”) tall plants of this popular mixture 
are densely covered with double camellia-like 
flowers. 
129 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $7.99 | 25g $21.99

bacheloR’s buTTon
Centaurea cyanus
These easy-to-grow annuals are often called 
‘Cornflowers”. Seed may be sown directly in the 
garden in April or May, when the soil becomes 
workable or in the fall before the ground freezes. 
For an abundance of brightly coloured blooms 
all summer long, sow seed successively every 
few weeks. Bachelor’s Buttons prefer full sun to 
partial shade and will even succeed in less-than-
ideal soil conditions. Makes great cut or dried 
flowers. 

jubilee gem
Vivid blue blooms grow on 45cm (18”) tall plants. 
131 | pkt $1.99 | 5g$6.99 | 25g $17.99

polka dot (organic) 
90 Days. A wonderful cut flower and bedding 
plant in diverse shades of blue, pink, white and 
lavender. Large 2” flowers on well-branched 16-
24” plants.
pkt $4.49 #hm7017

Tall double 
The double flowers of this high-quality mixture 
are found in a generous range of colours 
including sapphire, blue, rose, pink, crimson and 
white. The plants grow 65cm (26”) tall. 
130 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $6.99 | 25g $17.99

calendula   
Calendula officinalis
This charming favorite, is a free-flowering annual 
that may be used in mixed borders, containers 
and window boxes. As the hardy plants thrive 
in cool temperatures, the seed may be planted 
directly in the garden as soon as the soil can be 
worked in early spring. Blossoms are edible and 
make an attractive addition to salads. 

dandy
A double-flowered variety that will brighten up 
any garden they’re grown in, producing vibrant 
orange flowers with lime green eyes. Grows 
51–60cm (20–24”), they are perfect for cut flower 
displays. Add these fantastic double flowers to 
your containers to really add a pop of vibrant 
colours. Great for growing in the vegetable 
garden too. The petals can be used to colour 
rice dishes and to garnish salads and cakes. 150 
Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su107138

family circle mixture
Early-blooming dwarf mixture offers double 
blooms in shades of orange, apricot and yellow. 
Many of the flowers have unique tipped petals. 
Large blooms grow on 35cm (14”) tall plants. 
137 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $7.99 | 25g $21.99

kinglet mix
A super variety producing loads of tall, crested 
flowers in a range of orange and yellow shades. 
Exquisite flower form and high quality blooms. 
Height 45cm (18”). 100 seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su107136

pacific beauty (organic) 
A bright medley of single and double orange, 
gold, yellow and cream-coloured flowers. Well 
branched plants with tall, straight stems and 
continuous blooms all summer. Growing 12-24” 
tall and 2-12” wide,
pkt $4.49  #hm7021

Resina (organic) 
Bright yellow, daisy-like blooms with a few 
orange show-offs. Excellent medicinal properties; 
used as an herbal application for inflammation 
and localized skin problems. Also used as a dye 
for food or fabric and as an edible flower. 
pkt $4.49 #hm7020

casToR bean   
Ricinus communis
The tall stately plants of the Castor Bean offer 
lush tropical foliage, as the quick-growing plants 
can rapidly reach 300cm (10’) in height. 
*Please note seeds are highly poisonous and 
must be kept away from children and pets. 

Ricinus*
This stately annual plant grows 2-3m (6-10’) tall 
and is well-branched with dark green foliage 
and red flowers. Perfect for making an impact 
in the background, these plants produce large 
30cm (12”) leaves on large bamboo like stems. 
Start seeds indoors in peat pots in early April. 
Transplant out when all risk of frost has passed. 
158 | pkt $2.99

zanzi palm*
One of the larger varieties of castor bean. Huge, 
spectacular tropical looking plants are wonderful 
for filling large containers and make a perfect 
backdrop in garden beds. Fast growing plants 
reach over 4m (8-12’) tall with bold green leaves 
that reach up to 60cm (2’wide). 
159 | pkt $2.99 
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caT’s gRass 
Cats naturally love to nibble on grass and 
greenery. Grow cat’s grass to provide your feline 
companion with a healthy snack that will help to 
eliminate hair balls and to aid in digestion. Can be 
planted indoors year round. 
150 | pkt $2.99 | 500g $7.99* | 1kg $13.99*
*additional shipping charges will apply due to 
weight of product. order online. 

celosia  
Celosia plumosa
Celosia produces generous-sized flower heads 
in a wide range of brilliant colours. The velvety 
blooms are wavy and crested, resembling a 
rooster’s comb. Start the seeds indoors in April, 
keeping the temperature above 20°C.
 
glorious mix
A vibrant dwarf plumed mix of orange, pink, 
red and yellow flower spikes. Bushy plumes are 
produced on an excellent branching plant habit. 
Reaching up to 25cm (10”) tall these textured 
plants are perfect in garden beds when planted 
en masse and in containers. 
159g | pkt $1.99 | 2g $29.99 | 5g $59.99

cleome  
Cleome hassleriana
Also known as the Spider Plant, a very unique, 
colourful plant that is perfect for back borders. 

spider plant mix
These tall dramatic plants produce huge colourful 
clusters of blossoms in shades of pink. Plants 
are heat and drought tolerant and a favorite of 
hummingbirds. Blooms continuously from early 
summer to fall frost. 
160 | pkt $1.99

coleus    
Saolenostemon scutellarioides
Beautiful ornamental foliage, Coleus is easy-to-
grow and thrives in most conditions. Sow seeds 
indoors as early as February, setting out when 
all danger of frost has passed. Germinate at 20-
24°C. Cuttings root easily.
  
Rainbow mix 
An astonishing and beautiful array of colours with 
a wide variety of different leaf markings. Pinch 
out to produce a branching habit. Easy to grow 
foliage plants for greenhouses or summer patios. 
Height: 45cm (18”). 100 Seeds.
pkt $3.99 #su110359

Rainbow multi-colour
The colourful foliage of this popular mixture is 
accented by attractive irregular markings. The 
unique plants grow 35cm (14”) tall and are ideal 
for beds, borders and containers.
167 | pkt $2.98

coRnfloweR 
Centaurea cyanus

black ball
Sensational dark blooms, almost black in some 
lights, make this a truly stunning cornflower. 
Height: 75cm (30”). A cottage garden favourite. 
200 seeds.
pkt $3.99  #su110940

Tom pouce pink  
Sturdy and compact, it remains perfectly well-
behaved at the front of the border, creating 
swathes of double pink flowers. The stem length 
is ideal for cutting and the blooms can be used 
in both fresh and dried arrangements. 100 
Seeds. 
pkt $3.99  #su110935
  

cosmos   
Cosmos bipinnatus
Cosmos will produce an abundance of colourful 
daisy-like blooms. Sow seed en masse for an 
outstanding display! 

albatross
A great choice for a moonlight garden, Albatross 
offers extra-early pure white flowers supported 
on graceful 100cm (40”) tall plants. 
172a | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99 | 25g $29.99 

apricot lemonade
Bring a soft, airy feel to beds and borders with 
this unique, pastel-flowered delight. This variety 
blooms continuously throughout summer. 
Blooms open in a shade of soft apricot with a 
pale lavender underside, before fading to a pale 
creamy yellow. The mauve-pink ring around the 
centre of each bloom adds a lovely extra detail. 
Perfect for a sunny spot. Height: 50-70cm (20-
27”). Spread: 40cm (16”). 40 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su100253

apricotta
A delicious confection of colours of apricot, 
peach and soft rose. The gorgeous sprays of 
large cupped blooms are excellent cut flowers 
and keep blooming to fall frosts. Enrich your 
garden spaces by nurturing the many beneficial 
insects and pollinators that are sure to visit this 
delectable cosmos. Great in garden beds. Approx 
25 seeds.
172ap | pkt $3.99

brightness mix
Light up your borders and containers with 
masses of semi-double, medium-sized flowers of 
vibrant scarlet, orange and yellow. Height 30cm 
(12”). 100 seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su111363

cosimo (Red-purple white)
This early-blooming dwarf cosmos is striking in 
the garden. The bi-colour 5-7cm (2-3”) blooms 
vary in different degrees of purple-red and white. 
The bushy plants with finely cut green foliage 
bloom all summer. Grows 50-60cm (20-24”) tall. 
172R | pkt $1.99

double click (organic) 
85 Days. Blend of fully double and semi-
double flowers share the many-shaded pinks 
of Sensation Blend, but have the layered petals 
of an aster or dahlia. Tolerant of drought and 
low fertility, subject to very little disease or pest 
pressure. Plants grow 3-4’ tall. 
pkt $4.49 #hm7037

gazebo mixture
A dwarf-growing Cosmo, this impressive mixture 
boasts compact 60cm (24”) tall plants with large, 
extra-early blooms in pink, crimson and white. 
172b | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99 | 25g $29.99

pink mosaic 
A captivating new cosmos featuring mottled 
mosaic pink petals that transition from a deep 
rose to a delicate pale pink, adorned with 
charming flecks and streaks. To add to its allure, 
additional secondary petals emerge from the 
flower’s centre. Grows 80cm (31”).
pkt $ #su111340

sensation blend (organic)
A sensational blend of showy white, pink, 
magenta and lavender blooms. Single flowers 
are 3-4” wide and are lovely in summer borders, 
container plantings or bouquets.
pkt $4.49  #hm7076

sensation giant 
This superior variety produces sizable bushy 
plants with delicate lacy foliage and large single 
flowers. The 10cm (4”) wide blooms are found in 
shades of crimson, white and pink, and borne on 
lofty 120-150cm (48-60”) tall plants. 
172 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $6.99 | 25g $18.99

Tango 
Bright orange colours with paler streaks along 
the petals will most definitely catch your eye. 
Not only are plants drought tolerant, but they 
will happily grow in poor soil too, making them 
easy to grow and easy to care for. Semi-double 
flowers are loved by butterflies, bees and other 
pollinators. Growing to around 120cm, Tango 
is perfect for container and patio pot displays, 
gently swaying in the wind, these tall flowers 
will create beautiful flower displays all round 
your garden. Flowers July–September. Height 
101–150cm (40–59”); spread 91–100cm (36–40”). 
30 Seeds. 
pkt $5.99   #su111274
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cup & saucer california poppy

flowering kale flax

Tip Top picotee
This particular cosmo is one of the tallest 
varieties and it is certainly one of the prettiest! 
Producing astonishing pure white flowers with 
delicate pink/purple petal tips, these flowers 
will most definitely stand out in flower beds and 
borders all season long. Each plant will produce 
dozens of flowers. Growing to a height of 120cm, 
these daisy-like flowers are perfect to freshen up 
your garden flower displays. 30 Seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su111364

white knight
Strong, stout stems bear a profusion of pretty 
white flowers with a pale pink blush. It has a “Sea 
Shells” type flower form (sometimes bearing 
singles and doubles on the same plant) and 
makes an enchanting cut flower. Height 60-90cm 
(24-36”). 65 seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su111275

xsenia
Cosmos ‘Xsenia’ has one-of-a-kind terracotta 
orange petals edged with rose pink. In full sun, 
the petals appear bright pink and as the light 
fades in the evening (or on cloudy days) the 
orange tones seem to intensify like the setting 
sun. Flowers June-September. Height 50-60cm 
(20-24”); spread 50-60cm (20-24”). 40 Seeds.
pkt $6.99  #su111290

cup & sauceR planT  
Cobaea Scandens
  
cup and saucer 
A spectacular climber with bright green foliage, 
and rich purple and green bells with prominent 
stamens. Award of Garden Merit. Flowers Mid 
July-September. Can overwinter in mild areas. 
Height 3m (10’). 15 seeds. 
pkt $5.99  #su111850

dahlias   
Dahlia variabilis
Dahlias make an attractive addition to flower 
beds, borders, containers or fresh bouquets. 
Start the seeds indoors in late winter. Once all 
risk of frost has passed, transplant into a sunny 
spot. Dig up the resulting tubers of the best 
plants in autumn to store for next season. 

dwarf cactus mix
Dwarf, bushy plants, producing ‘cactus’ type 
flowers, with pointed, quilled petals, in many 
bright colours. Attractive to pollinators. Flowers 
June-September. Height 60cm (24”). 50 seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su112296

Rigolette
The compact plants of this early blooming variety 
grow only 30-35cm (12-14”) tall, yet produce very 
attractive 8cm (3”) wide double and semi-double 
flowers. 
173 | pkt $1.99 5g | $18.99 | 10g $32.99

unwin dwarf bedding
Stunning single and semi-double flowers are 
produced in a vast colour range on 60cm (24”) 
tall plants. 
174 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $7.99 | 25g $24.99

eschscholzia 
(califoRnia poppies) 
eschscholzia californica
California poppies are very easy-to-grow and 
adapt extremely well to the hot, dry areas of the 
garden where many other plants languish. Sow 
seed directly in the garden in early May and 
enjoy a continuous profusion of brightly coloured 
blooms until late autumn! 

california poppy
Charming cup-shaped flowers are produced on 
30cm (12”) tall plants in vibrant shades of orange, 
yellow, pink and white. 
179 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $6.99 | 25g $18.99

lady marmalade
A brand new flower that looks just like a rose! 
This variety is taller than most other types (40cm) 
like it, making them a standout and striking 
addition to every garden and patio they grow in. 
Lady Marmalade grows masses of semi-double 
blooms in golden yellow shades with orange 
centres, and although they are rather dainty 
looking, they are very hardy and ideal for poor, 
dry soils. 130 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su129019

vivid mix
A vibrant mixture. Pretty ferny foliage and brightly 
coloured flowers with delicate petals that flutter 
in summer breezes. Grows 30cm (12”) tall. 500 
Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su128380

xl jelly beans
Fully double blooms in a vibrant colour range 
glisten above a mass of feathery blue-green 
foliage. These dainty hardy annuals are tougher 
than they appear and positively thrive on poor, 
dry soils. The papery flowers attract bees and 
make excellent, if short-lived, cut flowers. 150 
Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su129018

eucalypTus    
Eucalyptus is an aromatic annual plant grown 
for its grey-blue foliage, which is popular in cut 
flower arrangements. Start seeds 10-12 weeks 
before the last frost. Sow seeds 1/8” deep and 
keep soil warm. Germination should occur within 
14-21 days.

eucalyptus baby blue 
One of the most popular varieties of eucalyptus 
for cut flower arrangements, and it’s easy to 
see why when you smell the fresh scent and 
see the silvery-blue leaves of eucalyptus ‘Baby 
Blue’! Producing upright, sturdy stems (24-36”) 
with round, opposite leaves, it can be grown in 
garden beds or containers. Container plants can 
be brought indoors over the winter and grown as 
a houseplant! A gorgeous addition to bouquets 
either fresh or dry. 15 seeds 
177 | pkt $3.99 

evening scenTed 
sTock 
Matthiola bicornis
A superb cut flower, bearing heavy spikes of 
highly fragrant lilac scented blooms that perfume 
the air after sunset.

matthiola
These delicate plants grow about 45cm (18”) 
tall and should be placed where their evening 
fragrance may be enjoyed.
179a | pkt $1.99 | 5g $6.99 | 25g $19.99

fouR o’clocks 
Mirabilis
marvel of peru mixture
Named because flowers don’t open until mid-
afternoon, then remain open until the following 
morning or longer on cloudy days. The 2.5cm 
(1”), trumpet-shaped flowers are fragrant and 
vary in colour and pattern so much that no two 
are identical. Ideal for beds, borders or low 
hedges as they grow 60-75cm (20-24”) tall. 
181a | pkt $1.99

floweRing kale   
Brassicaceae
A staple of the autumn garden, these hardy 
accent plants offer long-lasting colour that 
intensifies in cool weather. Use these easy-to-
grow plants in beds, borders or containers for an 
outstanding fall display! Sow seed directly in the 
garden as soon as the ground can be worked.

ornamental kale
A very attractive plant with deeply curled leaf 
margins and large variegated foliage. The 40cm 
(16”) tall plants offer a burst of rose, pink, yellow 
and white to autumn plantings.
198 | pkt $1.99 | 2g $19.99

flax  
Linum lewisii

linum
Vivid blue, cup-shaped blooms are produced 
in profusion on 30-60cm (12-24”) tall plants. 
Delicate, slender plants have lacy gray foliage 
and bloom from Mid-May through August. 
182 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $5.99 | 25g $16.99

gauRa 
Lindheimer’s Beeblossom

The bride 
Elegant powder pink buds that open up into 
pretty white flowers, covering slender flower 
spikes. The perfect middle/back of border plant 
adding both form and elegance. Makes a lovely 
cut flower for the home. Technically a tender 
perennial but grown as a hardy annual. RHS 
Award of Garden Merit winner. Height 91-100cm 
(36-40”). Approx 25 seeds. 
pkt $5.99   #su115115

gazania  
Gazania rigens
Gazanias flower late spring and into the summer. 
Plants prefer full sun and can tolerate drought 
conditions. Start seeds indoors 6-8 weeks 
before last spring frost. Deadheading flowers can 
encourage new blooms.

new day bright mix
A stunning mix that is more compact with larger 
flowers than most other gazanias. This vibrant 
collection of flowers include shades of red, 
orange, pink, creamy yellow and a distinctive 
rose striped variety. Growing 20-25cm (8-10”) tall 
and 15-20cm (6-8”) wide this mounding variety is 
perfect in containers and as a bedding plant. 
183a | pkt $4.95
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geRbeRa 
gerbera cut flower mix
Vibrant flower colours on long stems, perfect for 
growing in borders or in sunny containers. Ideal 
for cutting! Can be grown indoors as a perennial 
houseplant. Height 40-50cm (16-20”). 45 seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su115693

geRaniums  
Pelargonium hortorum
Geraniums flower early and boast a bushy 
compact growth habit. Start seeds indoors in 
December or January. Cover seed with 6mm 
(1/4”) of fine soil and maintain an air temperature 
of 24°C. To increase soil temperature, use heat 
mats. Maintain moisture. 
 
colourama series geraniums
This outstanding variety is rated top in garden 
performance year after year! The bright true 
colours are very showy indoors or out and are 
held above 30-40cm (12-15”) tall foliage. 
184p - pink pkt $4.95 
184R - Red pkt $4.95 
184w - white pkt $4.95

gomphRena  
Gomphrena globosa
Also known as Globe Amaranth, a versatile plant 
for mixed beds or cut and dried for everlasting 
arrangements. Sow seed indoors in March, 
maintaining a warm soil temperature and total 
darkness for 14 days. Germination averages 
40%. Do not over water seedlings. 

everlasting mix
Attractive globe-shaped blooms are produced in 
vibrant shades of white, rose and purple.
185A | Pkt $1.99 | 5g $12.95

hibiscus  
simply love
Flower of the hour! Large creamy yellow blooms 
with attractive chocolate-maroon centres. Once 
grown, always desired! Height 80-90cm (30-36”). 
Approx. 50 seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su117389

impaTiens   
impatiens walleriana
The universal shade plant, Impatiens offer 
season-long colour for partial or fully-shaded 
areas. The plants are extremely versatile and may 
be used in garden beds, pots, window boxes or 
hanging baskets. Start indoors 10 to 12 weeks 
prior to setting out, germinating them at 21°C. 
beacon series
Bring back Impatiens to your shaded flower 
garden without the risk of Impatiens Downy 
Mildew! The Beacon series impatiens offer 
season-long colour with mounded, upright plants 
that grow 35-50cm (15-20”) high and 30-35cm 
(12-14”) wide. Plants Thrive in shade, partial 
shade and sun and are perfect planted in garden 
beds or containers. Approx. 25 seeds.
197bR - bright Red pkt $3.99
197bc - coral pkt $3.99
197bv - violet pkt $3.99
197bw - white pkt $3.99

busy lizzie super hybrid mix
A compact and large-flowered variety to fill your 
garden with colour throughout the summer. A 
great range of shades. Superbly versatile plants 
which, in addition to making superb bedding 
plants, are also extremely colourful grown in tubs 
or in hanging baskets or as pot plants. Height 
15cm (6”). Approx 60 seeds. 
pkt $4.99  #su10604

laRkspuR  
Consolida orientalis
A close relative of Delphinium. Ideal for cottage 
gardens, cutting and flower borders. Seed 
planted directly in the garden in April will produce 
a continuous supply of flowers from July until 
the first hard autumn frosts. Cut the large flower 
spikes for fresh bouquets. 

double giant imperial
Long flower spikes in an attractive array of 
colours including blue, pink and white are 
produced on 120cm (48”) tall plants. 
202 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $10.99 | 25g $32.99

lavaTeRa  
Lavatera trimestris
Lavatera is a beautiful hollyhock-like plant with 
tall stems covered in shimmering cup-shaped 
blossoms. Seeds can be started indoors or sown 
directly in a sunny garden in early spring. 

mont blanc
This compact annual grows only 50cm (20”) 
tall and boasts lovely pure white cup-shaped 
blossoms. 
206b | pkt $1.99 | 5g $7.99 | 25g $22.99

Ruby Regis
Showy rose pink flowers with bright red veins are 
produced on 60cm (24”) tall plants. 
206a | pkt $1.99 | 5g $9.99 | 25g $27.99

silvercup
A striking plant with glowing soft pink blooms 
highlighted by dark rose veins. The plants grow 
60cm (24”) tall. 
206 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $7.99 | 25g $22.99

lavendeR 
Lavandula

blue wonder
Beautiful finely cut, silvery-grey foliage with a 
delicious oregano scent, topped by attractive 
violet-blue flowers that are produced all summer. 
Easy to grow and good as a pot plant. Will flower 
in its first summer if sown early and grows as a 
half-hardy annual. Height 60cm (2’). 65 seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su118964

lisianThus    
eustoma grandiflorum
Also known as Prairie Gentian, Lisianthus is a 
stunning annual flower that brings elegance and 
style to cut flower arrangements and gardens. 
Seeds should be started early, between 16 and 
22 weeks before the last frost. To germinate, 
place your trays under grow lights for a minimum 
of 12 hours a day and keep warm and evenly 
moist. Plants should be ready to pot up in 8 
weeks. While lisianthus can be tricky to grow 
from seed, your hard work will be rewarded by 
gorgeous blooms in late summer.

lisianthus deep Rose 
Beautiful rosy pink double flowers are produced 
on upright, strong stems. Exceptional vase life 
as a cut flower, making it essential for bouquets, 
corsages, and other arrangements. Plant in 
a sunny location in well draining, rich soil. 40 
Seeds. 
208Rd | pkt $4.99

lisianthus misty blue 
White petals deepen to purple-blue at their edges 
on deeply ruffled double flowers. Exceptional 
vase life and upright, strong stems make it an 
essential cut flower for bouquets, corsages, and 
other arrangements. Plant in a sunny location in 
well draining, rich soil. 40 Seeds. 
208mb | pkt $4.99

lobelia   
Lobelia erinus
Charming petite blossoms are produced on 
upright or trailing plants that are ideal for beds, 
hanging baskets and containers. Lobelia thrives 
in moist soils and may be planted in full sun or 
partial shade. Start seed indoors in February, 
germinating it at 21°C. 

cascade white
Either on its own or as a component of a mixed 
planting, this dazzling white variety is a must! 
Ideal for colour theming. Trails to 40-50cm (16-
20”). 650 seeds.
pkt $3.99   #su120124

colour cascade mix
A trailing type, this popular variety offers dainty 
flowers in colourful shades of pink, blue and 
white. The plants grow 15cm (6”) high. 
209 | pkt $2.99 | 2g $12.99

crystal palace
This showy upright variety produces deep blue 
blooms on 10cm (4”) high bronze-green foliage. 
210 | pkt $1.99 | 2g $10.99

sapphire
The cascading blue flowers of this trailing type 
boast vivid sapphire petals highlighted by a bright 
white centre. The plants grow 20cm (8”) high. 
211 | pkt $2.99 | 2g $10.99
suttons pkt $3.99  #su119994
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lupin   
Lupinus
An easy to grow annual variety of the popular 
maritime plant that is good planted as a 
backdrop. 

avalune mix
Lovely highly scented dwarf lupin in a mix of 
blues, reds, pinks, whites and mauves within the 
abundance of beautiful robust flower spikes on 
each plant. Ideal for patio gardens and front/mid 
border plant. Flowers year 2. Height 30-40cm 
(12-16”). Classified as a hardy annual. 30 seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su120302

snow pixie 
A charming dwarf annual Lupin with fragrant, 
white flower spikes. Very quick and easy to grow 
and the bees will love it! 30 seeds.
Pkt $4.99   #SU120340

maRigolds 
Tagetes
Dependable free-blooming annuals that offer 
bright colour all summer long. African varieties 
have large yellow or orange coloured flowers and 
are ideal for adding impact in the garden. French 
Marigolds have a dwarf plant habit, beautifully 
striped blooms and are perfect for flower beds, 
window boxes or containers. Marigolds thrive in 
full sun and a light soil.

afRican maRigolds
Tagetes erecta
The large double blooms reach 5-10cm (2-3”) in 
diameter.

crackerjack
This early variety produces a profusion of large 
yellow and orange carnation-like blossoms on 
90cm (36”) tall plants. 
214 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $7.99 | 25g $22.95

hot stuff
This tall, large flowered, African Marigold will 
shake off summer heat and drought as well 
as rain. A robust performer, reliably producing 
masses of bright orange, ruffled pompons which 
will spice up containers, borders and cut flower 
displays. Excellent for planting in the veg garden 
where it will attract beneficial insects. Height: 
75cm (30”). Spread: 45cm (18”). 25 Seeds. 
pkt $5.99  #su100258

key lime hybrid
These long-stemmed plants produces a steady 
succession of unique lime-yellow blooms which 
create a cool, luminous glow in the borders, and 
are also ideal for cutting. Flowers July-October. 
Height 81-90cm (32-35”). 20 seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su122500

kilimanjaro vanilla white
A spectacular white flowering Marigold that 
produces unusually coloured 8cm (3”) wide 
double blooms on 45-50cm (18-20”) tall plants. 
217 | pkt $2.99

 

kushi mix
An Indian Marigold inspired by the beautiful 
streams of garlands created for occasions 
throughout India. Ideal for borders and pots, mix 
with vibrant pinks and blues to create the look! 
With longer stems this is the ideal marigold for 
cutting. Height 60-70cm (24-28”). 20 seeds.
pkt $6.99   #su122501

mission giant 
Tall, imposing plants that produce huge 3” wide 
sunshine-yellow, weather-resistant blooms with 
tight spin petals, creating a firm, acid green 
eye that repels rain, so that blooms last longer 
and mature to their full ‘puffed up’ potential! 20 
Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su121030

pineapple crush
The bright yellow flowers of this semi-dwarf 
Marigold are borne on compact 20cm (8”) tall 
plants. 
215 | pkt $2.99 | 2g $26.99

pumpkin crush
This is a semi-dwarf variety with deep orange 
flowers produced on 20cm (8”) tall plants. 
216 | pkt $1.99 | 2g $26.99

zenith mix
This superb variety will produce a constant 
display of medium-sized blooms of red, orange 
or yellow on bushy, compact plants. And they 
don’t set seed so no ‘dead heading’ is required, 
and they’ll keep on producing masses of new 
flowers throughout summer! Height 30cm (12”). 
50 seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su122502

fRench maRigolds
Tagetes patula

bonanza bolero 
An AAS winner, this variety produces large 
6cm (2 ¼”) wide flowers decorated in a lovely 
combination of red and gold. The 20cm (8”) tall 
plants are compact, bushy and perform extremely 
well in hot summers. 
223 | pkt $1.99 | 2g $14.99 | 5g $32.99

burning embers 
Beautiful bright red-maroon flower petals with 
lighter edges produced on blue-green ferny 
foliage. Ideal for cut flowers for the home or 
in arrangements. Plants have a long flowering 
period. Grow with tomatoes to protect from 
pests. 100 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su121025

durango mix
This mixed border favorite offers an abundance 
of 6cm (2 ¼”) wide blossoms in a generous range 
of fiery colours. Attractive flowers are borne on 
30cm (12”) tall plants that boast strong stems 
and improved branching. 
220 | pkt $1.99 | 2g $44.99

petite mix
The lovely yellow and orange flowers of this dwarf 
French marigold resemble miniature carnations 
and are borne on 30cm (12”) tall plants. 
225 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $7.99 | 25g $18.99

pinwheel (organic) 
A delightful medley of brilliant red and yellow 
petals on each bloom. Pollinators and growers 
alike are amazed at Pinwheel’s playful coloring, 
which entrances passersby to stop and join in the 
fun! Easy to grow, these relatively tall (2.5-3.5’) 
marigold plants produce prolific blossoms and 
will be covered in pollinators for many months as 
they continue to bloom. 
pkt $4.49  #hm7073

moRning gloRy 
ipomoea
Fast-growing annual vines with heart-shaped 
leaves and large trumpet-shaped blooms that 
open at dawn and close at dusk. The easy-to-
grow plants bloom continuously and will quickly 
cover a fence. Seed may be started indoors 3 to 
4 weeks prior to setting out, or sown directly in 
the garden after all risk of frost has passed. 

clarks heavenly blue 
Lovely sky blue flowers are produced on very tall 
3.6m (12’) vines! 
230b | pkt $2.99 | 5g $6.99 | 25g $12.99

moon flower
ipomoea alba
Large fragrant night-blooming white flowers are 
borne on tall vines. Ideal for moonlight gardens. 
230w | pkt $2.99 | 5g $6.99 | 25g $12.99

scarlet o’hara
Striking wine-red blooms open on vigorous 3m 
(10’) tall plants. 
230R | pkt $2.99 | 5g $6.99 | 25g $12.99

nasTuRTiums   
Tropaeolum majus
Foliage and flowers are edible and often tossed 
in salads to add a peppery flavour. A natural 
companion in the vegetable garden, trapping and 
discouraging harmful insects. Sow seed directly 
in the garden in mid-May, in a sunny spot. 

alaska mix
A mix of vibrant red, orange, gold, soft peach 
and apricot flowers that are held above the 30cm 
(12”) high foliage. Unique leaves are bright green 
marbled with creamy white. 
232 | pkt $2.99 | 25g $8.99 | 125g $21.99
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vintage troika orange

princess of india peach melba

baby Rose 
A first in nasturtiums, a small mounding plant, 
perfect for containers. Deep rose coloured 
flowers are almost the same size as the small, 
dark green leaves; making the flower truly 
impressive with flower power! The improved 
flower habit means less flower flopping. Winner of 
both a Fleuroselect and AAS award. 20 seeds. 
pkt $5.99   #su123841

bloody mary
Stunning ‘blood red’ blooms with a unique, 
flecked colour pattern. Their peppery watercress 
taste and striking appearance make them a 
garden staple. Flowers July-August. Height 20-
30cm (8-12”); spread 20-30cm (8-12”). 25 seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su123700

dayglow mix
A spectacular trailing nasturtium for all your 
baskets and patio containers, where it will 
produce a colourful cascade of vibrant ‘dayglow’ 
blooms throughout the summer. Lovely mixed 
with other hanging basket plants. Flowers July-
September. Height: 30-40cm (12-16”). 35 Seeds.
pkt $3.99 #su142015

jewel dwarf double mix
Masses of brightly coloured double blooms are 
carried well above the mounding foliage. The 
plants grow 40cm (16”) high. 
231 | pkt $1.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $19.99

ladybird Rose
Robust, easy-to-grow plants, with lovely pale 
rose, attractively marked blooms. Flowers June-
September. Height 25cm (10”). 25 seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su124080

milkmaid 
Creamy, almost bright white flowers, perfect to 
light up the garden! The flowers almost glow 
when planted in front of dark leaved plants. 
Climbing/trailing variety, easy to grow, even on 
poor soil. 25 seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su124097 

nasturtium blend (organic) 
60 Days. Attractive, sunny mix of yellow, orange, 
rose and crimson flowers on trailing plants with 
10” vines. Edible flowers and leaves.
pkt $4.49  #hm7077

peach melba
A showy variety boasting bright cream flowers 
with dark maroon spots. Lovely outside, in the 
garden or in containers. 25cm (10”) tall. 25 
Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su123847
 
princess of india
A superb form of the popular “Empress of India”. 
The growth habit is, unusual for nasturtiums, very 
uniform and compact, and the masses of deep 
red blooms are held well above the dark foliage. 
Flowers are edible and ideal for use in salads. 20-
25cm (98-10”) tall. 25 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su123790 

purple emperor 
Purple Emperor produces an abundance of dark 
burgundy flowers that fade to dusky lavender 
with a yellow throat. The spreading and trailing 
growth habit make it well suited to planters as it 
should cascade over the side. Plants can grow 
30cm (12”) high with a similar spread. A great 
addition to the sunny border of the garden bed. 
Flowers are edible and have a peppery flavour 
that is great for salads. 
235 | pkt $3.99 approx. 25 seeds 
suttons pkt $5.99  #su123842  

Tall climbers mix
A vigorous climber that requires support, this mix 
grows up to 2m (6-7’) tall and is covered in eye-
catching red, yellow and orange flowers. 
233 | pkt $1.99 | 25g $7.99 | 125g $19.99 | 
500g $89.99

Tip Top pink blush
Attractive, sunny mix of yellow, orange, rose and 
crimson flowers on trailing plants with 10” vines. 
Edible flowers and leaves. 25 seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su124096

Troika orange
A real stunner, whose jewel-like blooms are 
set off to perfection by the beautifully marbled 
foliage, which spreads and trails to create superb 
ground cover. Ideal for hanging baskets too! 
Flowers June-September. Height 25cm (10”). 25 
seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su124096

Tutti fruitti 
A gorgeous nasturtium producing an abundance 
of brightly coloured flowers above attractively 
marbled foliage. Very easily grown, versatile 
plants, flowering freely throughout the summer. 
Happier in free-draining soil in sunny positions. 
RHS Award of Garden Merit winner. Flowers 
June-September. Height 30cm (12”). 25 seeds. 
pkt $5.99  #su123685

vintage 
Large, lush double blooms elevate the simple 
nasturtium to an eye-catching garden beauty! 
From ivory to mustard yellow to deep red 
streaked with gold, these nasturtiums bring 
vibrant colour to your vegetable and flower beds. 
Its trailing habit makes it a great selection for 
baskets and containers too!
236 | $3.99

canary creeper
Tropaeolum peregrinum
A quick covering for tall fences, trellis work and 
sunny walls, growing up to 3-3.6m (10-12’). 
Bright yellow flowers. 15 seeds.
pkt $3.99   #su135965

nasturtium collection
A superb collection of easy-to-grow varieties. 
Princess of India - deep red flowers on 
chocolate-green foliage. Height 25cm (10”); Tom 
Thumb Mix - colourful blend ideal for borders. 
Height 23-30cm (9-12”); Peach Melba - attractive, 
distinctive flowers on dark foliage. Good for 
borders/containers. Height 25cm (10”); Alaska 
Mix - colourful flower mixture on distinctive 
“marbled” foliage. Excellent for borders. Height 
25cm (10”); Dayglow Mix - semi-trailing mix, 
excellent for hanging baskets or containers. 
Happiest in free-draining soil in sunny locations. 
Flowers are edible
pkt $7.99   #su139827

nicoTiana    
nicotiana alata
Fragrant, star-shaped blooms in hues of purple, 
lavender, white and rose make Nicotiana a 
striking addition to containers, beds and borders. 
Start seed indoors 6 to 8 weeks prior to setting 
out or sow directly outside in early spring. Situate 
in full or partial shade.

daylight sensation mix
This is a popular mixture of day-blooming 
Nicotiana that grows 90cm (36”) tall. 
241 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99

evening fragrance mix
A mixture of pink, rose, red, lilac, mauve, 
purple and white flowers. Wonderfully fragrant, 
particularly in the evening. Flowers like long 
trumpets, brightly coloured, throughout the 
summer. Half hardy annual. Height 90cm (3’). 
1000 seeds.
pkt $3.99   #su124745 

sirius deep Rose f1 
These tall Nicotiana are perfect for adding height 
and structure to bedding schemes and borders. 
The flowers are larger than other varieties, around 
5-7cm in diameter. Plants have an excellent 
branching habit, producing multiple flower stems 
per plant for maximum impact. 
pkt $4.99   #su124730 

nigella  
nigella damascene
“Love-in-a-mist” is a very versatile plant, 
producing not only pretty jewel-shaped flowers 
nestled in delicate ferny foliage, but also curious 
balloon-shaped seed pods that are a favorite in 
dried flower arrangements. Sow seed directly in 
the garden after the last hard frost. 

albion black pod
Unusual dark purple/black seed capsules are 
born from ice white blooms with feathery foliage. 
Great for the garden or as a cut flower, seed 
capsules can be used as a dried flower. 150 
seeds. 
pkt $4.99   #su120232

miss jekyll
A cottage garden favourite with lovely sky blue 
flowers. The double blooms are produced on 
60cm (24”) tall feathery foliage. 
243 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99

persian jewels
This selection offers superb quality flowers in a 
full colour range of pink, purple, blue and white. 
These delicate looking plants grow to 40cm (16”). 
243a | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99
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oRnamenTal 
gRass   
black madras
Easy to grow black/purple grass annual. Ideal for 
borders, beds and patio containers. Good for the 
middle of the border and used to show off other 
plants such as Rudbeckia! 15 Seeds. 
pkt $4.99   #su142204

pampas feathers
A mixture of creamy white and pale pink 
blooming plants, loved as an architectural plant 
by garden designers the world over! The ultimate 
prairie look with big, bold plants is ideal at the 
back of a border to add height and hide unsightly 
fences. 20 Seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su142202

passifloRa    

passion flower
Fragrant flowers in summer, pale blue with 
prominent stamens. Exotic-looking climber. 
Climbs to 4.5m (15’). Fruit can be eaten fresh or 
juiced.
pkt $4.99   #su125899

peTunias  
Petunia x hybrida
Produces masses of large trumpet-shaped 
flowers until the first hard frost. Although easily 
grown, they do prefer rich soil and a sunny 
location.  

Growing Tips: Petunia seed is very fine and must 
be handled with care. Sow seed early March in 
a soil-less growing medium, such as Pro-Mix. 
Sprinkle seed directly on top of the medium, 
pressing lightly to ensure good contact. Water 
thoroughly and cover the seed trays with plastic 
to maintain humidity and moisture. Place the 
trays in a sunny location. Once germination has 
occurred, in about 10 days, remove cover and 
protect the seedlings from strong light for a day 
or two. Transplant into peat pots when the plants 
have attained their second set of leaves. Once all 
risk of frost has passed, set into the garden. 

carpet skyline f1 mix
A striking color combination of deep purple 
and white! Free-flowering plants with excellent 
weather resistance. Height 25-30cm (10-12”). F1 
hybrid multiflora type.  Approx. 50 seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su127668
cheerful mix f2

Compact plants flower freely in shades of red, 
pink, white and purple. This is a showy mix that 
is perfect for containers, borders and hanging 
baskets. Grows 30cm (12”) tall. 850 Seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su127512
shock wave series  
The earliest-to-flower spreading petunia 
series. The Shock Wave Series petunieas are 
outstanding petite-flowered plants that perform 
well in hanging baskets, containers, and with 
other plants in arrangements. The mounded, 
spreading plants produce 4-5cm flowers that 
blanket the plants resulting in a mass of colour. 
Plants grow 17-25cm (7-10”) tall and spread 75-
90cm (30-36”). 
fsbk262d – denim pkt $4.95
fsbk262pv – pink vein pkt $4.95
fsbk262p – purple pkt $4.95
fsbk262R – Rose pkt $4.95

phlox
Phlox drummondii
This old-fashioned annual is a favorite for beds, 
borders and containers, boasting colourful 
clusters of rounded blooms produced on free-
flowering plants. Sow seed indoors 6-8 weeks 
prior to setting out. Seeds require complete 
darkness and a temperature of 15°C in order 
to germinate. As the seedlings are prone to the 
fungus ‘damping off,’ provide good air circulation.

blushing bride
A tall annual phlox with two-tone pink blooms 
- blush pink petals with dark centres. Enjoy the 
delicately scented blooms in the garden or a vase 
indoors. Height 40-50cm (16-20”). 200 seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su127720

drummondi grandiflora
This is a large-flowering variety with long stems 
ideal for cutting. The plants grow 35cm (14”) tall 
and produce attractive blooms in blue, scarlet, 
yellow and white. 
263 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $9.99 | 10g $15.99

Twinkle dwarf mix compact
20cm (8”) tall plants bear striking star-shaped 
flower clusters in shades of white, pink, rose and 
some bi-colours. 
265 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $9.99 | 10g $15.99

poppy   
Papaver rhoeas
Annual poppies add bright colour to a garden. 
For the most effective show of colour, plant the 
seed in masses directly outside in early spring. 
Poppies do not tolerate transplanting, Successive 
sowings will ensure a lasting display of colour. 

amazing grey
Poppy ‘Amazing Grey’ is an absolute game 
changer! Forget traditional red poppies, the 
Poppy ‘Amazing Grey’ produces beautiful grey/
blue flowers that look absolutely stunning. The 
single and semi-double flowers produced look 
perfect decorating your flower beds and flower 
borders. The Poppy ‘Amazing Grey’ will fill your 
containers and patio pot displays with silver 
flowers that will shimmer in the light. These 
vigorous and free flowering plants truly look 
spectacular wherever you plant them! After these 
magnificent plants have flowered, they can be 
left to self-seed or feed the birds through autumn 
and winter time. Growing to a height of 51–60cm 
(20–24”); spread 21–30cm (8–12”), the Poppy 
‘Amazing Grey’ is a must have, unique looking 
plant this season. 500 Seeds. 
**Please note that seeds are extremely fine**
pkt $4.99   #su128389

black beauty (organic) 
The poppy that looks like a gorgeous peony! 
With a combination of double flowers and single 
petal blooms with dark velvety burgundy colour. 
Black Beauty is a stunning eye-catcher unlike any 
poppy you’ve ever seen. And like all poppies it’s 
easy to grow, needs minimal care, and will re-
seed itself.  3-4’ tall. Tolerates poor soil. 
pkt $4.49 #hm7092

hungarian blue
Hungarian Blue poppies produce elegant 
purple flowers atop tall, strong stems. From 
flower bud to seed pod stages, they are highly 
ornamental and grow to around 60cm (24”) tall. 
The fleeting flowers only last a day or two, but 
they keep appearing over several weeks and look 
spectacular in mass plantings. Hungarian Blue is 
highly attractive to bees, but resistant to grazing 
deer. Self-sows. 
179b | pkt $3.99

ladybird
A distinctive low-growing poppy in a bright 
fire-engine red with a conspicuous black spot 
on each petal. Ideal as a rock garden or border 
plant. Grows 40cm (16”) tall. 950 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su128705

laurens grape
Quick-growing plants producing spectacular 
silver-green foliage topped with magnificent 
plum-coloured blooms, followed by attractive 
seed heads that can be cut for a vase or left to 
‘self-seed’ in the garden. Flowers June-August. 
Height 90cm (3’). 900 Seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su128706

mother of pearl 
Poppy ‘Mother of Pearl’ comprises a subtle 
palette of luminous pale and smoky shades. The 
single and double flowers come in an exquisite 
mix of soft pinks, lilac, blue-greys and silvery-
white with delicate flecking and stippling to the 
petals. Height: 45-60cm (18-24”). 300 Seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su128680

shirley mixed
Large single flowers in a brilliant mixture of 
colours including red, pink, salmon, and white. 
Deadhead spent blooms to ensure a constant 
supply of flowers. The plants grow 40cm (16”) 
tall. 
269 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $7.99 | 25g $22.99
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poRTulaca 
Portulaca grandiflora
A heat-loving annual that thrives in hot, sunny 
locations. Its succulent spiky leaves and vivid 
double blossoms are popular in containers and 
beds. 

double mix
Very attractive rose-shaped 5cm (2”) wide blooms 
are produced in abundance on low-growing 
10cm (4”) trailing plants. Silky flowers are found 
in bright hues including red, yellow and lavender. 
271 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $9.99 | 25g $24.99

happy hour pink passion mix
Happy Hour’s mounded habit creates an easy, 
terrific look! Uniform flowering on well branched 
plants have full, double blooms in shades of light 
pink to fuschia. Perfect in containers and shallow 
bowls on a hot patio. Grows 25-36cm (8-10”) 
high and 25-30cm (10-12”) wide. 
271a | pkt $2.99 

Rudbeckia 
viviani 
Perhaps the largest flowered rudbeckia from 
seed! Huge flowers are produced in their dozens 
on sturdy 60cm plants. Each bloom is a dazzling 
golden yellow with a typical brown eye. 100 
Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su130260

salvia   

bouquet mix 
A harmonious mixture of blue, pink and white. 
Easy to grow, bushy plants with brightly coloured 
bracts. Height: 38-45cm (15-18”).
pkt $3.99  #su131130

st. john’s fire
salvia splendens
Fiery red flowers are striking, great for mass 
plantings. Plants grow 30cm (12”) tall. Start 
seed indoors 10 weeks prior to setting out. 
Germination occurs with light and temps at 21-
24°C. 
280 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $12.99 | 25g $27.99

victoria blue
salvia farinacea
This showy annual boasts delicate flower spikes, 
similar to those of perennial lavender, in a very 
attractive shade of deep violet-blue. For an eye-
popping display, plant in masses. The 40cm (16”) 
tall plants also make excellent cut flowers. 
279 | pkt $1.99

scabiosa    
Scabiosa atropurpurea
With its large 7cm (3”) wide blossoms, it makes 
a great cut flower. Prefers full sun, cool weather 
and moist, well-drained soil. Start seed indoors 
in mid-April or sow directly in the garden in late 
spring. If starting indoors, germinate at 21°C. 

imperial mix
Long-lasting fragrant blooms in pink, crimson, 
deep burgundy, lavender and white are produced 
on strong 50-75cm (20-30”) tall stems. 
281 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $7.99 | 25g $23.99

snapdRagons    
Antirrhinum majus
Snapdragons are an all-time favorite bedding 
plant for adding lasting, season-long colour to 
flower beds, borders and containers. The large 
flower spikes can be cut for long-lived fresh 
flower arrangements. Start indoors 8-10 weeks 
before setting out, chilling the seed for a few days 
prior to sowing. Germinate with light at 18-21°C. 

antiquity sunset mix
An outstanding with fragrant, open flowers! It 
comprises a fabulous mix of romantic sunset 
shades and boasts robust foliage and a good 
branching habit, with loads more flowers. A 
garden performer, its dwarf habit makes it perfect 
for containers and borders alike. Flowers June-
October. Height 20-30cm (8-12”). 80 Seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su102063

apple blossom
From the ‘Potomac’ series, Appleblossom 
produces sturdy spires of bi-coloured, pink 
and white flowers which make a strong vertical 
statement in borders, flowering over a long period 
from late spring throughout summer. Maximum 
height: 150cm (60”). Maximum spread: 30cm 
(12”). 20 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su100251

crackle & pop 
A compact, bushy variety smothered in masses 
of flowers of red, yellow and pink shades, 
together with white, to create a truly attention-
grabbing display. A lovely partner for lobelia. 
Height 15-25cm (6-10”). 80 Seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su101813

illumination mix
A first-class antirrhinum putting on a vivid display 
in a range of bright, glowing colours. Flowers 
June-October. Intermediate variety. Height 45cm 
(18”). 2400 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su102410

lion’s mouth (organic) 
110 Days. Gorgeous blend of bold and pastel 
colors. Snapdragons are slow growing in spring 
but worth the wait, as they bloom continuously 
through the summer, especially with trimming. 
Also makes a showy border or garden bed. 
pkt $4.49  #hm7018

majestic mix
Fragrant flower spikes in pink, red, yellow and 
white are borne on 60 – 75cm (24-30”) tall plants.  
283 | pkt $1.99

mango Twist 
Combines bright scarlet upper lips with canary-
yellow lower lips and a white throat. This tall 
Snapdragon makes an eye-catching feature 
mid or front-of-border and its long stems with 
numerous side branches are great for vase 
displays. 80 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su101840

Tom Thumb mix
This popular dwarf growing Snapdragon has 
lovely pink, red, yellow and white blooms. The 
compact plants grow 15 to 30cm (6-12”) tall. 
284 | pkt $1.99

sTocks   
matthiola incana 
With highly fragrant blossoms, Stocks make a 
striking addition to flower beds, borders, and 
containers. Long lived, large flowers are well 
supported on strong stems that offer exceptional 
colour and rich fragrance to fresh arrangements. 
Start seed indoors 6 to 8 weeks prior to setting 
out or direct sow in the garden in late spring. 
Germinate indoors at 21°C. 

Ten weeks mix
Dense flower spikes are produced in a brilliant 
colour range of crimson, purple, white and pink 
on compact 30cm (12”) tall plants. 
287 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $6.99 | 25g $22.99

sunfloweRs    
Helianthus annuus
A universal favourite for their ease of cultivation, 
large bright flowers and remarkable size. 
Tall varieties may be used as a backdrop or 
windbreak in the garden, while dwarf sunflowers 
add a splash of colour to beds and containers. 

dwaRf vaRieTies

cut flower mix
A wide range of popular shapes and colours. 
Lovely in borders or vases. All pollen-free. Height 
80-150cm (32-60”).  Approx. 20 seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su133178

moulin Rouge
A pollenless, branching variety with 12-15cm 
(4-5”) blooms that are a hit with everyone. Use 
in bouquets mixed with contrasting colors. Side 
stems are thinner, yet stronger than most other 
branching varieties. Grows 180cm (6’) tall.  
292e | $2.99

ms mars
Dark pink to purple flowers and foliage! Naturally 
dwarf plants with dark foliage and dark purple 
buds. A stunning cut flower! Height 50-60cm (20-
24”).  Approx. 18 seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su133184

music box
The generous 10-12cm (4-5”) wide flower heads 
are produced in an array of eye-catching shades 
including creamy-yellow and mahogany, while the 
compact plants grow just 70cm (28”) tall. Music 
Box sunflowers make a great addition to a small 
space or cutting garden. 
290 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $12.99 | 25g $36.99
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Ruby sunset
Stunning Ruby Sunset will produce 5-15cm (2-
6”) medium sized, uniquely coloured blooms per 
stem when pinched out. Beautiful in the garden 
or pretty in the home. Grows 1-1.5m (3-5’). 20 
Seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su133077

sunspot
Giant 25cm (10”) flowers are produced on dwarf 
30-60cm (1-2’) tall plants. Plant in masses in the 
mid to back portion of flower beds, open areas, 
as a dwarf hedge or in patio planters. 
291 | pkt $2.99

Tiger eye f1 
A magnificent bi-colour variety of sunflower! 
‘Tiger Eye’ boasts compact plants that grow an 
abundance of flower heads which have burning 
bright blooms with golden-yellow petals and 
a unique deep-red ring around the disc floret. 
Plants grow up to 60cm tall. Tiger Eye is multi-
stemmed, so plenty of flowers per plant! This 
variety is a magnet for bees and butterflies. 12 
Seeds.
pkt $6.99  #su133165

waooh!
Easy-to-grow, multi-headed variety producing, 
masses of golden flowers with large, dark central 
discs. The busy plants are ideal for border or 
container. Grows 60cm (24” ) tall in pots. 20 
seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su142010

sanvitalia: hanging basket sunflower 
Would you like to grow your own sunflowers 
but outdoor space is limited? Then Sanvitalia 
seeds are perfect for you! With this variety, you 
can grow mini sunflowers in hanging baskets 
and containers, that boasts classic sunshine 
yellow flowers with a dark brown centre. These 
cascading plants are perfect to tumble from 
baskets and pots, growing an abundance of 
attractive little ‘sunflower’ like blooms around 
2cm wide per flower head. 50 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su133179

Tall varieties

beaches mix 
Highly drought tolerant, resistant to salt spray, 
sea winds and dry, poor soils, this tough but 
graceful sunflower is particularly well-suited 
to coastal gardens and challenging situations 
where it delivers an abundance of showy flowers 
over an impressively long season. Throughout 
summer, produces masses of small yellow 
flowers with dark centres, each flower about 7cm 
in diameter. 40 Seeds.
Pkt $4.99   #SU133130

evening colors (organic)
An amazing variety of gold and pale yellow 
flowers with dusty rose to pink rings. An unusual 
genetic mix with few solid colours and chocolatey 
brown centers. Well branched, stems average 18” 
long with single heads. Great for bouquets and 
provides a long season of colour. 
pkt $4.49  #hm7098

fireworks blend (organic) 
70 Days. A dreamy blend of vibrant sunflowers 
ranging in hues from light, lemon yellow to 
deep, burgundy red. This gorgeous blend of 
summer sun is reminiscent of your favorite 
summer evenings with beautiful colors that light 
up the landscape. Plants are vigorous and well 
branched, making the mix an excellent addition 
to your cut flower assortment. Easy to grow and 
adaptable, blooms will attract pollinators and 
bring some magic to your garden.
pkt $4.49   #hm7112

full sun hybrid
A superb sunflower which has F1 hybrid vigour 
and is early flowering. The dramatic golden 
yellow flowerheads, 30cm (12”) in diameter are 
borne proudly above the tree-like stems and rich 
green leaves. Long-flowering, pollen free, and 
requires no staking. Height 2m (6½’). 22 seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su133034

garden statement
Dark-centred, lemon-yellow, semi-double 
flowers on multi-branching stems throughout the 
summer. These sunflowers look very cheerful in 
the border, but will also last well in a vase after 
being cut. In the garden the flowers will attract 
all kinds of beneficial insects, and later, after they 
have set seed, birds will find them irresistible too. 
Grows 71-80cm. 20 seeds. 
pkt $4.99   #su133125

giant mammoth Russian
This is the classic sunflower with enormous 25-
30cm (10-12”) wide flower heads comprised of 
bright yellow petals and dark chocolate centers. 
These stately plants grow quite tall, averaging 
180-240cm (6-8’) in height, but if watered and 
fertilized frequently and planted in excellent deep 
soil, have been known to top 360cm (12’)! 
289 | pkt $1.99 | 25g $6.99 | 125g $16.99 | 
500g $44.99 | 1kg $64.99

goldy double (organic)
75 Days. Large, fully double and fuzzy blooms 
soft enough to cuddle. Multi-branching plants 
have numerous bright yellow, eye catching 
blooms. Blooms longer than many other types, 
highly vigorous and productive.
pkt $4.49  #hm7097

hopi black dye (organic) 
A Hopi heirloom prized for its purple-black seeds, 
used especially for colouring baskets. Like us, 
it’s scrappy and resilient and does a lot with a 
little, where the seeds are good for dye but also 
for food or feed, and are the best for de-hullling. 
The massive tall flowers are classically sunflower 
beautiful, with yellow rays around purple-black 
centers. 
pkt $4.49 #hm7103

lemon Queen (organic) 
70 Days. Buttery pale yellow petals contrast 
nicely with a wide brown center. This well-known 
variety has one large main flower followed by 
smaller, branching secondary flowers of excellent 
quality. Each flower has a long stem and holds 
well in bouquets. Plants bloom for a long period 
of time. Plants grow 5-7’ tall.
pkt $4.49 #hm7109 

mammoth (organic)
110 Days. The giant of all sunflowers with tall, 
thick stalks supporting huge heads that tower 
over the garden. A single stemmed variety that is 
very fast and a vigorous grower.
pkt $4.49  #hm7100

medium Red blend (organic) 
60 Days. Beautiful blend of well-branched, red 
sunflowers ideal for cut flowers and gardens 
alike. This lovely mix of red sunflowers offers 
some unique flair as the genetic mix presents 
a deep and romantic coloration that is hard to 
resist. Striking in the field or garden, the strong 
stalks make these colorful blooms an excellent 
choice for cut flower arrangements.
pkt $4.49   #hm7111

orange mahogany f1 
Semi-dwarf, multi-branching plants produce 30-
50 flowers on a 90cm plant! Sunflower ‘Orange 
Mahogany’ bears an abundance of flowers, each 
around 10-12cm wide that are perfect for use 
as a cut flower. The blooms are sunshine yellow, 
with some having an internal reddish-brown halo 
around the centre. 10 Seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su133134

procut plum
A new standard of Sunflowers for bouquets. 
ProCut Plum is stunning in arrangements and in 
garden beds. Soft 4-6” plum to cream bicolour 
blooms are borne on single-stem plants that are 
tall and strong. Flowers are pollen-less making 
this a top choice for florists. Grows up to 1.8m 
(72”) tall. Approx 25 seeds.
291pp | pkt $4.99

procut white lite
A new standard of Sunflowers for bouquets. 
ProCut White Lite is simply stunning with its lush, 
creamy petals and golden centre. The tall strong 
stems produce 4-6”, pollen-less blooms that 
have a soft , delicate colour white still providing 
that eye-catching sunflower impact. Great mixed 
with a variety of colours in wedding flowers and 
bouquets, you can even try dyeing the flowers. 
Grows up to 1.8 (72”) tall. Approx. 25 seeds.
291pw | pkt $4.99

soluna mix 
A mix of eye-catching autumn shades including 
lemon yellow, deep red, bronze, and cream. 
Branching stems produce an abundance of 
flowers that attract bees and other pollinators all 
season long. Grows 1-1.2m (40-45”).
missing code | missing pRice

soraya 
An AAS winner, Soraya is a striking sunflower 
with attractive rich orange petals and a lovely 
dark centre. The 10-15cm (4-6”) wide flowers are 
produced on large branching plants that grow 
about 130cm (6’) tall. Use Soraya to create a 
dazzling backdrop or showy windbreak. 72 days. 
292 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $16.99 | 25g $42.99
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orange sunshine red torch

thumbelina

deep blue

verbenabonarien-

fragrant tumb.

supersonic

amethyst & orchid lavender brides.

alata mixsupersnoop

Tall sungold
A teddy bear type, double sunflower with brilliant 
golden yellow petals. Plants are 160cm (5’) with 
sturdy branching stems. They require minimal 
care and are useful for temporary screens, 
hedges and background. Makes for a great 
cutting flower.
292f | pkt $2.99 

velvet Queen (organic) 
100 Days. Deep velvety crimson blooms 
accented with traces of yellow around a black 
center. Foliage is distinct and attractive and 
the plants are free branching, bearing lots of 
5-6” blooms that are lovely for cutting. A chic 
and sophisticated sunflower for cut-flower 
connoisseurs. Plants grow up to 5’ tall.
pkt $4.49 #hm7107

sunflower collection
Fill your garden with sunshine with our collection 
of five stunning varieties: Tall Single - enormous 
golden-yellow flowers. Height 2.1-2.4m (7-
8’); Irish Eyes Dwarf - attractive yellow-green 
flowers. Height 45cm (18”); Autumn Beauty - A 
beautiful colour mix, from pale to bright yellows 
and red bicoloured blooms. Height 1.8-3m (6-
10’); Paquito Mix - Dwarf, bushy Sunflowers in a 
range of colours from pale yellow to deep bronze. 
Height 45-50cm (18-20”); Teddy Bear - A dwarf 
variety with ‘fluffy’ double yellow flowers. Height 
40-60cm (16-24”). Easy to grow. 
pkt $7.99   #su139800

TiThonia   
Mexican Sunflower

orange sunshine
Robust, branching plants with long, toothed 
leaves that are hairy on the undersides, and 
bright orange, dahlia-like flower heads up to 
7.5cm (3”) across. Free-flowering plants that are 
loved by bees and butterflies are ideal for cutting. 
Height 100-150cm (40-60”). 70 seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su135702

Red Torch 
Tall plants for the back of a border with large, 
single, orange/scarlet, dahlia-like blooms. Easy 
to grow and fast growing, flowers for garden 
decoration or cutting. Height 100-150cm (40-
60”). 75 seeds.
pkt $4.99   #su135703

sweeT peas  
Lathyrus odoratus
Graceful vines thrive in many garden conditions 
and offer a constant supply of gorgeous fragrant 
blossoms all summer long. Soak the seed 
overnight before sowing directly in the garden 
as soon as the ground can be worked in early 
spring. Work generous amounts of organic matter 
into the soil prior to planting. 

amethyst & orchids
Flowers resemble the exotic coloured blooms 
of orchids, in shades of purple, pale pink and 
amethyst, waved petals in single and bi-colours. 
25 seeds. 
pkt $4.99   #su134062

amethyst & orchids
Flowers resemble the exotic coloured blooms 
of orchids, in shades of purple, pale pink and 
amethyst, waved petals in single and bi-colours. 
25 seeds. 
pkt $4.99   #su134062

cuthbertson Tall mixture
This easy-to-grow, heat resistant variety will 
quickly reach heights of 150cm (5’). Its large, 
fragrant papery blooms are ideal for cutting and 
produce showy shades of lavender, red and pink. 
Support is required. 
289a | pkt $1.99 | 25g $9.99 | 125g $36.99 

distant horizons mix 
A blend of ‘selfs’ and bicolour, striped and 
‘flaked’ flowers, including early, mid and late-
flowering varieties to provide summer-long colour. 
Supplied in a super-sized pack to ensure you get 
the widest range possible! Height: 1.5-2m (60-
78”). 50 Seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su133320

fragrant Tumbler
The perfect way to bring scent and colour to a 
small garden! Grow this stunning variety in pots, 
tubs or even growbags on the patio, where the 
plants, having minimal tendrils, will cascade and 
trail, smothered in sweetly scented blooms in 
a range of exciting flower colours. Height 90-
100cm (3’-3’3”); spread 100-150cm (40-59”). 25 
seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su133325

lavender bridesmaid
Sweetly fragrant dwarf sweet pea, reaching 
90-100cm tall. Ideal to grow in borders or large 
containers under a window to appreciate the 
fragrance from the delicate mauve and pink 
shades. Long stems make it ideal for cutting and 
perfect for a wedding bouquet or vase. 25 Seeds. 
pkt $5.99   #su133322

little sweetheart
This dwarf variety has a compact bushy habit, 
making it ideal for small space gardens, window 
boxes and containers! The papery flowers come 
in red, pink, white, rose, purple and blue and are 
borne on 25-40cm (14-16”) tall vines. 
289c | pkt $2.99 | 25g $11.99

perfume delight
This is a highly fragrant mixture of old-time 
varieties. Holding up well in hot summers. Its 
profusion of small flowers are borne on compact 
60cm (24”) tall vines. 
288 | pkt $2.99 | 25g $9.99 

The Royal family
The Royal Family Series is an improvement over 
the Cuthbertson varieties. This climber is heat 
resistant, has strong stems, very vigorous growth 
and large flowers. 
available in 289e Royal scarlet, 289d Royal 
navy blue, 289f Royal white 
pkt $2.99

supersnoop mix
A self-supporting sweet pea, Supersnoop’s large 
scented blooms are produced in 8 vibrant colours 
on compact 30-40cm (12-16”) tall vines. The 
flowers are closely spaced with few tendrils. 
289b | pkt $1.99 | 25g $12.99

supersonic
Supersonic is a truly magnificent variety of sweet 
pea. A new and improved ‘jet set’ type with a 
re-selected habit, creating a beautiful, more 
compact plant. This makes the Sweet Pea Seeds 
– Supersonic ideal for flower pot and container 
displays to add not only a flurry of colour but 
sweetly scented fragrance too! This very sweetly 
scented (Scent 4) Sweet Pea variety will look 
amazing sown into your flower beds and flower 
border displays this season. Creating compact, 
colourful plants, filled with all the traditional pastel 
colours of a typical Sweet Pea. A great twist on a 
cottage garden favourite. The Sweet Pea Seeds 
– Supersonic grows to a height of 101-150cm, 
making it perfect for cut flower displays too! Add 
them to your indoor flower arrangements for a 
beautiful and iconic scent throughout your home. 
20 Seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su134251

sweet pea collection
Individual packets of 5 first-class varieties 
namely: Air Warden (red), Beaujolais (deep red), 
Mrs R Bolton (pink), Noel Sutton (purple) and 
White Ensign (white). This delightful collection will 
add colour and scent to your summer garden - 
the exhibitor’s choice! Average contents 15 seeds 
per variety.
pkt $7.99  #su133271
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zinderella purp.

q. lime orange

giant white q. lime red

faberge mix

envy

molotov mix giant coral

peaches & cream

zinderella lilac

ThunbeRgia   
Bergia alata
“Black-eyed Susan Vine”, a quick-growing 
climber with heart-shaped leaves and brightly 
coloured blossoms. Vigorous vines grow 180cm 
(6’) tall, swiftly covering a fence or trellis. Can 
be planted in containers and hanging baskets 
to cascade down. Sow seed indoors 4-6 weeks 
before setting out, germinating it at 22-24°C. 

alata mixture
Stunning 2.5-5cm (1-2”) wide flowers in creamy 
white, bright yellow and fiery orange are accented 
by a deep black centre ‘eye’. 
294T | pkt $1.99

veRbena    
Verbenaceae hybrida
A popular bedding and container plant, Verbena 
boasts a dwarf spreading habit and large clusters 
of vividly coloured blooms. Start seeds indoors in 
early March, keeping the planted trays in the dark 
at 21°C until sprouted. Germination is erratic and 
takes about 20 days. 

grandiflora compact
25cm (10”) tall plants are covered in mammoth 
violet, red and rose flower clusters that are set off 
by their unique white centers. 
295 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99 | 10g $14.99

purple elegance
Sprays of purple flowers on long, strong stems. A 
long-flowering perennial for the back of a border, 
producing a beautifully airy display that will last 
throughout summer and autumn. Flowers are 
enhanced by the deep coloured stems. Flowers 
June-October. Height 90-100cm (35-40”). 180 
Seeds.
pkt $3.99  #su142026
verbena bonariensis
Graceful, tall delicate flowers have upright stems 
with clusters of magenta-purple flowers that 
bloom early summer through late fall. Perfect to 
add height and subtle colour to the garden. Mass 
plantings make an unforgettable display. Leave 
seed heads of this easy to grow annual for self-
seeding and winter interest. Excellent for cutting 
and attracting butterflies and bees. 
296 | pkt $1.99

zinnias  
Zinnia elegans
Zinnias attract beneficial insects and butterflies to 
your beds and borders. Excellent cut flowers, the 
more you pick, the more they will bloom! Easy-
to-grow seed may be started indoors 6-8 weeks 
prior to outdoor planting or sown directly in late 
spring. 

benary’s giant white
High yields of long, sturdy stems with 10-15cm 
(4-6”), fully double, dahlia-like blooms. Excellent 
as a cut flower, the vigorous plants hold up well 
in heat and rain. Low susceptibility to powdery 
mildew. Cut-and-come-again flower, yielding 
multiple cuts over the season. Plants grow 
1m-1.25m (40-50”) tall. Approx. 20-25 seeds.
306 | pkt $3.99

bright sparks mix
Bright, double flowers of good size. Sun-loving 
plants, free-flowering, long-lasting, and gaily 
coloured. Grows 38cm (15”) tall. 150 Seeds.
pkt $4.99  #su139002

button box mix
This garden standard has unique beehive-shaped 
flowers in an array of red, white, yellow, pink, 
rose and orange. The 3cm (1 ½”) wide double 

blossoms are produced in profusion on compact 
25cm (10”) tall plants. 
301 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99 | 25g $21.99

county fair blend (organic) 
75-90 Days. Warm-toned mix of pink, orange, 
purple, and gold blooms. An excellent cut flower 
that blooms until frost; the more you cut the more 
they grow! 2-5” blooms on 24-36” plants, ideal 
for borders and bouquets. Heat and disease 
tolerant.
pkt $4.49  #hm7150

dahlia flowered choice mix 
A splendid assortment of giant flowering zinnias. 
This selection offers 75cm (30”) tall plants that are 
very strongly branched, producing an abundant 
supply of the large blooms all summer long. 
302 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $8.99 | 25g $21.99
suttons pkt $4.99  #su139030

envy
Unique chartreuse-green zinnia makes a 
dramatic display in your garden with its 5-7.5cm 
(2-3”) double to semi-double blooms. Its 
upright growing habit grows up to 75cm (30”) 
tall and 30cm (12”) wide. Magnificent in fresh 
arrangements. A season long bloomer. 
304 | pkt $1.99

faberge mix
Robust, well-branched plants producing loads of 
flowers, whose outer petals form a corolla around 
the central mound of disc florets. In shades of 
cream, salmon, scarlet, red, cherry, pink and 
rose. 90 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su139045

giant coral (organic)
Large, fully double red-coral blooms are ideal for 
cut flowers or bright borders. Huge 4” blooms on 
long, sturdy stems.
pkt $4.49  #hm7147

golden yellow (organic)
Fully double gold blooms on well branched stems 
provide a continuous supply of 3-4” blooms. 
Excellent heat and cold tolerance.
pkt $4.49  #hm7149

molotov mix
Tall plants producing attractive medium-sized, 
single or semi-double blooms in a wide range of 
colours. Ideal for garden decoration or cut-and-
come-again flowers to keep your vases full all 
summer. Height 60cm (24”). 25 seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su139046

peaches & cream
These new and improved scabious flowered 
flowers have unusually shaped blooms in 
complementing colours of peach and cream. 
They are exceptional both as a cut flower and in 
the garden. 30 Seeds.
pkt $5.99   #su139048

Queeny lime orange
A “wow” colour in an easy-go-grow Zinnia, 
Queeny Lime Orange produces lovely, large 
dahlia-like blooms on brancing, sturdy, compact 
plants. The popular cut flower evolves from dark 
coral to peach to orange to a light peach with 
a dark center as the flowers age. Unique green 
tinted zinnias. The one of a kind double and 
semi-double blossoms are excellent in bouquets, 
containers and garden beds. Grows 75-90cm 
(30-34”) tall. 20 Seeds.
307lo | $4.99

Queeny lime Red
Stunning blooms flaunt a display of soft burgundy 
petals that lighten to a lovely creamy line shade 
in the middle and a deep rose center. A mix of 
double, semi-double and a small percentage 
of single flowers. Cut-and-come-again flower, 
yielding multiple cuts over the season making it 
a perfect variety for bouquets. Grows 75-90cm 
(30-34”) tall. 20 Seeds.
307lR | pkt $4.99

Red scarlet (organic) 
Deep scarlet blooms for an eye-catching variety 
superior to many others. A great cutting type with 
many high quality flowers and attractive foliage. 
Dramatic in mass plantings. A standout for quality 
and cold tolerance.  
pkt $4.49 #hm7145

Thumbelina
Extra-dwarf plants produce masses of double 
and semi-double 4cm (1.5”) wide flowers in a 
gorgeous mix of scarlet, pink, yellow, orange and 
white. Compact plants grow about 15cm (6”) tall. 
303 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99 | 25g $21.99

zinderella lilac
Zinderella Lilac is a beautiful lilac Zinnia with 
a dark eye. These robust, frilly crested flower 
heads make Zinderella a must-have in the cutting 
garden. Like all zinnias, it is super easy to grow 
and a real garden performer.  Plants have an 
upright growing habit, reaching 60-75cm (24-30”) 
in height. 20 Seeds.
305zl | pkt $4.99

zinderella purple
Deep, bold, intense purple blooms that will catch 
everyone’s eye! These robust, frilly crested flower 
heads make Zinderella a must-have in the cutting 
garden. Like all zinnias, it is super easy to grow 
and a real garden performer. Plants have an 
upright growing habit, reaching 60-75cm (24-30”) 
in height. 20 seeds.
305zp | $4.99
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Cut flower 
GarDen faVouriteS
Growing a cutting garden is a wonderful way to keep 
your home full of beautiful blooms from spring through 
fall! Design your garden with your favourite flowers 
and craft your own arrangements with fresh, seasonal 
style. There are many flowers that make excellent ad-
ditions to bouquets; here are a few of our favourites.

Growing Tips: Most cut flowers require full sun for 
best results, and it’s essential to keep them well 
watered and fertilized. Choose a garden location 
with some protection from heavy rain and wind where 
possible. Flowers with particularly heavy blooms 
(such as some dahlias, sunflowers, and zinnias) may 
require support or trellising to avoid drooping under 
their own weight.

annuals
cosmos – apricotta
172ap | pkt $3.99

cosmos – white knight
pkt $5.99   #su111275

dahlia – Rigolette
173 | pkt $1.99 5g | $18.99 | 10g $32.99

california poppy – xl jelly beans
pkt $4.99  #su129018

eucalyptus – baby blue 
missing code | pkt $3.99 

lisianthus – deep Rose 
missing code | pkt $4.99

lisianthus – misty blue 
missing code | pkt $4.99

poppy – amazing grey
pkt $4.99   #su128389

snapdragon – lion’s mouth (organic) 
pkt $4.49  #hm7018

snapdragon – majestic mix 
283 | pkt $1.99

sunflower – orange mahogany f1 
pkt $4.99   #su133134

sunflower – procut plum
291pp | pkt $4.99

sweet pea – cuthbertson Tall mixture
289a | pkt $1.99 | 25g $9.99 | 125g $36.99 

sweet pea – lavender bridesmaid
pkt $5.99   #su133322

zinnia - county fair blend (organic) 
pkt $4.49  #hm7150

zinnia - zinderella lilac
305zl | pkt $4.99

peRennials
coneflower – doubledecker 
pkt $6.99 #su113241

delphinium – magic fountain mix
175a | pkt $1.99 | 2g $16.99 | 5g $29.99

lupins – Russell hybrid mix
213 | pkt $2.99 | 10g $9.99 | 25g $15.99

poppy – pizzicato mix
pkt $5.99 #su128909

pyrethrum – painted daisy
273 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $9.99 | 10g $18.99
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Perennials

goldstrumgloriosa daisy

panorama red 
buddleia

chinese lantern

wild berryshasta
daisy

agasTache 
Giant Hyssop

arizona sunset 
Fabulously drought-resistant and long flowering, 
this petite Agastache is ideal for sunny patios or 
sun-baked borders. The flowers of Agastache 
‘Arizona Sunset’ boast a two-tone effect with pink 
buds opening to soft shades of lavender flushed 
with peach tones. Grows 25cm (10”). 15 Seeds.
pkt $5.99 #su100530

aubRieTia   
Aubrietia deltoidea

cheeky mix
An excellent colour range that is perfect for rock 
gardens and walls. Ground hugging, spreading 
plants with myriads of bright purple, pink and 
blue flowers every spring. Grows 10cm (4”). 350 
Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su104799

bee balm    
Monarda didyma

panorama Red shades 
A tall perennial with showy flower clusters that 
attract bees, butterflies and hummingbirds. 
Excellent for cutting, it offers a mid-summer 
splash of colour to perennial borders, flower 
beds and herb gardens. As a member of the mint 
family, it also boasts sweetly scented flowers 
and foliage. Bee Balm grows best in a sunny or 
partially shaded spot with rich, moist soil. The 
large bright red blooms are held on tall, sturdy 
stems that reach 60cm (24”) in height. 
132 | pkt $4.95

black-eyed susan    
Rudbeckia hirta
Stunning 5 to 10cm (2-4”) wide golden flowers 
highlighted by a black cone-shaped center. Easily 
cultivated, Black-eyed-Susan are sometimes 
grown as an annual since they often bloom the 
first year from seed! With their extreme hardiness 
and long, trouble-free blooming period they are a 
favorite addition to gardens.

chim chiminee
A fantastic variety with the most amazing, 
uniquely ‘bristled’ petals that give these stunning 
flowers a chimney brush resemblance. As Mary 
Poppins would say, these flowers are truly 
“supercalifragilisticexpialidocious!” Producing 
blooms in an array of autumnal orange, yellow, 
mocha and chocolate, perfect for decorating 
your flower beds and flower borders this season. 
Growing to a stunning 60cm tall, the Rudbeckia 
Seeds - Chim Chiminee look amazing in 
container flower displays and patio pots dotted 
around your garden. 20 Seeds.
pkt $5.99 #su130185

gloriosa daisy
Giant blooms painted in bright orange, yellow and 
red are produced on 60-90cm (24-36”) tall plants. 
134 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99 | 10g $14.99

goldsturm
An outstanding garden plant that produces 
masses of beautiful golden flowers accented by a 
dark center cone. The extremely large 13cm (5”) 
wide blooms are held on 60cm (24”) tall plants. A 
must for every perennial garden.
134b | pkt $3.99 | 2g $59.99

Rustic dwarfs
The plants of this dwarf black-eyed-susan 
may be only 50cm (20”) tall, but they still offer 
maximum garden impact with their large, bronze, 
orange and mahogany single blossoms.
134a | pkt $2.99 | 5g $8.99 | 10g $14.99

buTTeRfly bush
Buddleia 

butterfly magnet
This gorgeous mixture of mauves, pinks and 
white will flower throughout the summer, 
attracting butterflies and bees. The flowers have 
a subtle, sweet, honey-like scent. Ideal for the 
back of a border or planted as a specimen plant. 
Tall plants that will provide years of pleasure. 
Height 2-2.5m (6’6”-8’). 50 seeds.
pkt $5.99 #su106035

campanula 
cottage garden mix
An outstanding mix. Includes many old-fashioned 
‘Bellflowers’ in a host of colours, shapes and 
sizes, with attractive foliage. Perfect for cottage 
gardens. Grows 60-90cm (2-3’). 450 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su107256

ceRasTium 
Cerastium biebersteinii

snow in summer
Easy to grow. Showy white flowers on creeping 
foliage. Leaves are woolly and silver coloured. 
Enjoys full sun and grows in pure sand! Flowers 
are 1cm (1/2”) wide. 10-15cm (4-6”) high.
144 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $9.99 | 25g $27.99

chinese lanTeRn  
Physalis Franchetii

Just like paper lanterns. Bright orange, papery, 
lantern-shaped calyces, several to each long 
stem. Great for fall and winter arrangements. 
Exotic-looking flowers. 150 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su109454

chRysanThemums   
Chrysanthemum morifolium 
Abundant with blossoms that are beautiful both in 
form and colour, “mums” are an all-time favorite. 
Sow seeds directly, thin to 23cm (9”) apart. 

shasta daisy alaska
Leucanthemum x superbum
A classic garden daisy with extra-large, single 
flowers. Blooms, comprised of pure white petals 
surrounding a bright yellow center make long-
lived cut flowers and grow 10-13cm (4-5”) in 
diameter. Plants will reach a height of 90cm (36”).
163 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $8.99

columbine   
Aquilegia
Superb shade tolerant plants with unique flowers 
in the shape of “a star within a star”. Excellent for 
beds, borders and rock gardens. Grows well in 
poor soils.

mckana’s giant mix
Large 7-10cm (3-4”) flowers sprayed on strong 
stems 75cm (30”) tall. Splendid colour assortment 
of red, yellow, rose, cream and white.
167a | pkt $2.99 | 5g $14.99

conefloweR      
echinacea
Outstanding garden performers that bear masses 
of large daisy-like flowers with dome-shaped 
centers from mid-summer until well into autumn. 
Drought tolerant plants combine well with most 
other perennials. Make excellent and long lasting 
cut flowers. Start the seeds indoors in early 
spring, germinating them at 21°C.
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doubledecker white swan

cupids dart

sundress

sunburst

purple
coneflower

russell hybrid mix

allwoodii

magic fountains

brilliant star
These striking flowers are not only beautiful to 
gardeners and flower arrangers, but they attract 
beneficial ladybugs too! 60 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su142031

doubledecker
For real marvel in your garden flower displays. 
Sow Doubledecker in your flower beds and 
flower borders this season to really showcase 
the double flowers and unusual shape of these 
beautiful flowers. Doubledecker produces a 
unique ‘crown’ that sits atop the cone of pretty 
pink petals. Growing on sturdy stems to a height 
of 90–120cm tall, these stunning flowers will look 
fantastic growing in your container and patio pot 
displays. In year one the flowers look like regular 
echinacea, but from year two the crowns will 
appear on flowers creating a magnificent look. 
Grow as cut flowers too! Decorate your whole 
home with these beautiful flowers. 8 seeds.
pkt $6.99 #su113241

purple coneflower
This is the traditional coneflower with 8cm (3”) 
wide vivid purple blooms on upright 60 to 90cm 
(24-36”) tall plants.
146 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $9.99

sundress
Sundress is a beautiful plant that produces 
sparkling, ice-white blooms. The flowers 
produced are topped with a stunning yellow and 
acid- green cone that contrasts beautifully with 
the petals. Fill your flower beds and borders this 
season with magnificent colours and shapes. 
These beautiful perennials have been selected for 
their winter hardiness and will flower year after 
year. These true bee magnets will add a fresh and 
modern look to your garden this season. Growing 
to a height of 71–80cm (28–31”), they are perfect 
for cut flower displays too! Add them to your 
indoor flower displays to decorate your whole 
house with. 10 seeds.
pkt $6.99 #su113240

white swan
A beautiful, pure white with tall dark-green 
leaves that produce 7-10cm (3-4”) white petals 
surrounded by a greenish-brown centre cone. 
Blooms from mid-summer to mid-fall.
147 | pkt $2.99

wild berry 
A stunning first-year flowering echinacea. This 
2010 AAS winner produces more flowers on 
every plant than any other seed echinacea. The 
unique, intense rose flower petals, surround dark 
rose-brown centres. Grows 40-50 cm (16-20”) tall 
in the first year and 55-60cm (22-24”) high in the 
second year with a spread of 30-40cm (12-16”) 
wide. Easily divided in spring. Great cut flower.
148w | pkt $4.95

mounTain 
coRnfloweR    
  
montana
Mountain Cornflower ‘Montana’ produces spider-
like flowerheads in china blue and violet colours! 
Up close and personal this excellent variety has a 
wonderful apricot jam fragrance in every flower. If 
you sow Montana early enough, these perennial 
plants will flower in the first year and grow in 
clumps, ideal for sunny garden borders (50-60cm 
tall)! For the best results, removing faded flowers 
encourages a second flush of beautiful blooms in 
autumn, and they make amazing cut flowers for 
the home. 75 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su110951

coReopsis    
Coreopsis is a cheerful addition to the garden 
with its fluffy bright yellow flowers produced 
in abundance on tall, sturdy stems. Easily 
cultivated, it will often bloom the first year from 
seed. The brilliant blossoms also make excellent 
cut flowers. 

sunburst 
The 5 to 7cm (2-2 ½”) wide flowers of this hardy 
perennial are produced heavily on 60 to 75cm 
(24-30”) tall plants.
145 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $7.99
suttons pkt $3.99 #su110906  100 seeds.

cupid’s daRT 
Catananche caerulea
Unique papery blooms. Although a few flowers 
are produced the first season, in succeeding 
years an abundance of the soft blue blooms will 
provide you with endless fresh cut bouquets.

cupid’s dart
Semi-double 5cm (2”) wide flowers in a lovely 
shade of lavender-blue are held above neat 
clumps of grey-green foliage. When in bloom, the 
plants are about 45cm (18”) tall.
161 | Pkt $1.99 | 2g $9.99

delphiniums 
Delphinium elatum
Tall and majestic, delphiniums are the giants of 
the perennial border. Their densely covered flower 
spikes provide an eye-catching show of mid-
summer colour. Delphiniums thrive in a sunny 
location with rich, well-drained soil and should 
be staked to support the heavy blossoms. To 
encourage germination and break dormancy, chill 
seed in the freezer for 24 hours prior to sowing.

magic fountain mix
An ideal perennial for small gardens or windy 
areas, this dwarf Delphinium bears large blooms 
on strong 90cm (36”) tall plants. The generous 
colour mix includes shades of blues, pinks, 
whites and lavenders.
175a | pkt $1.99 | 2g $16.99 | 5g $29.99

magic fountain white
Pure white double blooms are borne on compact 
flower spikes that grow 30 to 38cm (12-15”) in 
length. The dwarf plants reach 90cm (36”) tall.
175w | pkt $1.99 | 2g $14.99

pacific giant mix
An excellent mixture of large Delphiniums 
whose showy double and semi-double florets 
are produced in a magnificent array of colours 
including dark blue, sky blue, soft lavender, clear 
pink and creamy white. The included varieties are 
from the Round Table series, with some florets 
accented by light center bees, while others have 
dark bees. Grow 150cm (60”) high.
175 | pkt $2.99 | 5g $16.99

dianThus     
Dianthus x allwoodii
The cheerful brightly coloured blooms of this 
hardy old-fashioned perennial have a unique 
‘pinked’ edge and a rich clove-like perfume. Sow 
the seed indoors and germinate at 21°C. Full sun 
or partial shade in rich, well-drained soil.

allwoodii alpinus
Use the sweetly-scented plants to add a splash 
of colour to rock gardens and stone walls. The 
pink, white and red blooms are held above a 
silver cushion of spiky foliage. 20cm (8”).
176a | pkt $1.99

eveRlasTing sweeT
pea 
Lathyrus latifolius 
A vigorous free-flowering climber, the Everlasting 
Sweet Pea is an excellent vine for trellis work, 
fences or walls. It may also be used as a 
perennial ground cover. The unique papery 
blooms are 2-4cm (1-1 ½”) wide and excellent 
for cutting. Unlike the annual sweet pea, these 
flowers are not fragrant.

choice mixture
A stunning blend of red, pink and white flowers 
produced in abundance on 1.8-3m (6-10’) vines. 
178 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $7.99

gaillaRdia  
Gaillardia pulchella dwarf

sundance bicolour
Gaillardia is one of the easiest to grow perennial 
daisies. The daisy-like flowers have brilliantly 
coloured petals and are produced atop strong 
stems. Outstanding cut flowers. Plants are nearly 
maintenance free. 30-38cm (12-18”).
183 | pkt $1.99
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candytuftcarmine rose

blue panthercreeping thyme

geum  
Geum chiloense
Semi-double rose-like flowers are borne on long 
straight stems, making them an excellent cut 
flower. The plants of this cottage garden favourite 
grow 45-60cm (18-24”) tall.

mrs. bradshaw
Brick-red semi-double flowers produced on 
multibranching wiry stems throughout the 
summer.
185 | pkt $1.99 | 2g $7.99 | 5g $15.99

lady stratheden
This variety yields masses of cheerful bright 
yellow flowers.
185b | pkt $1.99 | 2g $15.99 

hollyhock  
Alcea rosea
Grown for their lofty spires of trumpet-shaped 
blossoms. The tall plants are perfect for softening 
picket fences or creating a vibrant backdrop. 
Single blossoms grow 8-13cm (3-5”) wide on 
plants that often reach over 200cm (6 1/2’) in 
height! Sow seed outdoors by the end of July for 
flowers the following season.

black knight
Captivating, large, single (and sometimes 
semidouble) glossy flowers in the darkest of 
colours on tall flower spikes. Grows 180cm (6’) 
tall.
pkt $4.99 #su117497

chater’s mix
A beautiful variety of this cottage garden 
favourite. Strong stems of bright flowers in 
summer. Grows to be 180cm (6’) tall. Approx 45 
seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su117489

indian springs mix
Single and semi-double blossoms are produced 
on 1.5m (5’) tall stalks in vivid shades of rose, 
pink and white. A charming classic, this hardy 
annual reseeds itself easily from year to year.
194i | pkt $1.99 | 5g $9.99

jet black
This unique and stunning addition to the garden 
bears tall spires of trumpet shaped single-flowers 
in an enigmatic shade of very deep purple that is 
perhaps one of the closet to true black. The silky 
petals are absolutely gorgeous and held on 1.5m 
(5’) tall stems.
194b | pkt $1.99 | 5g $9.99

summer carnival
An early bloomer, this first year perennial 
produces tall spikes of fully doubled blossoms in 
a wide range of bright colours. Produces flowers 
down the entire length of the stem and not just on 
the top half. The plants grow 1.5-2.7m (5-9’) tall. 
194 | pkt $2.99 | 2g $7.99 | 5g $15.99

ibeRis  
iberis sempervirens
Iberis or “perennial Candytuft” is ideal for borders 
and rock gardens in sunny locations. Their 
fragrant blossoms completely cover the ground. 

perennial candytuft
Low growing plants have dark evergreen leaves 
that are covered with pure white flowers from 
early spring to June, sometimes again in the 
fall. Use in rock gardens, as an edging or a filler 
mixed with spring-flowering bulbs and other 
flowers.
196 | pkt $1.99 | 10g $22.99 | 25g $39.99

johnny jump ups 
Viola tricolor
Beautiful miniature pansy-like flowers that are 
produced in abundance on compact foliage. As 
the low-growing plants prefer partial shade and 
cool temperatures, a spot with afternoon shade 
is ideal. Start seed indoors 8 to 10 weeks prior to 
transplanting, germinating it at 18-21°C.

viola helen mount
A great edible variety making them perfect for 
adding colour to salads and desserts.
200 | pkt $1.99 | 2g $9.99

liaTRis 
Liatris spicata

goblin
Liatris is a long-lasting perennial with intriguing 
fluffy flower spikes in a lovely shade of soft 
purple. This mid-summer bloomer bears its 
flowers from July through September. Note: this 
is not Purple Loosestrife. Rosy-purple flower 
spikes grow 50cm (20”) tall and make excellent 
cut flowers.
207 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $9.99

lavendeR 
 Lavendula

hidcote blue 
A compact variety of the popular English 
lavender. Hang bunches of flowers to dry and use 
it in pot-pourri indoors. RHS Award of Garden 
Merit winner. Flowers July-August. Height 50-
60cm (20- 24”). Middle of border variety. 50 
Seeds.
pkt 5.99 #su142011

lupins  
Lupinus polyphyllus
A Maritime favourite, this extremely hardy 
perennial is often seen growing wild along 
roadsides and meadows, as well as in cultivated 
beds and borders. The plants produce densely 
packed flower spikes in an array of bright colours 
and may be planted in a sunny or partially shaded 
spot with moist soil. Prior to planting, freeze seed 
for 48 hours and then nick gently with a knife to 
hasten germination.

Russell hybrid mix
Bears tall blossoms in a full range of colours 
including purple, red, yellow, pink, white and 
many bi-colours. The hardy plants grow 90cm 
(36”) tall. 
213 | pkt $2.99 | 10g $9.99 | 25g $15.99 |
125g $69.99 | 500g $129.99

milkweed 
Asclepias incarnata

carmine Rose
A must for attracting butterflies to the garden as 
it is the exclusive diet of the Monarch Caterpillar 
/ Butterfly. A beautiful late summer blooming 
perennial best at the back of the border. Plants 
with stunning rose-coloured pom-pom flowers 
are bourne on plants that grow approx. 40” tall.
136 | pkt $3.99

moTheR-of-Thyme 
Thymus serpyllum

creeping Thyme
A fragrant perennial, this low growing herb is 
perfect for adding colour and fragrance to rock 
gardens and flagstone paths, great for that hard 
to-plant area. The hardy plants grow 7-9cm (2.5- 
3”) high and are covered with tiny purple blooms.
Thymc | pkt $2.99 | 5g $15.99| 10g $26.99

nepeTa  
 
blue panther
A first year flowering perennial with striking blue 
flowers and a compact, multi-branching bushy 
habit. Perfect for containers and borders alike, 
extremely attractive to bees and butterflies with 
fragrant foliage. Easy to grow. 20 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su124223

catmint
Unlike other Nepeta species, this is the true 
catmint. Aromatic silver-grey foliage, and white 
flowers finely spotted with purple. Cats will chew 
it, lick it, roll over in the leaves and purr! Dried 
flowers can be stuffed into cat toys. Height 
80-90cm (32-36”). This plant can have some 
beneficial impacts on feline welfare. However, 
not all cats will respond in this way to catmint, 
some may become aggressive. Cats should be 
supervised when offered catnip/catmint. 450 
seeds.
pkt $3.99 #su108465

phlox 
Phlox paniculata
Plants are hardy, requiring little protection, and 
although they will flourish in any soil, they do best 
when planted in a rich, moist loam. The large 
flower heads, composed of colourful florets, grow 
on tall stems and make good cut flowers.

perennial phlox
Large, fragrant flower heads are produced in 
many colours, including pink, red, white and a 
lovely pale blue. The striking plants grow 60 to 
90cm (24-36”) in height.
266 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $19.95
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lady stratheden

red plume

goblin

oriental poppy

pizzicato mix lingholm

Jet black

summer carnival viola helen 

sundance

lady strathedon

poppy 
Papaver orientale

oriental poppy
A spectacular early-summer bloomer, Oriental 
Poppies produce massive 15cm (6”) wide flowers 
in an eye-popping shade of fiery orange-scarlet. 
The bright silky petals frame a dark center with 
striking black blotches and a large center pod. 
Grow 90cm (36”) tall and form a ferny foliage.
267 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $12.99

pizzicato mix
A breathtaking semi-dwarf mixture producing 
robust plants with red, orange, salmon, mauve, 
rose, pink and white flowers. 15-20cm (6-8”) 
across, all with a distinctive black centre. 250 
Seeds.
pkt $5.99 #su128909

Royal wedding 
The Oriental Poppy is perfect for cottage 
gardens, and are best planted together in clumps 
for the full effect. Poppy ‘Royal Wedding’ is the 
pick of the bunch, with glistening white petals 
and a dark centre to each bloom. Bees and 
butterflies love the nectar-rich flowers. 50 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su128681

iceland poppy
Papaver nudicaule

iceland poppy
This long-blooming poppy will flower the first 
year from seed if planted very early in the spring. 
Delicate, fragrant flowers in soft shades of pink, 
yellow and orange are borne on 30-40cm (12-16”) 
tall stems.
268 | pkt $1.99 | 2g $10.99 | 5g $22.99

iceland special 
A mix of mainly soft pastel shades. Lovely border 
plants, blooming when spring colours are fading. 
Very attractive to bees and other beneficial 
insects. Height: 45cm (18”). 1900 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su128681

himalayan poppy
Meconopsis 

lingholm
Stunning sky blue! Breathtaking poppy-like 
flowers will light up your garden year after year. 
A dramatic, clump-forming, much admired plant. 
Height 60cm (24”). For a gardener looking for 
a challenge, Himalayan poppies require some 
extra care. Sow in pots or trays on a windowsill 
or in a greenhouse at approximately 15-18°C 
(55-65°F) using a good quality, moist compost. 
Do not exclude light. Cover with a clear dome 
to retain moisture. After two weeks, place in a 
domestic refrigerator for a cool period removing 
when germination first occurs, usually 14-35 
days. Place in good light and transfer when 
large enough to handle 5cm (2”) apart in trays. 
Plant out 30cm (12”) apart in autumn in a moist, 
semishaded position. Approx. 25 seeds.
pkt $5.99 #su129030

pyReThRum 
hybRid 
Tanacetum coccineum
This popular summer bloomer is also known as 
‘painted daisy’ and produces an abundance of 
very attractive red, rose and pink flowers. Perfect 
for fresh arrangements. Plant this hardy perennial 
in beds and borders for a long show of cheerful 
colour.

painted daisy
Large 6cm (2 1/3”) wide daisy-like flowers are 
produced on 75cm (30”) tall plants. A striking 
garden companion to white Shasta Daisies.
273 | pkt $1.99 | 5g $9.99 | 10g $18.99

winter SowinG
Want to get a head start on your perennials? Try winter sowing! It’s an easy way 
to start cold-hardy seeds and only requires a few simple materials, including 
soil, a plastic container and dome, and seeds. We recommend winter sowing be 
done in January or February, when there are still several months of cold weather 
ahead. Many perennials (like milkweed, lupines, delphiniums, and more) require 
a cold period in order to germinate. After weeks or months of low temperatures, 
the warming of the weather in the spring naturally triggers germination. Seeds with 
thick seed coats that require treatments like scarification also benefit from winter 
sowing.

When you’re ready to plant, gather your materials. Many gardeners will use a clean 
plastic jug cut in half as their container, but you can use plastic bottles, take-out 
containers, or small trays and domes. Poke drainage holes in the bottom, then 
fill with moistened seed starting mix. Plant your seeds according to the depth 
recommended on your packet. Replace the top of your container and seal the two 
halves with waterproof tape. We also recommend labeling your containers to help 
keep track of your seedlings!

Place your containers in a sheltered, sunny location and leave them to work their 
magic. Once the temperatures rise in the spring, check regularly to see if your 
seeds have germinated. As they begin to grow, they may need larger holes for air 
circulation and water to keep the soil from drying out. When your seedlings have 
established a strong root system and a few sets of leaves, you can transplant them 
into your garden!
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Biennials

sorbet xp mixturesymphony blue myosotis blue giant fancy mix lunaria

sorbet xp mix-showy mix pam’s splitmaJestic giants
mix freckles 

forGet-me-not  
Myosotis sylvatica
A popular, hardy biennial, forget-me-nots produce 
dainty bright blue blossoms and may be used in 
rock gardens, as spring bedding plants or sown 
with spring-flowering bulbs. Plant seed directly 
outside in the spring or summer. Preferring a 
moist, semi-shaded location, plants happily grow 
wherever they are planted and easily reseed.

Myosotis Blue
This traditional variety yields 40cm (16”) tall plants 
with an early-flowering, loose growth habit.
180 | Pkt $2.99 | 5g $12.99 | 25g $26.99

Myosotis White
A charming spring bloomer with dainty white 
flowers on low growing stems. Makes a lovely 
ground cover or bedding plant. 
CoDe | PriCe

Symphony blue
The most popular of all the different types of 
forget-me-nots. Early and free-blooming; flowers 
of the deepest blue produced in long sprays which 
are excellent for cutting. Grows 30cm (12”) tall. 
400 Seeds.
Pkt $4.99 #Su113472

foxGloVe    
Digitalis purpurea
Foxglove produces tall spikes of nodding bell-
shaped flowers accented by delicately spotted 
throats. This favourite biennial thrives in moist, 
semi-shaded locations and may be massed at 
the back of a flower border or in a woodland 
garden for a spectacular display. The graceful and 
dramatic spikes also make excellent and long-
lived cut flowers.

Dottie mix
A super-fast variety that will flower in its first year 
(just 20-24 weeks after sowing). A compact variety 
with neat foliage, the dramatic spikes carry large 
flowers and are quickly followed by secondary 
spikes providing a flower-packed display. Grow 
beautifully in pots or borders, ideal for small 
spaces. Height: 60cm (24”). 10 Seeds. 
Pkt $4.99 #Su113870

Pam’s Split
Spikes of large, neatly arranged, creamy-white 
flowers with burgundy blotches, and unusually 

cut lower petals that give the plants an open, airy 
feel. Up to five flower stems per plant. Attractive 
to beneficial insects. Sow early for flowers in the 
same year. 120-140 (4-4.5’). 190 seeds. 
Pkt $5.99 #Su113765

Showy mixture (Digitalis mix)
The eye-catching flower spikes of this attractive 
mixture grow 1.2-1.5m (4-5’) tall!
181 | Pkt $2.99 | 5g $9.99 | 10g $14.99

PanSieS    
Viola X Wittrockiana
Pansies make colourful additions to beds and 
containers.

floral Power Plum antique f1 (viola type)
An exquisite colour palette with a vintage look 
– the cheerful pansy faces are rose-purple, the 
lower petals blushed with a delicate warm orange 
hue. Forming a tight, neatly domed mound that 
is smothered in blooms, it creates a perfectly 
dainty display in small containers or running along 
border edges. Plants flower for ages, without ever 
losing their neat, compact form. 15 Seeds.
Pkt $5.99 #Su136795

freckles (viola type)
A rare and unusual viola with China-blue speckled 
white flowers, adding a stunning ‘wow’ factor to 
patio pot flower displays and hanging baskets. A 
profusion of delightful little flowers from spring to 
autumn. 15 Seeds.
Pkt $4.99 #Su136806

Giant fancy mix
A Swiss Giant pansy, which is a strong-growing 
strain with enormous flowers of brilliant colours all 
with blotches at petal bases. Grows 15-23cm (6-
9”) tall. 250 Seeds. 
Pkt $4.99 #Su125554

majestic Giants mix
These are hybrid pansies with very large 
10cm (4”) wide blooms and vigorous 18cm (7”) 
tall plants. The striking flowers in shades of 
white, red, rose and yellow are accented by a 
contrasting dark blotch.
248 | Pkt $2.98

Sorbet xP mixture 
This early-blooming mix remains compact in both 
warm and cool temperatures, making it the perfect 
flower in Spring and Fall. Mounded, free-forming 
plants are packed full of beautiful flowers in a 
wide range of bright cheery colours. Bred to give 
more blooms on each plant with less stretching.
251 | Pkt $1.99

Super Swiss Giant florist Strain
The most popular variety on the market, this 
strain boasts a mixture of showy giant flowers in 
a superb colour range. The huge blooms are thick 
with a velvety texture and produced on compact 
plants.
249 | Pkt $3.99 | 2g $11.99 | 5g $19.99

HoneSty SilVer 
Dollar   
Lunaria biennis
Although the ‘Money Plant’ produces an 
abundance of sweetly scented purple blossoms, it 
is the transparent silvery seed pods which follow 
that make this a highly prized garden ornamental. 
These ‘silver dollars’ are used extensively in dried 
flower arrangements.

lunaria
The unique plants grow 75cm (30”) tall. 
195 | Pkt $2.99 | 5g $6.99 | 10g $10.99

Sweet william    
Dianthus barbatus
An easy-to-grow biennial, Sweet William produces 
large clusters of highly fragrant flowers. The self-
seeding plants thrive in full sun or partial shade 
and may be used in flower beds or borders. Their 
long-stemmed blooms are excellent for fresh 
bouquets.

Double Choice mixed
A mixture of old-fashioned double flowers in an 
attractive array of colours. The large blooms are 
borne on 50cm (20”) tall plants.
293 | Pkt $1.99 | 5g $7.99 | 10g $12.99
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eastern Canadian mix

wildfloweR mixTuRes  
eastern canadian mix 
19 species. 500 grams of seed covers 
approximately 300 square meters (3300 Sq. Ft.). 
Flowers grow to 50-76 (20-30”) in height.
297 | pkt $2.99 | 10g $9.99 | 25g $17.99 | 
125g $54.99 | 500g $129.99

eastern canadian mix with fescue 
Contains 19 species plus sheep’s fescue 
grass seed to help prevent soil erosion during 
wildflower establishment and provide a meadow- 
like appearance. 
297f | coverage Rates:
25g wild flower seed & 125g sheep’s fescue
approx. 250 sq.ft / 25m² - $24.99
50g wild flower seed & 250g sheep’s fescue
approx. 500 sq.ft / 45m² - $39.99
125g wild flower seed & 500g sheep’s fescue
approx. 1000 sq.ft. / 90m² - $64.99

wildflower collection 
A colourful alternative to lawns and borders. 
Collection contains five individual packets of wild 
flower seed (should any of the varieties stated 
be unavailable, we will substitute with another 
first class item) which gives a lovely selection of 
colour. Varieties included: Marigold Corn, Daisy 
Ox-eye, Pansy Wild, Scabious Field, Poppy Field.
pkt $6.99  #su140012

butterfly mix   
This butterfly mix contains over 30 species of 
wildflower and includes many nectar-rich species. 
Attracts butterflies & other beneficial insects to 
the garden. Area coverage is 1-2 square metres 
depending on how thickly sown. 1000 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su140001

honey bee mix  
The Honeybee flower mix has been developed to 
be beneficial for honeybees and other pollinators, 
containing a mix of nectar- and pollen-rich 
species. Area coverage is 1-2 square metres 
depending on how thickly sown. 1000 Seeds.
pkt $4.99 #su140000

pollinators mix 
A specially created mix of flowers to encourage 
and feed pollinators. Includes 30 varieties high 
in nectar and pollen at differing times of the year 
including buttercup, cowslip, foxglove, scabious 
and teasel. Helps aid pollination of your fruiting 
crops by attracting pollinators. Height 50-60cm 
(20-24”). 5g Seed.
pkt $5.99  #su142045

predators mix 
A specially designed mix of flowering plants 
which will provide shelter and food for predatory 
insects, giving you a miniature army of pest 
controlling helpers. 30 varieties including St 
John’s Wort, Wild Marjoram, Feverfew and 
Buttercup. Ideal to sow a few patches around 
the garden, providing safe spots for beneficial 
insects. Flowers late June-September. Height: 
50-60cm (20-24”). 900 Seeds.
pkt $5.99  #su142046

Location, Location, Location!
A proper site should be should be relatively 
weed free. If the desired site is growing grass, 
this is a good sign that wildflowers will establish. 
If the site is barren of both grass and weeds, 
this may not be habitable for growth due to 
low fertility, lack of adequate moisture, etc. For 
optimum performance, most wildflowers require 
6-8 hours of direct sunlight a day. 

Prepping the soil:
Seed/soil contact is vital for seed germination 
and proper rooting. Best results occur when 
planting on bare soil. Weed control is the largest 
problem when establishing a wildflower garden. 
If there are only a few weeds, these may be 
quickly and easily removed by hand. Tilling the 
soil to loosen and uproot plants makes hand 
removal of weeds easier, but this cultivation 
may also promote the germination of weed 
seeds present in the soil. Because of this, it is 
usually best not to till the soil.
If there is a dense population of weeds then a 
two-stage removal may be necessary. Begin 
by removing the existing vegetation using a 
tiller and hand weeding. Once the soil is bare, 
keep the site well watered for several weeks 
until many of the existing weed seeds in the 
earth have germinated. Repeat the first step 
to eradicate this new invasion of undesirables. 
Once the majority of vegetative material has 
been removed the soil should be lightly raked 
or scarified to loosen the top layer. If the soil is 
particularly infertile then compost, manure or all 
purpose fertilizer may be added to increase the 
organic matter in the soil encouraging beneficial 
microorganisms to add some nutrients.

How to Seed:
Because of the vastly different sizes of seed in 
wildflower mixes, it is often easier to sow with the 
use of a carrier such as sand (2:1 carrier to seed).
If sowing seed in a small area, hand broadcasting, 
with a carrier, is the most efficient method. Once 
the seed has been spread over the site, a light 
raking will be required to cover the seed with 1/8” 
of soil. It is very important to ensure that the seed 
is not covered too deeply as this will delay or 
prevent seed germination.

Care:
Once the seed has been planted it must be 
watered. The planting site must be kept moist for 
4-6 weeks. If the site you have chosen has no 
water supply available planting should occur in 
the spring, preferably before a rainfall. 

Maintenance:
Yearly maintenance is an essential to an effective, 
long term planting. There are four main areas 
of maintenance to consider: weed control, 
reseeding, fertilization and fall mowing.
Reseeding an established wildflower garden may 
mean the addition of a few new varieties to add 
continual interest, or it may consist of a large 
amount of seed to fill in empty or weeding spaces. 
When reseeding, remember to keep the newly 
planted seed moist for at least 4 to 6 weeks.
Continual weed control should be kept up by 
removing undesirable plants as soon as they 
are noticed. In soils with poor fertility a yearly 
application of a organic based fertilizer, will 
help encourage continual flowering. A yearly fall 
mowing after the majority of the plants have gone 
to seed, maintains a neat appearance and helps 
to spread the seed for future flowers. To achieve 
this, the plants should be mowed to a height of 
4-6” around the middle of October.

How to Grow wilDflowerS
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Gardening 
Accessories

seed sTaRTing 
supplies
plastic seed Trays
Seed trays hold all sizes of plastic cell inserts and 
Jiffy pellets, pots, and strips. 21 ¼” long x 11” 
wide x 2 ¾” high.
TRay with holes. $3.50 ea, 10 / $29.75*
TRaynh without drainage $3.50 ea, 10 / 
$21.95*
*add $6.00 additional shipping costs

Quad Thick Trays
Super Heavy Duty 1020 propagation tray and 
insert to assist growers in achieving maximum 
output for their growing efforts. This high quality 
injection molded tray is four times the thickness 
of industry standard 1020 trays.
fh1400237 Quad Thick Tray - holes $6.99
fh1400235 Quad Thick Tray - no holes $6.99
*add $6.00 additional shipping costs

clear plastic dome
2” high dome with vents. Fits standard 10x20 
trays.
fh1400226 $4.99 each
*add $6.00 additional shipping costs

plastic cell inserts
Vacuum formed plastic cells for seed germination 
and young transplants.
cell606, one sheet contains 36 units
cell806, one sheet contains 48 units
cell1001, one sheet contains 10 units
cell1204, one tray contains 48 units
$2.50 each | 10 for $21.25*
*add $6.00 additional shipping costs

10 coconut coir pellet seed starting 
greenhouse kit
Kit comes with a bottom 
tray to catch water, 10 
x 42mm coconut coir 
pellets, and a 2” humidity 
dome. Coconut coir 
pellets are dried and 
compressed in a secure, 
fine mesh netting. All you 
need to get growing is water and seeds! 
product dimensions: 1.75” x 8” x 4”. 
pb3259 $5.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

16 cell coconut coir seed starting 
greenhouse kit
Kit comes with a bottom 
tray to catch water, a 
16 cell coconut coir 
insert sheet, and a 2” 
humidity dome. Ideal for 
windowsill or small space 
growing. 
product dimensions: 5.5” x 21.5” x 2”.
pb3449 $10.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

72 cell greenhouse seed starting kit
Kit comes with a bottom 
tray to catch water, a 72 
cell insert sheet, and a 
2” humidity dome. Made 
from recycled materials. 
All you need to get 
growing is soil and seeds! 
product dimensions: 
11.5” x 21.5” x 2”.
pb3454 $14.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

mini greenhouse kit – nanodome
SunBlaster Mini 
Greenhouse Kits have 
been the starting point 
for many of today’s 
growers. There simply 
is no better or faster 
way to get growing 
fresh microgreens, 
herbs or seeds 
started and ready for 
transplant. SunBlaster 
Mini Greenhouse kits 
use professional grade 
lighting as the catalyst 
for great growing. The 
kit consist of a Heavy 
Duty 1020 tray, 7” NanoDome with ingenious light 
tracks, and a commercial grade SunBlaster 18” 
T5HO with NanoTech T5 Reflector.
fh1600205 $59.99
fh1600207 $99.99 with strip light stand
*add $10.00 additional shipping costs

micro grow light garden
Each Growlight 
Garden is supplied 
with 4 tough reusable 
growing trays for easy 
succession planting. 
The included raised 
platform and capillary 
matting allows plants 
to self-water for up to 
14 days. Everything 
you need but seed 
and soil to get up and growing quickly. Base is 
18”x8”. 
garden includes:
• One SunBlaster T5HO 12” 11 Watt 6400K Grow 
Lamp and Ballast
• One SunBlaster 12” NanoTech T5 Reflector
• Power Cord with on/off switch
• Garden Canopy - height adjustable to 18”
• Heavy Duty Base - serves as the reservoir for 
auto watering via the included wicking mat
• Raised platform - for auto watering via the 
wicking mat
• Wicking mat for auto watering
• Four Seedling Trays - providing both auto-
watering capability and aeration in one great tray
fh1600198 $99.99
*add $10.00 additional shipping costs

seedling heat mats
Improves germination 
by warming the soil. 
Maintains a controlled 
temperature all season 
long which increases 
growing success. 
Lighting, watering and 
planting information is included - with complete 
instructions printed right on the mat.
8.5”x18.5” $39.99 pb3462
20” x 20” $74.99 pb3463
20” x 48” $114.99 pb3464
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

biodegRadable pelleTs & poTs

jiffy peat pellets
Made from pure 
compressed Sphagnum 
Peat Moss with mesh 
to hold their shape. 
When watered, they 
expand to seven times 
their size and become a complete growing unit! 
The expanded pellets grow to 1½” in diameter 
and 2⅛”  deep. Seeds may be started directly in 
the expanded pellets and eventually the entire 
system may be planted directly into the garden. 
55 Pellets will fit in standard trays. Approx. 1¾” 
in diameter.
jpelleT20 20 pellets $8.99
jpelleT50 50 pellets $12.99
jpelleT100 100 pellets $18.99
*add $6.00 additional shipping costs

jiffy peat pots
Growing in Jiffy Pots 
eliminates root spiraling 
and transplant shock as 
the pots may be planted 
directly into your garden! 
Pots are 4” round, 10 
pots will fit a standard seed tray.
jR4 10 pots $4.90*
*add $2.00 additional shipping costs
50 pots $20.00**
**add $3.00 additional shipping costs

jiffy peat strips
Jiffy Strips are 
comprised of 6, 8 or 
10 Jiffy pots that are 
fastened together 
as a unit. Ideal for 
starting plants, and 
may be organized in 
trays for ease of care. 
Jiffy Strips are easy to fill and easy to break apart 
when it’s time for transplanting. 
js8 8 cells per strip, 4 strips fit in standard 
tray (2⅔”) 10 strips $7.20* 
js6 6 cells per strip, 3 strips fit in standard 
tray (3”) 10 strips $9.00*
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs
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coco coir pots
Seeds and cuttings 
flourish in these 
biodegradable pots. 
Once the plant starts 
to mature, plant the pot 
and its contents directly 
into the garden. Roots 
will easily penetrate 
through the coconut 
coir. Perfect for seedlings that do not like to be 
transplanted
pb3488 2.5” Round x 12/pk $2.99
pb3489 3” Round x 8/pk $2.99
pb3490 4.25” Round x 6/pk $3.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

coconut coir growing strips
Pack comes with 4 
strips, each strip has 
8 cells that are 2.5” in 
diameter. 32 cells total. 
Seeds and cuttings 
flourish in these 
biodegradable pots. 
Once the plant starts 
to mature, cut the 
strips into individual pots and plant the pot and 
its contents directly in soil.
pb3451 $9.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs 

Please note that due to volatility in the supply 
chain, prices may change 

throughout the 2024 season.
For the most up-to-date pricing please visit 

www.halifaxseed.ca

soil healTh & amendmenTs

Rapitest ph soil Tester
Soil tests for pH, patented colour 
comparator system. 10 tests per 
package.
ll1612 $13.99
*add $3.00 additional shipping 
costs

Rapitest soil Test kit
40 test capsules to test for 
pH and NPK. 10 each for pH, 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. Patented 
color comparator system.
ll1612 $37.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

myke mycorrhizae
MYKE contains a 
beneficial fungus which 
associates with plant roots 
and increases nutrient 
uptake. This essential nutrient stimulates root 
development and enhances plant growth. Great 
when sowing seeds and planting transplants. 
(cabbage and beets will not be colonized by the 
fungus in MYKE). 
pb611020 veg & herb 1l $16.99
pb611000 flower 1l $16.99
pb611030 Tree & shrub $21.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

earth alive soil activator
A biofertilizer and biostimulant 
designed for organic and 
conventional gardening. The 
beneficial microorganisms (strains 
of Bacillus and Pseudomonas) 
come to life, multiplying and colonizing the 
rhizosphere. Produces healthier plants and higher 
yields, with reduced fertilizer and water use.
easa-425 425g $24.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

plant vitamins – boost 
Boost is the ultimate addition to 
your plant care routine! Use it 
whenever your plant is putting out 
lots of new growth as well as to 
encourage blooming of flowering 
plants and root growth after 
repotting. Mix 5ml per litre of water. 
100% organic, a great choice for houseplants or 
container gardens. 30ml.
pvnboosT30 $25.00
*add $3.00 additional shipping costs

plant vitamins – Thrive 
The name says it all! If you want 
your plants to thrive this is a 
must have for your plant care 
routine. Think of it like your 
plants’ multivitamin, keeping them 
strong and healthy and helping 
them deal with stress! Mix 1ml per litre of water. 
100% organic, a great choice for houseplants or 
container gardens. 60ml.
pvnThv60 $30.00
*add $3.00 additional shipping costs

pro-mix vermiculite
An expanded micaceous 
mineral that is lightweight, clean 
and odorless. It has excellent 
properties for improving soil 
aeration while retaining the 
moisture and nutrient in a peat-
based soil.
pR4981110 9l $24.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

pro-mix perlite
A lightweight, odorless 
aggregate with a neutral pH. 
Its physical structure improves 
aeration and drainage of your 
soil to benefit plant’s root 
system.
pR4981210 9l $21.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

earth worm castings
This bag contains what 
farmers refer to as “black 
gold”. There are no fillers 
here, only 100% pure 
earthworm castings certified 
for use in organic agriculture 
by Pro-Cert Organic 
Systems and OMRI listed. 
Earthworm Castings are 
screened to get out any large lumps and give you 
the perfect texture. Worm castings are the ideal 
soil amendment giving microbial life back to the 
soil structure and fertilizing boost.
g4pwc0013 5l $16.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

poTTing mixes & soils
pro-mix all purpose
Ready-to-use, this peat-
based PRO-MIX Premium 
Potting Mix is perfect for all 
indoor and outdoor container 
planting. Recommended for 
potting or re-potting plants in 
containers.
pR4980120 5l $8.99
pR4980110 9l $11.99
*add $5.00 additional 
shipping costs

pro-mix organic seed 
starting mix
OMRI-Listed and ready-to-
use, this peat-based PROMIX 
organic seed starting mix 
is specially formulated with 
all natural ingredients. Ideal 
for germinating, vegetable, 
flower, herb seeds as well as 
for starting leaf, stem or root 
cuttings.
pR4980410 9l $11.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

pro-mix organic veg & herb mix
OMRI-Listed and ready-
touse, this peat-based 
PROMIX organic vegetable 
& herb mix is perfect for all 
your vegetable, fruit, and 
herb garden needs, whether 
inground or in containers.
pR4981410 9l $12.99
*add $5.00 additional 
shipping costs

pro-mix Tropical plant mix
Ready-to-use, this peat-based 
PRO-MIX tropical plant mix 
provides optimized air porosity 
and fast water draining 
qualities while maintaining 
adequate water retention for 
growing beautiful foliage.
pR4980620 5l $8.99
*add $5.00 additional 
shipping costs

pro-mix orchid mix
This ready-to-use mix is 
specially formulated from 
select western fir bark for 
growing orchids and other 
epiphytes.
pR4980920 5l $12.99
pR4980910 9l $17.99
*add $5.00 additional 
shipping costs

pro-mix cactus mix
Ready-to-use, this peat-
based cactus mix provides 
optimized air porosity and 
fast water draining qualities 
while maintaining adequate 
water retention for cacti and 
succulent needs.
pR4981220 5l $8.99
*add $5.00 additional 
shipping costs

pro-mix african violet mix
Provides improved air 
porosity and water retention, 
ideal for these delicate plants. 
This mix is also suitable for 
all plants from the Gesneriad 
family such as Streptocarpus, 
Episcias and Gloxinias. It 
offers optimal conditions 
for growing beautiful indoor 
plants.
pR4981020 5l $8.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs
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RooTing compounds
Quickly establishes roots on cuttings. Rooting 
compounds are formulated to encourage the 
development of the best possible root systems. 

pro-mix stim Root
Pro-Mix Stim-Root Rooting Powder 
helps to stimulate root growth for 
cuttings and seedlings. Contains 
MYCOACTIVE Technology for 2x 
performance.
pp4946330 25g $8.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping 
costs 

Roots
Stimulates rapid roots growth on 
softwood and hardwood cuttings. 
Easy to use liquid root stimulator.
wl7906842 50ml $9.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping 
costs

pro-mix Root-booster
Contains two plant growth 
regulators to stimulate rapid 
and vigorous root development 
and strong plant growth. Ideal 
for transplants, trees, shrubs, 
perennials, bedding plants, 
seedbeds, cuttings, garden 
vegetables and herbs.
pp4946320 1l $16.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

labels

wooden plant labels (painted yellow) x 25
4” $7.49
5” $7.99
6” $7.99
8” $14.49
10” $14.99

plastic plant labels (white) x 25
4” $2.99
5” $3.99
6” $4.99
8” $5.99
10” $6.99

metal plant labels 
6” tall, available in packs of 4. 
zinc ll862 $10.99
copper ll861 $10.99

gaRden Tools & geaR

botanica hand Transplanter
Transplant your plants with ease with the 
Botanica Hand Transplanter. It is perfect 
for clearing clumps of roots for relocation 
or elimination. The gel cushion on the 
handle will provide you maximum comfort.
gaRnxehgTp $13.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

botanica hand Trowel
Dig holes easily when planting perennials 
and annuals, then properly elevate them, 
all with the Garant Botanica hand trowel. 
The gel cushion on the handle will provide 
you maximum comfort.
gaRnxehgTw $13.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

felco pruners - felco #2
Comfortable, light, sturdy handles 
made of forged aluminum with a lifetime 
guarantee. Blade and riveted anvil blade 
made of high-quality hardened steel for 
a clean, precise cut. All parts can be 
replaced. Hand protection is provided by 
the cushion-shock absorber and non-slip 
coating.
pyfel2 $94.99

comfortgel micro snips
ComfortGEL leaf & stem micro snip 
has double-beveled blade with tapered 
tips and ComfortGEL grips for superior 
comfort and less hand fatigue. Stainless 
steel chassis and blades for residue 
resistance.
coRfs3214d $24.99
*add $3.00 additional shipping costs

sharpening Tool
5” Super carbide file. Ideal for sharpening all 
straight blades (excludes saw blades). Easy to fit 
in pocket or scabbard, non-slip grip for easy use.
coRac8300 $19.99
*add $3.00 additional shipping costs

nitrile Touch gloves
Nitrile Touch glove gives 
gardeners what they want 
and need in a garden glove. 
Its micro-foam nitrile coating 
molds to the hand and fits 
like a second skin, enhancing 
comfort and dexterity. This 
lightweight, comfortable glove 
is designed for tough garden jobs protecting 
hands from abrasion and puncture injuries. This 
glove features a 13-gauge seamless nylon knit 
liner that is breathable, which helps to reduce 
sweating, and is machine washable for easy 
cleaning.
small $9.99 | medium $9.99 | large $9.99

32oz multi use Trigger sprayer
Chapin’s Trigger Sprayer is 
perfect for misting plants and is 
also compatible with common 
fertilizers, weed killers and 
pesticides. It’s great for everyday 
tasks.
ch1055 $13.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping 
costs

Tatume harvest bag 
Made from a waxed canvas 
that resists water and dirt. 
The adjustable crossed straps 
at the back help to ensure a 
balanced weight distribution 
that will keep you comfortable 
while you work. With plenty of 
roomy pockets for storage, the 
work apron can easily stash 
your tablet, phone, pencils, 
small tools and even includes a 
loop for a hand towel, keeping 
everything you need easy to access.
$49.99

omani field belt 
Made from 12oz waxed 
canvas that resists 
water and dirt, the Field 
Belt has your back 
during long planting 
or harvesting days. 
With an adjustable belt 
and plenty of roomy 
pockets for storage, this 

accessory can easily stash your water canister, 
phone, pencils, small tools, and even includes 
a loop for a hand towel, keeping everything you 
need within arm’s reach.
$84.99

market apron 
With the ergonomics 
and productivity of the 
user at heart, the Tatume 
Harvest Bag is designed 
with a convertible strap 
that can easily be worn 
across the shoulder, 
around the waist or cross 
body. Constructed from 
waxed cotton canvas, 
this weather and water-resistant bag makes it the 
essential foraging and harvesting companion.
$89.99

TRellis & coveRs
plant & seed guard
A light weight, 0.5oz, permeable blanket made 
of white spunbond fabric creating an excellent 
micro-environment for newly seeded grass 
and plantings. Promotes germination and 
plant growth and protects from frost by raising 
temperatures beneath the fabric by 4 degrees. 
Easy to use and UV treated. Can be reused for a 
few seasons.
dwpg12 12’ x 10’ $24.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

n-sulate frost protection blanket
A medium weight 1.5 oz, 
permeable fabric is ideal 
for protecting flowering 
annuals, bedding plants and 
vegetables from severe cold 
and freezing temperatures. 
Easy to use, this UV treated 
blanket can be reused over a 
few seasons.
dwns12 12’ x 10’ $49.99

harvest-guard floating Row cover
Floating cover traps heat and moisture for bigger 
and earlier crop yields Protects against frost, 
insects and birds. Easy to use, “floats” over crops 
without support. Reusable.
dahg-25 5x25 $31.99
dahg-50 5x50 $59.99

garden Trellis net (pea & bean netting)
A great way to support peas 
and beans, cucumbers, 
grapes, tomatoes, clematis, 
nasturtiums and more 
climbing plants. Growing on 
a trellis net produces better 
yields by keeping vines off 
the ground, more exposure 
to air and sunlight, and will 
reduce disease and ground 
rot losses.
QT6125 1.8m x 3.6m (72x144”) $8.99 
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

Trellis netting
Heavy-duty, tangle-free nylon 
netting is ideal for growing 
tomatoes, peas, and vining 
crops. Harvesting is easy 
with the 7in reach-through 
mesh. This netting should 
last you multiple seasons of 
growing.
daTp-15c 5’ x15’ $21.99
daTp-30c 5’ x 30’ $34.99
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protective netting
Protects berries and tree fruits from hungry birds 
and small animals. Birds avoid getting tangled 
in Bird d-Fence Protective Netting. Can keep 
animals and debris out of swimming pools and 
ponds. UV resistant, Safe for animals and the 
environment. Can use anywhere in the garden.
Qbn721 7’ x 21’ $17.99
*add $5.00 additional shipping costs

burlap bag
A versatile product for sure - this 24” x 40” burlap 
bag is perfect to store root vegetables, can be 
used as a cover for small shrubs or even try 
growing some veg in it.
dwbuRlapbag $8.99 

planT Ties
vinyl stretch Tie
A great tie for fastening, training 
and supporting your plants. The 
heavy duty vinyl expands with 
the growth of the plants and 
is not affected by temperature 
changes so you don’t have 
to worry about breakage or 
cutting.
ll844 1/2” x 150’ $7.99

plant Twist Tie
A convenient way to fasten 
plants to trellises and other 
garden supports. The twist tie 
provides stable support. 0.4mm 
galvanized wire with a green 
plastic coating. Cutter included 
on roll.
ll841 30m (100’) $5.99

foam wire Tie
This 10m (32.5’) foam wire tie is a 
strong and withstanding tie that is 
excellent for a variety of yard and 
garden projects. Great to use on tender 
plants such as tomatoes.
ll835 10m (32.5’) $21.99

gifTs foR gaRdeneRs

world’s finest scrubbies
These scrubbies are amazing! 
They clean WITHOUT 
scratching. Use in the Kitchen, 
Bathroom, Garden, washing 
sporting equipment and can 
even be used to remove 
dirt and paint from hands and calluses on feet. 
Scrubbies are okay to use on ceramic stove tops 
and stainless steel appliances. Everyone must try 
the World’s Finest Scrubbie!
small 6”x 4.5” $2.99 each or 3 for $7.95
large 6”x9” $5.99

Rainbow scrubby sponge
All the magic of 
the World’s Finest 
Scrubby now available 
as a Sponge. This 
outrageously useful 
sponge is good to 
use around the home, 
outdoors and for 
automotive detailing. 
Rainbow Scrubbies are environmentally friendly 
and remove most stains and debris with just 
water.
scRubsponge $2.99

naturally nancy’s protective 
hand cream
A protective layer for your skin 
while it moisturizes. Made from 
natural beeswax and mineral 
oil, with no added scent. 
Naturally Nancy’s cream is made in Nova Scotia 
and one of Halifax Seed’s favourite products.
40g $5.99 | 100g $11.99
*extra shipping may apply

halifax seed gardener’s soap
It’s pretty & it’s 
gritty! This all natural 
Gardener’s Soap has 
refreshing scents of 
lavender, rosemary & 
spearmint essential oils. 
It contains fine pumice and coffee grinds to scrub 
away the tough gardening stains. Yet, the olive 
and coconut oils make it gentle and moisturizing 
for your hands. Full of healing essential oils to 
heal those cuts and scraps that come from a hard 
days’ work in the garden.
awsoap $6.99 

atlantick spray
Atlantick Spray is a 
highly effective, natural-
ingredient repellent that 
provides long-lasting 
protection against ticks 
and other biting insects. 
This spray boasts a 
refreshing scent of 
lemon eucalyptus and 
feels good on the skin.
60ml $13.99 | 240ml 
$31.99
*add $5 additional 
shipping costs   
 

kids’ hand Tool kit
Initiate your little ones to gardening with the 
Garant Kids’ hand tools set. You can also use 
these tools to work with your raised gardens or 
your indoor plants.
$14.99
*add $5 additional shipping costs   
 

botanica container 
gardening kit
Includes 2 plastic hand 
tools: a hand trowel to move 
plants and soil, and a hand 
cultivator to aerate the soil. 
Also includes a bypass 
precision pruner to cut live 
branches and harvest your 
vegetables and herbs.
$31.99
*add $5 additional shipping costs   
 
starting seeds
Get a jump on the gardening 
season! In this Storey Basics 
guide, Barbara Ellis provides 
the basic information that 
you need to start a variety 
of vegetables, herbs, and 
flowers from seed. Ellis 
shares simple, proven 
techniques for sowing seeds, 
managing indoor plants, 
and creating proper growing conditions so your 
seedlings can thrive.
$12.95
 
The year-Round vegetable gardener
Even in winter’s coldest months you can harvest 
fresh, delicious produce. 
Drawing on insights gained 
from years of growing 
vegetables in Nova Scotia, 
Nikki Jabbour shares her 
simple techniques for 
gardening throughout 
the year. Learn how to 
select the best varieties 
for each season, the art of 
succession planting, and 
how to build inexpensive structures to protect 
your crops from the elements.
$29.95
*add $3 additional shipping costs   
 
plants for atlantic gardens
With all the special challenges 
associated with gardening 
in Atlantic Canada, in-
depth information and 
genuine inspiration are even 
more important. Plants for 
Atlantic Gardens is your 
go-to resource for growing 
perennials, shrubs, and 
trees on the East Coast. Each plant description 
includes essential gardening information, such 
as growing requirements, hardiness, height, and 
bloom period.
$31.99
*add $3 additional shipping costs   
 
gardener’s log book
Use this waterproof journal throughout the 
seasons, from building catalog wish lists early in 
the year, to noting the first 
signs of spring, to recording 
what vegetable crops you 
planted and their yield, to 
organizing yourself for bulb 
planting in fall, to, finally, 
putting the garden to bed for 
the winter. A five year grid at 
the beginning of each month 
offers space to note annual 
garden cycles over time, and 
journal entry pages are lined for notes or graphed 
for diagramming plantings.
$24.99
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4 year clear greenhouse plastic
Super4 is a high end 6-mil clear greenhouse film, made in Canada, and designed for our harsh and diverse 
weather conditions. This tough film is a long-life product that will last for at least 4 years when installed with 
wirelock. 

Benefits include:
• Outstanding light transmission, haze and clarity ratings help optimize yield in greenhouse applications. 
• A unique manufacturing process and advanced resin technology provide film with superior tear strength.
• High strength at folds reduces the likelihood of punctures and tears in critical area. 
• Advanced UV stabilizers maximize physical properties for the rated life of film and help protect film from 

chemical damage
• Bee compatibility feature allows more of the UV spectrum to pass through the film, making it easier for bees 

to navigate and achieve more efficient pollination than with mechanical means.
14’ wide x 100’ long sdf414100  $380.00
32’ wide x 100’ long sdf432100  $721.50
40’ wide x 100’ long sdf440100 $1016.99
48’ wide x 100’ long sdf448100  $1081.00
* additional sizes available. 32’ wide and 14’ wide available by the foot in retail locations. please call 902-
454-7456 for inquires. 
**additional shipping charges will apply and are determined by your location.

white poly / Rink plastic
This is the perfect plastic for installing a winter skating rink in your own backyard! Can also be used for 
overwintering nursery stock in greenhouses or coldframes. One season UV stabilized film is 3mil with 70% 
opacity. The tri-layer extrusion of tough copolymer resins provide needed protection to endure hard winter 
environments. 
32’ wide x 100’ long Tl32100w3 $304.50
* additional sizes available. please call 902-454-7456 for inquires. 
**additional shipping charges will apply and are determined by your location.

gReenhouse plasTic
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vego garden modular Raised bed 
Build one of nine possible configurations from one compact, modular kit. The 3.5’ x 6.5’ and 2’ x 8’ configurations are among the most iconic designs for 
anyone who is new to garden beds. The height is also great for easy, quick access when gardening and assists in keeping slugs and pests at a minimum too. 
Great for growing herbs, succulents, veggies, or flowers. 20 year lifespan. Assemble in 40 minutes, all hardware included.
olive green $299.99
modern gray $299.99
pearl white $299.99
*add $10 additional shipping costs

Raised beds, gReenhouses & gReenhouse 
plasTic

growiT garden greenhouse
Start seedlings early or extend your growing season late with the Grow IT Garden 
Greenhouse. This easy-to-assemble, compact greenhouse is constructed with a 
high-grade tubular steel frame. The clear PVC cover allows the maximum amount 
of light to reach the plants, even in cooler months. The cover protects young 
seedlings in the early Spring and Late Fall weather. The frame is made of 5/8 
in. high-grade tubular steel. The frame has a powder coated finish that resists 
chipping, peeling, rust, and corrosion. The greenhouse has a fitted clear PVC 
cover with integrated tie-downs. The cover allows the maximum amount of light 
to reach the plants. The cover has a double-zipper door for easy access to plants 
and seeds. The greenhouse can be assembled in about 15 minutes with quick-
snap assembly. No tools required.
sTl70520 large 4’8” x 4’8” x 6’5” $189.99
sTl70519 small 4’8” x 29” x 6’5” $139.99
*add $10 additional shipping costs

growiT 4-Tier mini growhouse
This 4-tier mini greenhouse has all the benefits of a larger grow house without the 
need for extra space. Start seedlings or extend your growing season. This easy-
to-assemble, compact greenhouse is constructed with a high-grade steel tubular 
frame. 
features include:
· PVC cover
· Steel frame
· Mesh Shelving
· Double zipper door panels
Full size: 2’ x 5’ x 1.5’
 sTl70517 $79.99
*add $10 additional shipping costs

growiT garden low greenhouse 3’x8’x3’ 
A great choice to extend the season in your raised bed or garden bed! The clear 
PVC cover allows the maximum amount of light to reach the plants, even in 
cooler months. With 3 double-zipper window panels for easy access to plants, 
the cover protects plants in the early spring and late fall weather. 
sTl70518 $99.99
*add $10 additional shipping costs

OLIVE GREENPEARL WHITE MODERN GREY
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Grass Seed 
& Cover Crops

**Shipping Rates Vary. Please call for 
shipping costs for all sizes of grass seed.

Grass Seed pricing can fluctuate. 
For most up-to-date pricing 

on all our varieties please visit 
halifaxseed.ca
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GraSS SeeD mixeS
gReenfasT™
premium Turfgrass mixture
Outstanding seedling vigour and aggressive 
growth ensure rapid establishment. Greenfast is 
endophyte enhanced to produce a superior quality 
turf that’s hardy, tolerant to drought, and disease 
resistant. Grows well in sun and shade. 
Greenfast Contains:
30% Dominator Perennial Rye
40% Midnight Kentucky Bluegrass
15% Shadow III chewing Fescue
15% Rev Creeping Red Fescue
qty Coverage Price

750g 27m2 300 sq.ft $16.99
2kg 93m2 1000 Sq.ft $34.99
5kg 232m2 2500 Sq.ft $79.99
10kg 465m2 5000 Sq.ft $149.99
25kg 1120m2 12000 sq.ft $349.99

gReenxTReme
Resistant Turfgrass mixture
GreenXtreme is Halifax Seed’s premium turfgrass 
mix that does not include Kentucky Bluegrass. 
This mix is perfect for those that battle insects 
(chinch and grubs) and diseases that greatly 
affect KBG varieties. Tolerant to drought, turf type 
tall fescues are the new age of turf grass for both 
home and recreational lawns. 
GreenXtreme Contains:
80% Double Take Turf-Type Tall Fescue
20% Dominator Turf-Type Perennial ryegrass
qty Coverage Price

2kg 93m2 1000 Sq.ft $32.99
5kg 232m2 2500 Sq.ft $79.99
10kg 465m2 5000 Sq.ft $139.99
25kg 1120m2 12000 sq.ft $329.99

gReen velveT™
all purpose lawn seed blend
An improved mixture of Perennial Ryegrass, a 
hardy Fescue and Kentucky Bluegrass, Green 
Velvet fills in quickly, and grows an attractive turf 
grass that’s resilient to high traffic. 
Green Velvet Contains:
40% 98/85 Kentucky Bluegrass
60% Perennial Ryegrass
qty Coverage Price

750g 21m2 225 sq.ft $14.99
2kg 70m2 750 Sq.ft $32.99
5kg 209m2 2250 Sq.ft $69.99
10kg 418m2 4500 Sq.ft $129.99
25kg 930m2 10000 sq.ft $319.99

hi-way mix™
Ideal for cottages, campgrounds and other less 
formal areas where ruggedness and green cover 
is required rather than a formal home lawn. 
15% Timothy
30% Tall Fescue
30% Annual Ryegrass
15% Alsike Clover
50% Kentucky Bluegrass
qty Coverage Price

2kg 70m2 750 Sq.ft $21.99
5kg 174m2 1875 Sq.ft $49.99
11.34kg 418m2 4500 Sq.ft $99.99
22.68kg 930m2 10000 sq.ft $199.99

shady nook
A special blend of grass that’s shade tolerant. 
We have developed this mix for those looking to 
grow grass in the very shady lawns of South End 
Halifax. If you want to grow grass in the shade 
this is the mix you need!
20% Bluebonnet Kentucky Bluegrass
25% Dominator Perennial Ryegrass
35% Shadow III Chewing Fescue
20% Rev Creeping Red Fescue
qty Coverage Price

750g 27m2 300 sq.ft $16.99
2kg 93m2 1000 Sq.ft $34.99
25kg 1120m2 12000 sq.ft $349.99

CoVer CroPS
Grasses and legumes that are sown onto 
unplanted soil surfaces. Will help with erosion 
control and reduce spreading of weeds. Also 
known as green manures, these crops can benefit 
the soil greatly by adding needed nutrients to give 
you the best crops. Digging will become easier 
as the deep rooting species improves the soil 
structure by loosening and aerating the soil. 

common no.1 whiTe cloveR
A low-growing perennial clover. When tilled into 
the soil it adds nitrogen adding in garden growth. 
Works as a living mulch and tolerates both shade 
and traffic. Flowers attract beneficial insects. 
1kg $29.99 *Add $6.00 extra shipping

micRocloveR
Micro clover is a perennial white clover that 
grows to approximately 4-6 inches tall, making 
it ideal for a lawn alternative or as an addition 
to an existing lawn. It is a very fine-leaved white 
clover, primarily spreading by stolons that travel 
outwards on the soil surface which root as they 
come into contact with the soil surface.
500g $64.99 (covers 1000sqft)
*Add $5.00 extra shipping

fall Rye
Planted in the fall, this cereal grain grows quickly 
and overwinters gardens well. Helps to aerate 
the soil and improves drainage. When it starts to 
grow in the spring turn under or cut back before it 
reaches 30cm (12”) tall.
1kg $4.99 (covers 500sq.ft) 
*Add $6.00 extra shipping
2kg $6.99 (covers 1000 sq.ft) 
*Add $8.00 extra shipping) 
*Larger sizes available. Please call for pricing and 
shipping costs. 

buckwheaT 
Matures in just 6-8 weeks, Buckwheat is a best 
when planted in between the spring and fall crops. 
This broadleaf plant is very effective against 
weeds. Ensure you do not let this crop go to seed. 
Buckwheat’s white flowers can work well in filler 
arrangements but also attracts beneficial insects 
to your garden. 1Kg covers 1,000 sq.ft.
1kg $8.99 (covers 1000 sq.ft)
*Add $6.00 extra shipping
2kg $15.99 (covers 2000 sq.ft)
*Add $8.00 extra shipping
*Larger sizes available. Please call for pricing and 
shipping costs.
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Start to finish lawn Care tips

Starting a new lawn
soil

In order to get a perfect lawn one must start with 
the right base. Ensure that the area to be seeded 
is properly graded with a gentle slope away from 
buildings and is weed free. Drainage is important. 
In heavier soils some tilling may be required to 
ensure a good base for the new lawn. A healthy 
lawn needs 12 to 15cm (6-8”) of good topsoil. 
If there is not enough topsoil, buy some from a 
reputable supplier. The best lawn soil contains an 
adequate level of organic matter. Careful choice 
will eliminate troublesome weeds later on. Work 
the topsoil (rake it out) just before seeding, but 
don’t pulverize it. Ideally, particles should be 
about the size of a finger tip. If the soil is lacking 
in organic matter mix in some peat moss, rotted 
manure or compost. Finally, a good turf starter 
fertilizer, higher in phosphorus than nitrogen, 
should be spread on the seedbed evenly. Liming 
is also advised in Atlantic Canada.

choosing the seed

There are many excellent varieties of grass seed, 
but no one variety is ideal for every condition. It 
pays to select good quality seed. It is also wise to 
choose a mixture of varieties in accordance with 
your requirements. This will depend on sun and 
shade conditions, how much foot traffic there will 
be, how short the grass will be cut, etc.. 

sowing the seed

With the soil prepared and the seed selected, it 
is time to plant your lawn. Small areas may be 
seeded by hand but best results are obtained 
using a spreader. When sowing be generous 
with the seed. The package will state the proper 
coverage for best results. For larger lawns the 
area should be divided into sections. Using a 
spreader, sow half the seed for each section 
as you walk in one direction, then walk at right 
angles as you sow the rest. Use a light lawn 
rake to work seeds in to a depth of 3-6mm (1/4”). 
Water slowly and evenly until the top 1” (2 ½ cm) 
of top soil is thoroughly moist and keep soil moist 
until grass seedlings are well established. Avoid 
creating puddles.

watering, feeding and weeding

Water regularly with a fine spray, until the new 
lawn is well-established. Once the lawn is 
established, it should get 1” of water per week, 
either from natural rain or irrigation. A light 
sprinkling will not suffice because it encourages 
shallow rooting and makes the lawn less tolerant 
to heat and drought. Avoid flooding which might 
cause erosion or drown the tender seedlings. Do 
not let the seedbed dry out until grass is growing 
over the entire area. When your new lawn 
reaches a height of 6-8cm, cut to about 5cm and 
maintain it at that height. Ensure that your mower 
blade is sharp!

established lawn maintenance 
Having a healthy, good looking lawn is easier 
than you may think. Keeping on top of regular 
maintenance will not only ensure that your lawn 
looks great but it will keep weeds, insects and 
disease at bay. 

soil

Proper soil conditions on your lawn will encourage 
healthy grass while inhibiting the growth of most 
weeds. Grass plants need at least 6” of topsoil to 
allow vigorous root growth. Top dressing with an 
inch of soil each year is a great way to help
a lawn that has little topsoil. Applying lime twice 
a year will help to improve the soil pH, most turf 
grass prefer a pH of about 6.5. Aeration is useful, 
especially in compacted or clay soils, as it allows 
water, nutrients and top dressing of compost to 
get directly to the roots. 

seeding

A lawn may be seeded in the spring or fall. 
For damaged and unattractive lawns that may 
not have a good soil base we recommend top 
dressing with soil and overseeding (see tips on 
renovating your lawn).

fertilizing

Fertilizer has a 3 number combination that refers 
to the ratio of nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and 
potassium (K), known as N-P-K. Fertilize mid-
April and again in mid June with a lawn food 
high in nitrogen to encourage leaf growth. In 
late September/October, apply a fertilizer high in 
potassium, which encourages general vigor. This 
fall application is important to help the turf survive 
the winter. When starting a lawn, use a starter 
fertilizer that is high in phosphorus to encourage 
root growth. Organic and synthetic slow release 
fertilizers both provide the nutrition your lawn 
needs. Natural/Organic fertilizers use the 
microorganisms in the soil to make the nutrients 
available to the grass. The soil temperature needs 
to be 10°C or higher. Synthetic slow release 
fertilizers are designed to meter out the nutrients 
over a long period of time. The best time to 
fertilize your lawn is when it is actively growing 
and in need of nutrients. Always use a spreader 
and follow the rates on the package.
N-Nitrogen – Encourages Leaf Growth
P-Phosphorous – Encourages Root Growth
K-Potassium – Encourages General Vigor

mowing

In times of stress, such as during hot, dry weather 
your grass should be mowed at a height which 
is a little longer than usual in order to conserve 
moisture. Grass growing in shaded areas will also 
benefit from a high mowing height, as more leaf 
surface is required in low light conditions to make 
sufficient food. To avoid stressing the grass when 
mowing your lawn, never remove more than 1/3 
of the leaf blade at a time. It is healthier to mow 
more frequently than to allow the lawn to grow 
very tall and then remove a large portion of the 
grass all at once. The ideal height for most turf 
grass varieties is between 2-3”. To avoid injury to 
the grass, keep your mower blades sharp.

watering

During dry periods water deeply once per week 
rather than watering lightly each day. A light 
watering will encourage the roots to grow shallow 
and will weaken the lawn. To monitor how much 
water has been applied, place a container on the 
lawn and water until there is 1” of water in it. If 
possible, water in the morning. If you are unable 
to water, do not mow during dry periods. The 
grass will retreat into dormancy and grow again 
when the weather has improved and moisture is 
available.

lawn Renovation steps

If you lawn is in poor shape, try a complete 
renovation job. Here is how:
1. Mow grass as short as possible
2. Rake hard to loosen soil
3. Apply a lawn starter fertilizer 
4. Cover the lawn with a thin layer of weed-free 
top soil (typically about 1” deep but you can still 
see the grass coming up through it); rake lightly
5. Sow with a quality Halifax Seed Lawn Seed 
Mixture at the full rate recommended on the bare 
areas and at half rate on established grass; rake 
lightly
6. Water regularly with a fine spray to keep the 
surface moist until the new seed is established.

yearly lawn care summary

april-may
• Apply lime to raise the pH of Atlantic Canada’s 
acidic soil
• Rake up moss or apply moss control
• Rake the entire lawn, vigorously, to remove any 
thatch buildup
• Over-seed any bare or thin areas
• Fertilize with a high nitrogen slow release or 
organic lawn fertilizer
june
• Hand weed or apply a weed control product to 
control weeds*
• Apply a late spring or early summer lawn 
fertilizer
july-august
• When mowing, keep the grass at least 3” long
• Fertilize with a summer organic fertilizer
• Water heavily once per week during dry periods 
or not at all
september-october
• Over-seed any bare or thin areas
• Hand weed or apply a weed control product to 
control weeds*
• Apply lime to raise the pH of the soil
• Fertilize with a fall lawn fertilizer
• Compost leaves and other garden debris

*Hand weeding may be done anytime during the 
season and brown areas should be immediately 
investigated for insects and disease. Remember 
to read all labels before using any lawn care 
products. 
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Growing your own vegetables and flowers is fun and easy. Flowers are a great way to cheer up your outdoor living space, while vegetables 
provide you and your family with healthy and nutritious food. Below you will find the basic starting equipment and conditions that plants need 
to grow. It doesn’t take much to get started!

Seed Starting 101

Whether you hope to grow vegetables 
to fill your kitchen with healthy produce, 
or flowers to brighten your days with 
beautiful blooms, gardening can enrich 
your life as you build your skills and 
nurture your plants. It all starts with a 
seed, so follow along for our best tips 
and tricks for a successful seed starting 
season. 

equiPment eSSentialS

Trays                                       
Trays hold your seedlings! Trays with no 
holes retain water, so it’s recommended 
to add a tray with holes to hold your 
soil, cells, or pots to make watering and 
drainage easy. Simply lift the inner tray 
to dump excess water from the outer, 
reducing the likelihood of problems like 
root rot and damping off.

Cells & Pots
Cell sheets or strips can be used to 
help divide seedlings. Choose a size 
according to the expected growth of 
your seedling and the frequency with 
which you’re comfortable transplanting 
them up. Seedlings can also be started 
in small individual containers such as 
peat or plastic pots. Choose smaller 
pots whenever possible, or the seed 
will expend energy on excessive 
root development instead of plant 
development.

Domes
Domes are used to retain moisture 
and maintain a humid environment.  
Low domes are used for germination 
while high domes are used for larger 
cuttings or more mature seedlings 
that require high humidity.  A high 
humidity environment will improve seed 
germination.

Light
Plants derive their energy from light, 
and so light is necessary for plants to 
grow. A bright, south facing window 
may suffice, but supplemental lighting is 
recommended especially for seedlings 
with high light requirements. Seedlings 
will lean towards the light so be sure to 
rotate your seedlings if your light source 
is not directly overhead.  A lack of light 
can result in spindly, leggy plants with 
weak stems and poor growth habits, a 
process called etiolation. 

Grow lights can be used to supplement 
or replace natural light and enhance 
growth. When starting seedlings, lights 
should be set up so they can be raised 
and lowered. Start with your lights 
several inches from your trays and raise 
them as the plants grow. Grow lights 
are ideally placed 4 to 6 inches away 
from the seedlings, directly above the 
center of your tray. 

Water
It’s important to avoid overwatering 
when starting seedlings, so a spray 
bottle or watering can that produces a 
gentle shower is essential. Keeping the 
soil consistently moist is key for good 
germination. Look for watering cans 
with small holes in the rose for gentle 
watering to avoid displacing your seeds.

equiPment oPtionS 

Labels
Labels are not required, but are highly 
recommended. They help to keep track 
of the seeds you’ve started as well as 
the date you sowed them. 

Heat Mat
Heat mats provide heat from below to 
improve germination and stimulate root 
growth. Some plants like luffa require 
a heat mat for reliable germination and 
growth.

SoilS

Sterile growing mediums are essential 
to starting seeds.  All seeds need a 
good sterile soil to start sprouting.  
Sterile Potting Soil
Potting soils used for seed starting 
should ideally be light and airy, with 
good drainage and little to no added 
nutrients. Most potting soils are 
primarily made up of sterile sphagnum 
peat moss, which is lightweight and can 

absorb 10-20 times its weight in water.  
Peat moss is naturally acidic, so lime 
is added to the mix to neutralize the 
medium. Perlite made from volcanic ash 
is added to lighten the soil and improve 
aeration. Perlite looks like small 
white pebbles and does not absorb 
water. Vermiculite is also added to most 
potting mixes. It looks similar to perlite 
but it absorbs and stores water for 
plants to use, and contains magnesium 
and potassium which are beneficial for 
root development. Pro Mix potting soils 
also include mycorrhizae. Mycorrhizae 
is a beneficial fungus that helps create 
strong root systems to improve nutrient 
uptake and plant health.

Peat or Coir Pellets
Peat pellets are made of sphagnum 
peat moss or coconut coir and are 
wrapped in a fine mesh to hold their 
shape.  Pellets must be pre-soaked in 
water before use.  After soaking for 12 
hours, pellets expand to many times 
their initial size.  Squeeze out excess 
water before planting your seeds. Some 
people prefer pellets because the plant 
and pellet can be transplanted together 
into larger pots or the garden, making 
them ideal for seedlings with delicate 
root systems. The mesh can take 
multiple years to compost into your soil.
Garden Soil/ Recycled Soil
Do not use unsterilized garden soil 
or organic matter for starting seeds 
indoors. Unsterilized mediums may 
contain fungi and/or other organisms 
like pest eggs or larvae, all of which can 
damage or kill tender seedlings.

SowinG anD GrowinG SeeDS

Once you have selected the seeds 
you plan to grow during the gardening 
season, refer to your seed packets 
and planting zone to plan when each 
seed should be sown. Using a journal 
or calendar is one of the best ways 
to make a schedule, and has the 
added benefit of becoming a reference 
document for future years. 
Always read the directions on your 
seed packets. Packets will typically 
state how long each seed will take to 
germinate and when they will be ready 
to transplant. When you’re ready to 
plant, start by pre-moistening your soil. 
Soil is perfectly saturated if a handful 
of soil retains its shape after being 
squeezed, with no excess water running 
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out. Fill your cells or pots with your soil 
until they’re slightly overflowing, then 
tap your tray down gently to ensure 
there are no air pockets. Brush off any 
excess soil. 

The average germination rate of 
most seeds is around 85%, so many 
people like to plant two seeds per 
cell to ensure success. If both seeds 
germinate, remove the weaker of the 
two seedlings.  

Place your seeds on the soil surface, 
then gently push down seeds to 
the desired depth (refer to seed 
packet). The planting depth of 
seeds is very important for proper 
germination. Typically, smaller seeds 
require shallow planting depths while 
larger seeds need to be planted 
deeper. Seeds that require shallow 
depth can be covered with a light layer 
of vermiculite or sand before watering.
After your seeds are planted, gently 
mist with a spray bottle or watering can 
to settle the soil. Place a clear plastic 
dome over the tray to keep the air 
humid and promote germination while 
reducing the frequency of watering.  
Trays can be set on a heat mat to 
increase the rate of germination and 
help with root development. 

Warmth
Most seedlings prefer daytime 
temperatures of around 22C and 
nighttime temperatures of 18C. This 
ensures that the seedling won’t stretch 
or become weak. There are a few 
common exceptions to this rule – 
tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers like 
to grow in warmer environments. 

Light 
It’s crucial that seedlings get enough 
light immediately after sprouting. If the 
light source is insufficient, plants will 
become very stretched and spindly with 
little foliage. Supplemental lights should 
be placed be six inches away from the 
plant, and foliage should not be allowed 
to touch the light or it may burn. If using 
windows as a light source, be sure to 
rotate your pots/trays often to avoid 
plants leaning to one side.

Nutrients
The three numbers often seen on 
fertilizer labels refer to the amount of 
macronutrients they contain. Nitrogen 
(N) – Phosphorus (P) – Potassium (K).
Once seedlings have produced two sets 
of true leaves, they will benefit from a 
fertilizer formulated with a high middle 

number to encourage root growth 
and development. Always follow the 
instructions on the label of your fertilizer 
container. Synthetic fertilizers with high 
nutrient values can be diluted to avoid 
burning young plants.

tranSPlantinG
Once your seedlings have produced 
several true leaves and outgrown their 
cells with roots that fully fill the depth 
of the container, it’s time to plant them 
into individual pots to grow further until 
it is time to transplant outside. When 
choosing the next pot size, it’s good 
to start small and work up. Oversized 
pots will result in a disproportionate 
ratio of roots to foliage, producing 
plants that have stunted growth above 
the ground. Plastic pots are reusable 
when sanitized, while peat pots will 
decompose and can be planted directly 
into the ground. If using a peat pot, be 
sure to gently tear off the bottom before 
transplanting so the roots can grow 
unimpeded.

Always be patient and gentle when 
transplanting. Gently push from the 
bottom of the cell to pop out the 
seedling. You can gently pull apart its 
roots before you place the seedling 
into the new pot. Lightly press the soil 
around it and water well.  Move to a 
location with indirect sunlight for a day 
or two. Some plants are susceptible 
to transplant shock, so monitor them 
closely in the days after transplanting. 
Allow for one week of recovery prior to 
resuming fertilization.  
After many weeks of care and nurturing, 
it’s finally time to put your plants into 
the ground (or raised bed, planter, or 
pot) and let them grow big and tall, 
flower, and produce delicious food for 
your table or flowers for your garden. To 
prepare the sensitive seedlings to 
handle the sometimes unpredictable 
conditions outside, follow these 
guidelines.

Hardening Off 
Hardening off is the gradual process of 
slowly exposing plants grown indoors 
to outside conditions. As a general 
guideline, plants will be okay outside 
when the temperature is warm enough 
that you’re comfortable in a t-shirt. 
Start on a mild day and place your 
trays outside for about an hour, then 
bring them back in for the rest of the 
day. Increase the amount of time they 
spend outside each day until they’re 
ready to move outside permanently. 
For the first week, keep seedlings out 
of direct sunlight and strong wind and 
don’t move them outside if the weather 
is harsh. Don’t be alarmed if your 
seedlings look a bit sad after their first 
few days outside! It’s a big change after 
the controlled climate they’ve been 
accustomed to indoors, and it will take 
some time and patience to help them 
get used to their new environment.

Transplanting Out
Before transplanting out, amend 
your soil with some fresh topsoil and 
compost. It can be helpful to test your 
soil first to determine whether the pH 
and nutrient levels are appropriate 
for planting. Plan your garden out 
according to the height and mature size 
of your plants. Be mindful of the location 
of trees near your garden beds, as they 
may block sunlight later in the season 
when fully leafed out. 

ContinuinG Care
Once plants are fully established in 
the ground, be sure to keep up on 
regular watering and fertilizing. Heavy 
feeders like tomatoes and peppers 
will appreciate frequent fertilization 
to continue producing fruit. Monitor 
regularly for damage from pests 
and disease and treat when 
necessary. Many pests and diseases 
can be treated with organic methods, 
but pesticides are available for most 
common garden insects. Weed on a 
regular basis to ensure all nutrients in 
the soil are going to the growth of your 
garden plants, and to reduce areas that 
may harbour pests and disease.
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Vegetable Seed Starting Dates
New to vegetable gardening? One of the biggest challenges in growing a successful garden is figuring out which varieties 

need to be started indoors, what can be direct sown and when. Seed starting time lines are based on when the last frost will 
happen in your region. Many varieties are sensitive to cool temperatures but have a long growing period, this means they 
must be started indoors well ahead of the planting out date. Using this chart can help gardeners determine when to start 

seeds indoors and when to direct sow out the garden. 
*Please note that frost free dates can change from year to year - always monitor the weather patterns within your region. 

Typical frost free growing season: June - September 

jan feb mar apr may jun jul aug Sep oct nov Dec
bush beans

Pole beans

beets

broccoli

brussels Sprout

Cabbage

Carrots

Cauliflower

Celery

Corn

Cucumber

eggplant

kale

kohlrabi

leeks

lettuce / Greens

melons

onion Seed

onion Sets

Parsnips

Peas

Peppers

Pumpkins & winter 
Squash

radish

Spinach

Summer Squash

Swiss Chard

tomatoes

Direct SowStart Indoors Transplant out
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Vegetable Garden Companion Planting Guide
Asparagus

Compatible:
Basil
Brussel 
sprouts
Lettuce
Parsley
Spinach
Tomatoes

Combative

Beans
Compatible:
Broccoli
Cabbage
Carrots
Cauliflower
Celery
Corn
Cucumbers
Eggplant
Peas
Potatoes
Radishes
Squash
Strawberries
Tomatoes

Combative:
Garlic
Onions
Peppers
Sunflowers

Beets
Compatible:
Asparagus
Broccoli
Cauliflower
Lettuce
Onions

Combative:
Mustard
Pole beans

Broccoli
Compatible:
Beans
Beets
Celery
Cucumbers
Onions
Potatoes

Combative:
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Lettuce
Pole beans
Tomatoes

Brussel Sprouts
Compatible:
Dill
Lettuce
Radishes
Sage
Spinach
Turnips

Combative:
Tomatoes

Cabbage
Compatible:
Beans
Celery
Cucumbers
Dill
Kale
Lettuce
Onions
Potatoes
Sage
Spinach
Thyme

Combative:
Broccoli
Cauliflower
Strawberries
Tomatoes

Carrots
Compatible:
Beans
Lettuce
Onions
Peas
Radishes
Rosemary
Sage
Tomatoes

Combative:
Dill 
Parsley

Cauliflower
Compatible:
Beans
Beets
Celery
Cucumbers
Sage
Thyme

Combative:
Broccoli
Cabbage
Strawberries
Tomatoes

Celery
Compatible:
Beans
Broccoli
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Leeks
Spinach
Tomatoes

Combative:

Corn
Compatible:
Beans
Cucumbers
Lettuce
Melons
Peas
Potatoes
Squash
Sunflowers

Combative:
Tomatoes

Cucumbers
Compatible:
Beans
Broccoli
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Corn
Lettuce
Peas
Radishes
Sunflowers

Combative:
Herbs
Melons
Potatoes

Eggplant
Compatible:
Basil
Beans
Lettuce
Peas
Potatoes
Spinach

Combative:

Kale
Compatible:
Cabbage
Dill
Potatoes
Rosemary
Sage

Combative:
Strawberries
Tomatoes

Lettuce
Compatible:
Asparagus
Beets
Brussel 
sprouts
Cabbage
Carrots
Corn
Cucumbers
Eggplant
Onions
Peas
Potatoes
Radishes
Spinach
Strawberries
Sunflowers
Tomatoes

Combative:
Broccoli

Melons
Compatible:
Corn
Nasturtiums
Peas
Radishes
Sunflowers
Tomatoes

Combative:
Cucumbers
Potatoes

Onions
Compatible:
Beets
Broccoli
Cabbage
Carrots
Lettuce
Peppers
Potatoes
Spinach
Tomatoes

Combative:
Beans
Peas
Sage

Peas
Compatible:
Beans
Carrots
Corn
Cucumbers
Eggplant
Lettuce
Melons
Parsnips
Potatoes
Radishes
Spinach
Turnips

Combative:
Garlic
Onions

Peppers
Compatible:
Basil
Coriander
Onions
Spinach
Tomatoes

Combative:
Beans

Potatoes
Compatible:
Beans
Broccoli
Cabbage
Corn
Eggplant
Garlic
Kale
Lettuce
Onions
Peas
Radishes

Combative:
Cucumbers
Melons
Squash
Sunflowers
Tomatoes
Turnips

Tomatoes
Compatible:
Asparagus
Basil
Beans
Borage
Carrots
Celery
Dill
Lettuce
Melons
Onions
Peppers
Radishes

Combative:
Broccoli
Brussel 
sprouts
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Corn
Kale
Potatoes

what is companion 
planting?

The planting of different 
varieties of plants in close 

proximity that will help 
increase yields as well 

as decrease disease and 
protect against harmful 

pests.

Halifax Seed also 
recommends incorporating 

ornamental plants in the 
vegetable garden that 
will help to attract and 
deter pests. Marigolds, 
calendulas, alyssum 

and zinnias are all great 
varieties.  
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Halifax Seed Retail Locations
Located in Halifax, Nova Scotia and Saint John, New Brunswick, our year-round retail 

stores with seasonal garden centres are here to help with all your lawn & garden needs! 
From seeds and soil to fertilizer and compost, containers and tools to grow lights and guide 

books (and so much more!) Halifax Seed has what you need to make your garden grow. 
Plants, bulbs, bare roots, and other live products arrive in our stores on a seasonal basis; 

here’s a handy reference for when you can expect products to arrive:

april:
Seed Potatoes

onion Sets
Horseradish
Sunchokes

Spring bulbs, including begonias, dahlias, lilies, and others.
red wiggler Composting worms

may:
bare root Plants, including asparagus, rhubarb, raspberries, and strawberries.

fruit trees, including apples, cherries, pears, and others. 
Potted fruits & berries, including arctic kiwis, blackberries, blueberries, currants, 

gooseberries, grapes, hardy figs, haskaps, raspberries, and others.
annual flower, Herb, and Vegetable transplants, Hanging baskets

Perennials, Shrubs, and trees

june: 
annual flower, Herb, and Vegetable transplants

Hanging baskets
organic and local Vegetable transplants

august:
fall annuals

September: 
fall bulbs, including tulips, daffodil, crocus, allium, and others.

Garlic

october:
indoor forcing bulbs, including amaryllis, paperwhites, and hyacinth. 

november:
Holiday Greenery

Year Round our stores carry a wide selection of seeds, lawn & garden supplies, soils, 
houseplants, and more!
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Like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/halifaxseed

Follow us on Twitter
@halifaxseed

Follow us on Instagram
@halifaxseed

geT social wiTh us! 
Follow along for gardening tips, tricks, 

giveaways and more

Check out our blog for 
gardening  tips & inspiration!

halifaxseed.ca/tips-inspiration

Follow us on tik tok
@halifaxseed


